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Marco’s Editorial
Activism and Accountability
Accountability is something that some activists don’t think that they need to possess. There is
often an inability to be answerable for their actions. I find it problematic that we have people
who seem to feel that they can say or do anything, while they claim to be representing those
who wish to see legalization come to fruition. They make the loudest noise using media coverage, yet are void of responsibility and respectability. They do not represent me for one and it’s
about time that someone said as much.
I have been told that everyone in the marijuana movement needs to provide a united front in
order to get laws changed. I can honestly say that I have tried, on several occasions, to work
with various individuals in the movement but their EGOS keep getting in the way or they
refused to be team players. Unless they benefited directly, they were not forthcoming with their
support, which brings their activism into question. I was recently asked to be a joint host on the
Time 4 Hemp radio program, which I was delighted about. This particular show presented an
opportunity to interview Marc Emery. Now most people know that Marc and I don’t see eye to
eye so I thought that it would be best to ask patients in the movement for assistance in putting
together some pertinent questions. The interview started off on a positive note initially, until I
started asking questions that Marc Emery deemed inappropriate and rude. In my opinion, I did
not find any of the questions rude or inappropriate. Feedback from listeners indicated that
other people also placed their support behind my line of questioning. The only exception to the
rule was staunch supporters of Marc Emery. You can make up your own mind by listening to
the show yourself at http://www.americanfreedomradio.com/archive/Time-4-Hemp-32k-031810.mp3 .
If he proposes to be active as a politician, then surely he should be able to answer questions
regarding his current situation. Now I don’t claim to be free of fault – far from it. I have made
my fair share of mistakes and I have always been willing to make amends and admit to when I
have been wrong. In other words, I have always learned from my mistakes. A group of
activists across Canada have chosen to put all of our differences to
rest and successfully work together in order to battle the
Canadian Government in the court of law. This
refreshes my belief in activism especially after listening to Marc Emery shout about how many
films he has been in. I just hope that more
people can put aside their differences and
try to work with one another towards a
common goal. This would pave the way to
success and make the movement stronger.

sefotechnut.org

Take Care and Peace
Marco Renda

Marco Renda - Federal Exemptee - Publisher & Editor in Chief

Treating Yourself, The Alternative Medicine Journal - weedmaster@treatingyourself.com
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Why?

Why not?

ivanart.net

Ask medicinal michelle

Ask

M

ichelle

Dear TY Readers,

Dear Honorable Justice Minister Nicholson,

Back in December 2009 I produced another edition of
Michelle’s Medicinal Marijuana on YouTube asking my
viewers to email a letter opposing Bill C-15 in Canada
which would impose mandatory minimum prison sentences. This policy has failed miserably in America and is
being repealed in selective states already. By not allowing
our noble experienced Judges to make rational decisions
regarding criminal activity, will only cause unnecessary
punishments and cost the taxpayers of Canada. As
incentive I offered anyone from anywhere who would
email a respectful, responsible, rational, letter to Justice
Minister Rob Nicholson a FREE Medicinal T-shirt. My
Radical Renda was so enthusiastic about the idea that he
decided to add a FREE copy of Treating Yourself
Magazine too! Although Prime Minister Harper shut
down parliament just after the show aired meaning all
‘Bill’s’ that had not been approved were now dead, we
knew this would resurface when parliament reconvenes
but using another number. We decided to continue the
offer until March 2010, receiving hundreds of passionate
thoughtful responses worldwide. I love my country and
want to protect what Canadians have fought so hard for,
freedom, fairness, and compassion. Below are a just a
few of the letters sent to Canada’s Justice Minister that
need to be shared with our readers. Please get involved
with your community and country!

This correspondence is to affirm my opposition to
upcoming Bill C-15. Mandatory Minimum sentencing
continues to be a failure in America, with one in 99 of
its citizens incarcerated, many for nonviolent crimes.
Please count my vote and oppose Bill C-15, at all costs.
Imprisoning cannabis users takes up jail space that could
be used to control offenders that cause harm to our society, and destroys the families of many hard working,
productive members of society.

xxxMedicinal Michelle

Dear Honorable Justice Rob Nicholson,
Let me start by saying that I have only had the privilege
of visiting your beautiful country once, to the Island of
Victoria. It was a wonderful trip and I hope to return to
Canada again sometime and visit more areas. I am writing you to oppose Bill C-15. As an American citizen that
has lived in New York for several years, I was witness to
several injustices that were brought on by the "mandatory minimum" sentences imposed by the "Rockafeller"
laws that put so many people in prison and has led to
immense over-crowding of jails with non-violent offenders. Once again, I am writing you to oppose Bill-C-15.
Thank you very much for your time.
Sincerely,
AJ, Littleton,CO,USA

Sincerely Yours,
An educated and concerned citizen
TY, Mount Pearl,NL,Canada

Dear Honorable Justice Minister Nicholson,
I fully oppose bill C-15. I am simply a young woman
from a town in Newfoundland, and I am writing you
today to simply say that I oppose this bill. In no way do
I smoke cannabis or any other substance but one of my
good friends actually is prescribed the stuff for her constant pain. I'm very concerned that passing this bill will
end her prescription. The main point of my argument
simply is that cannabis doesn't have more negative side
effects than that of alcohol, actually less. Alcoholism is
far worse to the human body than anything that
cannabis can do to your system and alcohol has much
more of a wilder effect on a human being than that of a
simple joint. I've never seen a stoned man in a fight at a
bar, or stumbling home drunk, Or living in a constant
stupor. So why, Justice Minister? is parliament going
after people who enjoy cannabis or use it medicinally
when something far worse is being sent to the public and
taxed? Another thing I'd like to mention is that it seems
from a standpoint of someone who watches the news,
the government and the policing community isn't concerned about the major drugs that are causing blight in
our great country. Cocaine, Ecstasy, and
Methamphetamine are the three great evils that you
should be concerning yourself about in the fight to get
rid of these problems before being concerned with a
plant that makes people hungry and happy, and gives
endless possibility for medical research. I'd like to thank
you for your time sir.
Sincerely Yours,
An educated and concerned citizen
MC, Mount Pearl, NL, Canada
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Know Thy Opponent
Despite progress
Cannabis supporters face biggest battle yet
By Jeffrey Oropeza

2

amoyoga.it

010 so far has been good for cannabis
reform. Medical bills and legislation decriminalizing cannabis are being introduced in
states such as Hawaii, Nevada, and New
Jersey. The California Supreme court ruled that medical
plant limits are unconstitutional, and Seattle has
announced it will no longer prosecute criminal
cannabis possession. The most promising development
may be the Tax and Regulate Cannabis 2010 initiative
that will be on California’s November ballot that, if
passed, would allow adults 21 and over to possess up
to an ounce. Despite the great progress thus far,
cannabis is still illegal in most of the country. There certainly are cannabis tolerant places, but these areas
within the fourteen medical or decriminalized states are
a fraction of all fifty states; nonetheless, these state-level
reforms are part of a trend that is gaining momentum,
and those who support the Drug War are gearing up
for battle — with the intent of killing reform.
Opponents of cannabis reform are
people who profit off of
prohibition by working in
industries such as law
enforcement, prisons, alcohol and textiles. They support prohibition because
their job or salary depends
on it: law enforcement needs
“criminals” in order to have
jobs; alcohol producers and
distributors don’t want additional competition in the
recreational drug market;
and cotton textile producers
do not want to compete with
environmentally friendly
hemp. However, these
industries are minor
compared to the goliath
known as Big Pharma,
the pharmaceutical
industry.

Big Pharma’s interest in continuing prohibition
is clear considering that the pharmaceutical
industry is the most profitable of all U.S businesses — in 2006, global spending on prescription drugs topped $643 billion dollars, with the
United States accounting for almost half of the
market. A significant portion of Big Pharma’s
products are pain relievers, anti-emetics, antidepressents, mood regulators, sleep-aids, and
appetite stimulants — drugs that can be
replaced with cannabis. Since cannabis is a plant
and cannot be patented and profited off of,
cannabis regulation will cause big pharma to
lose billions of dollars.

From 1998 to 2006, Big Pharma spent $855 million —
more than any other industry — on lobbying and thousands of lobbyists in Washington, DC. Inevitably, Big
Pharma and its allies will blitz Congress and the public
with lobbying and scare tactics to derail progress and
protect industry profits. This corporate greed will
become obvious as cannabis reform gains momentum.
A recent example is when the pro-reform group Safer
Alternative For Enjoyable Recreation (SAFER) called
for a boycott of Colorado Drug Investigators
Association (CDIA) sponsors, which included Glock
Handguns, law enforcement supply stores and textile
distributors because the CDIA was using federal
resources in defiance of the Obama administration’s
pledge to not prosecute people in compliance of state
laws. The boycott generated thousands of emails and
news coverage and caused the CDIA web site to be shut
down and its sponsors distancing themselves from the
organization.
For cannabis reform supporters, the greatest
challenge is yet to come. It is crucial to educate, recruit and organize to ensure
that the momentum of cannabis
reform breaks through the barricades constructed by drug warriors
and prohibition advocates.
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KNOW THY OPPONENT DESPITE PROGRESS

News

ivanart.net

Descent
into the scary science
Cmoneyspruce

Run for the hills TY readers, Marco has given
me a soapbox and I intend to use it!

H

ave you ever found yourself
being far too inquisitive for your
own good? There are only so
many ten syllable names a person can try to pronounce before
they come to the harsh realization they have barely scratched
the surface. As if the science itself weren’t overwhelming enough, there are forces at work bent on keeping it
that way. This Iron Curtain approach to information
has paved the way for an atmosphere of the worst
kind: misinformed speculation. Yes – even those labtypes with titles in front of their names are admitting
to “educated guessing.” So what is a responsible
patient to do when the people they trusted to research
viable medicines have not, and the people they trusted
to create the framework for it build roadblocks
instead? It seems even if accredited scientists yield
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results, they are somehow discredited or “further
results are needed” if the findings are contrary to that
of the government’s stance.
Even the accepted research itself is limited — after all,
who wants to research a deadly drug with no medical
value? Months of reading left me with concrete evidence on only two of over sixty (and growing) known
cannabinoids. In fact, we didn’t even know of the
Endocannabinoid System involved with the effects of
cannabis until the height of the War on Drugs. Even
then, the information was acquired only to know one’s
enemy and not for the betterment of humanity. This
isn’t to say that achievements haven’t been made; discoveries have changed the lives of many sufferers. Yet,
evidence of our lack of knowledge can be summed up
in two words: Retrograde Transmission.
In fact,
research into Endocannabinoid Synaptic Transmission

DESCENT INTO THE SCARY SCIENCE

Governments have admitted that cannabis may
be useful in treating anxiety, disorientation,
fatigue, anorexia, nausea, neuropathic pain,
spasticity, Alzheimer’s and Tourette Syndrome,
among others.
has already disproven conventional medical
science during its brief scientific foray. The
complicated process ultimately leads to
Retrograde Transmission, which is a reversal
of synaptic process(s) responsible for unorthodox cognitive effects of cannabis. On
the same token, it is estimated that cannabinoids excite opiod receptors in a similar
fashion and that is responsible for cognitive
effects like euphoria. We went from
cannabis being a blatant poison to having a
specific human system responsible for its effects and
even more conjecture on how the system is stimulated,
all within some twenty-odd years; surely there must be
truth somewhere in there? Truth or not, discrepancies
like these are responsible for our current climate.
People will only approve of science if it is concrete, yet
through the ages, most of science’s heroes were
declared heretics at one point or another.
So where are we left? Governments have admitted that
cannabis may be useful in treating anxiety, disorientation, fatigue, anorexia, nausea, neuropathic pain, spasticity, Alzheimer’s and Tourette Syndrome, among others. Therein lies the problem; the word “may” allows
your government to say “We said it might… So, if it
does or doesn’t, it’s not our responsibility.” This most
recent step smells most rank of the pharmaceutical
industry. The word “may” gives the greenlight for a
sticky science opened only to those who promise to
meddle. Cue synthesized cannabinoids. After sinking
millions of taxpayers dollars into an apparent “dangerous drug,” we are left with a sterling choice of options:
not cannabis or not cannabis. Given the gigantic ratio
between man’s understanding of nature and reality, I’m
sure you are thinking, “We must have chosen reality,
right?” Instead, we have devised Marinol, a synthesized version of 1/66 known cannabinoids. You know
it as THC. As you may be aware, THC is the primary
psychoactive ingredient in cannabis. If this is true, and
the government only truly approves of cannabis for its
analgesic (pain relieving) effects, then why is the ingredient known to yield the greatest analgesic effects, CBD
(Cannabidiol) left out of the mix? Who knows, but you
apparently should be glad we have come up with anything at all, dirty dope smokers. This way, instead of
having thousands of years of supporting evidence and

examples (as we do with a plant occurring on this planet longer than us), we are guaranteed the opposite!
Haven’t we learned that prevalence of the very adversity we are trying to overcome is a result of our creating
blindly without care for consequences? Have these
doctors retracted their oaths to do no harm? On a
brighter note, I leave you with a puzzling fact — the
approved drug Sativex utilizes extracts of true cannabis
(an ancient un-varied strain mind you) which are primarily comprised of only 2/66 cannabinoids: THC
(Tetrahydrocannabinol) and CBD (Cannabidiol). I’m
not saying you don’t get the thumbs up Sativex, I
applaud the addition of CBD to the formula, but last
time I scored 2/66 I’m relatively certain I failed. It’s not
potency or high we are after, it’s the very essence of the
plant that we need to capture as it’s the very essence of
the plant that is being proven effective (and that
includes the other 64 cannabinoids). If we are forced
to play guessing games, I’d rather take nature’s crack at
the answer than some special concoction a kid playing
with a chemistry set came up with.
Tell me why, in a world where we are all running out
of money and — more importantly for some patients
— time, we’re spending millions on synthesizing
cannabis when I’m pretty sure we need only find a
plant and harvest our medicine for a change. Are people so arrogant and lazy that we can’t leave the lab to
go pick up our medicine? Last I checked, we weren’t
trying to synthesize the effects of an immune system, or
more importantly, something we know about; just
something that can make us money. So according to
our opposition, it matters not if science or reason are
on your side, it matters not if you are dying and in pain
and it certainly doesn’t matter if you haven’t the money
to spend. In a world where we let the few call the
shots, it’s the many that need to direct them. For obvious reasons, you must never give way and let someone
else choose your cure, because you can be certain your
cure is not their primary objective. Be it a career, fame,
fortune or self-fulfillment, a person always looks after
their own best interests. Industry looks after itself, as
does Government, and we all know gangs take care of
their own. It seems the only people looking after each
other in this scenario are the patients. So I ask you: if
we are looking out for one another, who is looking out
for us?
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News

The Internet will set you free
growers, medical patients and researchers alike

There are many people who contact me online and ask me for a
job! I know, that since the first cannabis seed bank, setup by
Neville Schoenmakers’ in the mid 80s in Holland, people believe
they work legally and all is above board, official, clear and
clean. Well I am sorry to have to tell you all that this is not the
case, and never has been the case, ever….!
18 • Treating Yourself, Issue 22 - 2010

THE INTERNET WILL SET YOU FREE

Clockwise:
3 types of cannabis
Cannabis Sativa Scientific drawing
Ruderalis flower
Ruderalis flower close up
Cannabis Indica leaf
Cannabis Sativa leaf

O

fficially the only variety of cannabis that exists is
C.Sativa, but as a breeder I look at C.Indica and
C. Ruderalis as two further families running parallel to C.Sativa. Most officially accepted and registered
varietals are used for hemp fiber production and foodseed production. However in the Medical marijuana field
all are unrecognized with their classification and consist
as unofficial multi-hybrids of the 3 main families of
Cannabis mention already. In the entire world the identical Latin based classification for Cannabis (C.Sativa) is the
same as for Hemp (C.Sativa) strains. This only leads to
confusion on all levels in all places.
Treating Yourself, Issue 22 - 2010 • 19

News

Left
Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol-from-tosylate-xtal-3D-balls
Above
Cannabidiol

For authorities and for the law enforcers, strains are distinguished by the Cannabinoids present and in what concentration on the particular plants in question. The general
distinguishing rule is THC is the Cannabinoid that if in a
greater than .3% amount on a plant then it is considered
a drug plant rather than a hemp plant.CBD,CBC and the
other 60+ different Cannabinoids present on a plant, not
to mention the terpenoids(aromas) are not considered in
the general law to differentiate a plants use either as a
drug or agriculture plant.But this is changing as research
on various unconsidered cannanbinoids are now showing
different results. As the internet makes our world closer
and more instaneous on the levels of news, research, personal experiences and information exchange all who use
the net quickly get reasoning from all walks of life on the
subject in question. Working out if it is applicable or true
or reliable is the individual choices that makes our experience different.
Where governments previously were believed by the
masses on technical issues, individuals are beginning to
educate themselves based on their experiences with others
on the world wide web.So it is hard for ruling institutions
to lie and make people believe and live their lies. Even
drug companies cannot hide so called mysterious secret
ingredients to miracle medicines any longer and their fear
of locally spawn generic alternatives are now realities. So
as information spreads honesty and truth like a cancer of
hope, people find solutions in simple easy forms like a
seed.
People also use other people`s knowledge and personal
experiences to base their judgement on. Going online to
check something is common practice. Trusting acclaimations from companies who advertise without having anything to compare it to or without having an online
forum/helpdesk is hollow and looses trust from many people who use the net on a daily basis.
There is no cannabis seed company that has a legal patent
on any cannabis drug strain to date no matter what registered signs they pretend for advertising! This means that
all Dutch Seed companies pay tax to the Dutch government based on mathematics rather than on the legitimacy
of a tradable item. Since cultivation is illegal, making the
seed is also outlawed where most growers or buyers of
20 • Treating Yourself, Issue 22 - 2010

seed believe otherwise. Holland, one of the only countries
to have expanded in size without seizing territory from
war is home to a worldwide industry which has its foundations planted in the shifting sands of the reclaimed sea.
The Medical marijuana revolution along with the Internet
will force legislation out of necessity sooner or later, as
cannabis moves into the health issue of a country rather
than the negative world of illicit drugs.
The more interesting question will be who will
own or regulate it and how?
I personally have set up several seed companies over the
years in Holland selling to all the countries where seed is
legally allowed to be sold. Of course tourist who visit
Holland and buy seed may be unwittingly breaking the
laws of their country by transporting seeds back to their
home.This is how all agricultural products originally developed reputation and found relevance in cultures across
the globe, both good and bad.
I do not judge other peoples uses or understandings as
these change on an individual basis. My love for the internet nowadays has allowed me to find many liked minded
unique individuals around the world whom I learned to
trust and listen to since their projects captured my interest
and attention.One thing is clearer now than 25 years ago
for me, and that is that the individual is valuable and their
input saves the majority of people time, if they are true to
their cause.
My grand father once said to me something that will stay
with me forever…

Ìf you have a pile of horse shit in one place
it will kill the ground it takes up, spread it
around evenly and you can grow roses…..`
I understand this applies not only to gardeners but to all
walks of life. I can say thanks to the internet and the honesty that exists there, my world is a better place, even if
laws and views remain confused by those who make them.
In my opinion the internet remains the only platform
where truth prevails in the end for those who seek to
know.

News

The Current Affair in the

Netherlands
By Harry Resin

I

n light of all the positive news floating around the
main stream media outlets these days with
regards to Cannabis, I hate to be the downer but
the truth needs to get out there. The state of
Cannabis in the Netherlands is dismal. The overall quality is suffering, the prices are sky rocketing, as
much as 17 euro a gram at Barneys, and the coffee shops
have never been in a more tenuous situation. More and
more police are busting more and more rooms and now
more than ever you also have to watch out for your jealous neighbor who will call the anonymous hotline and
turn you in.
Not only is the Cannabis at stake but The Netherlands is
quickly changing, turning more and more into a pseudo
police state. Ten years ago in Amsterdam the police were
practically invisible now they seem to appear on every corner throughout the city. They have even gone so far as randomly stopping people on the street and searching their
bags, including tourists.
I’ve had the past ten years to see the change in the zeitgeist
(spirit/soul) of the city. Amsterdam used to have one of the
most free and creative artistic vibes out of any city in
Europe, now this has unfortunately faded, with most
artists moving to Berlin. The gentrification of the city has
not only brought in more rich yuppies while pushing out
the underground but it has also tried to clean up its image.
This is fine, clean up the city but don’t crush it, don’t
deprive it of the energy it loved and held so dear.
What first attracted me to the city was the artistic vibrance
it had, there were so many cool projects and open artistic
scenes. Also the country had a very liberal view, not just
when it came to Cannabis but generally you were pretty
free here. The reason that this is all changing is because of
the right wing christian fundamentalist government, led by
Jan Pieter Balkenende.
This government has done everything they could to mess
up this once thriving country, including the death of the
economy. This government first came to power about five
years ago after the chaos of the so called religion wars.
This was the period marked by the murder of filmmaker
Theo van Gogh. In this same period a man named Pim
Fortuyn was running for government, he was openly gay
and pro coffee shops. He too was murdered by a
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“deranged animal rights activist” (sounds a lot like the
reichstag fire that solidified the nazi base in the 30’s).
Under this dark cloud the first Balkenende government
was formed.
Last November I had the pleasure of meeting Ciske
Joldersma, one of the ministers of parliament from the ruling CDA (christian democrats) party, the current heads of
the coalition government. I reported about it in my
Cannabis Tribunal article, when confronted about the
Cannabis issue all she could say was that cannabis was not
normal. This is the depth of their knowledge. In a time
when global cannabis attitudes have shifted you would
think an educated person would be able to say more than
cannabis is not normal.
Here is the punchline. The Current government, after
already going through five cabinet changes in the last five
years has once again fallen. The polls show that the current coalition that could very easily come to power after
the summer elections all want to SHUT DOWN THE
COFFEESHOPS. If they get elected and have there own
way, which a majority government can, then they will continue to go after the coffee shops. It could very well mean
the end of tolerated cannabis use in The Netherlands.
The sad things is that The Netherlands was one of the first
countries to recognize medical cannabis, yet they are one
of the few countries that still have no policy in place for
medical users to grow their own if they so chose. Granted
that they have the government sanctioned medical grow
rooms of Bedrocan but there is still no system in place if
you want to produce your own med’s. This is where I have
to applaud Canada as even though there are some flaws,
the system has an overall structure that allows for the realistic supply chain: the medicine can be grown and the
patient is allowed both to possess it and to consume it.
This to an extent is the same in california, only its time for
the US to also adopt a federal program, while also releasing the many thousands of prisoners being held in the US
penal system for cannabis.
It is high time we abolished the outdated thinking of the
bygone era of the Anslinger mentality which for so long
prevailed. Cannabis is finally coming back into the light as
a medicine.
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THE CURRENT AFFAIR IN THE NETHERLANDS

In a time when global cannabis attitudes have shifted you would
think an educated person would be able to say more than
“cannabis is not normal.“
Insuring it gets the recognition and understanding that it
deserves. I was impressed when I received a USA today
recently from my mom (yes she collects any article she can
find on cannabis for me, either pro or con. Cool mom)
and the headline ran Slowly Limits on Pot are Fading. I’d
say so, considering they just opened up a cannabis
Walmart in Oakland, California. The article goes on to
discuss the opening up of medical cannabis in America as
well as discussing the potential for decriminalization and
taxation. It outlines the plan that several states have for
decriminalization and eventual taxation.
This is something that needs to be examined here in
Holland. You would think that after 30 years of tolerating
Cannabis they would finally have a system in place that
maximizes the flow of money into the hands of the government. Instead of further regulating it they have left it
open letting millions of euros slip through there fingers.
The coffee shops do pay business tax on the profits that
their businesses make but there is no sales tax levied on the
cannabis sold over the counter of the Stuff bar. This is
where there needs to be improvement. It is very easy to
estimate based on how much each shop sells per year.
These shops should each be given license to grow what
they need, this would allow for shops that are more popular and sell more product to keep up with their natural
demand. This way the grower can legally grow, paying
taxes yes, but growing without fear of prosecution. This
will certainly increase the quality of the cannabis found in
the coffee shops, and hopefully lower the price.
By taxing it like a normal plant product the additional tax
revenue that this could generate is enormous. At last estimate the government said that the shops sell an average of
6 Kilo’s per week per shop. At the moment there are still
about 700 shops in the Netherlands but this is dropping as
shops are still being closed all the time. This means that
the shops consume 218,400 kilos per year, this is 218 tons
of Cannabis being consumed through the shops. If you

assume an average price of 9 euros a gram you are talking
about 1,965,600,000, in overall yearly cannabis sales. If
you use the standard 19 percent sales tax then you are
talking about an additional tax revenue of 373,464,000
per year. This is money that could be used by many different government programs and is a ridiculous amount of
money to be waisting in today’s global economic crisis.
In short this is a ton of money that effectively is being
thrown away. People will continue to smoke, is it not time
that we acknowledge that its ok and tax us the same way
alcohol and tobacco are regulated and taxed.
At the moment there is a beacon of hope which is that the
mayor of Amsterdam Job Cohen will be taking over his
party on a national level, his party the PVDA, the equivalent to a labor party, is in favor of legalizing the back door
of the coffee shops. I think it would be an amazing thing
if the Netherlands took the first step, especially because its
looking like it may head this way in certain states.
Overall I feel that cannabis awareness has never been
more in the public eye, the tide is finally changing I can feel
it. I just wish that the future government of The
Netherlands also sees this and changes the current flow of
things here as well. It would be great if things came full circle here and the supply chain of the coffee shops was finally legalized. I continue to be optimistic that the views of
the lawmakers with regards to cannabis will continue to
change. Now is the time to seize the moment and continue with the current flow of things towards an overall
decriminalization across the globe of Cannabis. Let the
plant move back into the light it so readily deserves, it was
for many years, referred to as the king of plants, due to all
of its amazing properties, lets once again return it to that
throne.
Peace and love
Harry Resin
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HAVING COURAGE

Having Courage

2

010 a strange climate, here in The
Netherlands it gets more and more like a
police state as far as cannabis freedom goes.
Yes the coffee shops stay open, and you can
still find good weed, but it gets harder and
harder to find great weed.

As much as cannabis is being proven to be the super
medicine that it truly is, it is still is being boycotted by
most Dutch doctors. Having had open-heart surgery 5
years ago, I only use cannabis as my recovery medicine. My test results are amazing to say the least my
health actually continues to improve. When my cardiologist looks at my readings from the machines and
tells me superb, I ask him if he can write me the prescription instead of my house doctor, and he tells me
its just not on the computer on his prescribed list. I
think its very ridiculous that in Holland, a place where

cannabis is a legal medication and where I have solid
proof that cannabis helps me in an excellent way, that
I can’t get the very same heart doctor to write it for me.
Now the cannabis that the drugstores sell is irradiated,
which makes it quite inferior, killing the very life force
that is present in organic herbs. I want to grow it for
my own medicine like they are in California. They say
no I am a criminal if I do that.
Now I wait for a judgment from the court saying
whether I am allowed to grow it for my medicine.
It takes much courage to stand up for cannabis rights
in this world. I know in my heart of hearts that it is the
right thing to do at this juncture in time. All over the
world it is being realized for the miraculous plant healing properties that it has.
In human brains there exists a cannabinoid that is
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manufactured naturally by the
brain itself. It is called
Anandamide.
This
agent
Anandamide, is the compound
that attaches to the built-in
cannabinoid receptors in our
brains. The name anandamide is
based on the Sanskrit word
ananda, which means bliss.
Anandamide is a bliss molecule,
enhancing greater well-being
and emotional satisfaction.
It seems that we humans can
actually be cannabis deficient if
we don’t get enough. That’s
exactly what I used to try to tell
my Mom back in the day.
Here I am at 60 and I am finding
myself more inspired than ever
by the magical marijuana plant.
As always I am growing my
White Light Shining
medicine organically, using
guano as my main fertilizer,
flushing for a minimum of 2
weeks and slowly drying my medicine that I will man- I find that there is no end to the different varieties that
icure by hand.
can be discovered by working consciously with this
wonder of the plant kingdom.
I was just in Spain at Spannabis and there was a very
long line waiting to get in to see the exhibits. I was in a I highly recommend growing cannabis as therapy for
Spanish mainstream television show where the reporter the modern human condition of stress. Watching green
smoked cannabis for 21 days, one of which was with plants grow and mature and try and give you back the
me. It was watched by most of the Spanish populace, love that’s been given to them is quite the nurturing
during prime-time. It is starting to go mainstream all experience.
over the planet, and well it should. Cannabis heals, its Keep it Green
fun, it smells good, its more fun to watch it grow than Soma
watching TV, and a whole lot more rewarding.
www.somaseeds.nl

Cartoon
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Could cannabis growers become
Mike Aberle
Statewide Insurance
Daniel Downey AMG media group

W

hat does a grower
do if they experience a fire or a
theft takes place?

You can replant at your
expense or better yet, you call
your insurance agent to report the claim. What if your
landlord requires you to have insurance or the landlord's insurance company does not allow them to lease
to growers? You would call Northern California-based
agency Statewide Insurance Services. "We have the
answers," said Michael Aberle, National Director of
Statewide Insurance Services’ nationwide Medical
Marijuana Specialty Unit. Aberle stated there are carriers that are willing to insure growers, but as with the
Medical Marijuana Dispensaries, Aberle is working
with growers and insurance companies directly to
develop new and better insurance programs and coverages for the future benefit of the cannabis industry.
When the owner of Redwood Coast Collective in
Crescent City, CA needed insurance coverage, he called
Statewide Insurance Services after locating the agency
on the internet. The conversation resulted in a recognition of best practices for similar operations. Said
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Aberle, "Redwood Coast Collective is a perfect example of how business in this industry should operate."
Elements of this conversation have become part of the
underwriting template Aberle is pursuing with his
insurance underwriters. Redwood Coast Collective
(RCC) is developing best-practices guidelines for their
operation, from end to end. Enlisting the skills and
knowledge of their own collective members, as well as
developing standards for the cannabis strains they distribute to patients through their operation. “We considered the available medical cannabis certifications”,
says McCauley, “but found our own knowledge and
cultivation expertise exceeded what was currently set
out in the standards.” Michael Aberle has been asked
to speak at the THC Expose April 23–25, 2010 in Los
Angeles, CA on Medical Marijuana Business Insurance.
So we now know growers and dispensaries have solutions for insurance, but further, can members of the
cannabis industry help provide solutions when city
leaders are looking for financial answers, community
redevelopment and jobs? Consultant M.Max Del Real,
CEO of California Capitol Solutions and industry lobbyist, works with city leaders and community redevelopment teams to help create solutions from within the

FROM THE DIRT TO THE URBAN JUNGLE

Jungle
the future of California ?

cannabis industry. Mr. Del Real emphasizes the importance of the grower segment, commenting that “the
future of California is in the cannabis growers of
California." California Capital Solutions works directly with cities to help adopt better ordinances that
would allow growers to open legal operations for
neighborhood revitalization, new jobs and new tax revenue.

What does a person do if they want
to become a grower?
Oaksterdam University, the brainchild of Richard Lee,
is an educational facility now with three locations
designed to educate and prepare their students in all
phases of the industry. Oaksterdam educates dispensary owners, employees and now, with their new
Horticulture Program, growers now have a place for
higher education.
What do you do once you have graduated? You call
Boss Enterprises, who serve as a full-service management and consulting firm for the medical cannabis
industry. Michael Nolin, CEO of Boss Enterprises, said
his team specializes in dispensary management, local
regulations, government relations, product development and community outreach. "The Boss Standard"

raises the bar for start-up dispensaries and includes a
successful blueprint for business implementation and
development.

What do all these resources contribute? Could the cannabis growers of California re-energize our
economy?
This is the time for better business practices, green jobs,
new tax revenue and revitalization of our communities.
This is the time to work locally and think globally for
community leaders and to start to realize the unlimited
potential that a well-managed cannabis industry could
bring to the economy. These efforts will, at least, begin
to address concerns of the likes of California’s attorney
general, whose Medical Marijuana guidelines repeatedly address the diversion of supplies (i.e., cannabis) into
the black market. By cultivating industry oversight,
professionals working with medical cannabis providers
aim to establish quality and cultivation standards, reinforcing the burgeoning medical cannabis industry and
eliminating many of the gray areas which now plague
patients, providers, law enforcement and municipalities. We hope that this will help to clear the smoke, and
provide a clearer picture for the patient community.
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WalMart Fires
Associate of theYear,
Cancer Patient For
Medical Marijuana
WalMart fired cancer patient Joseph Casias for following his doctor's instructions and using medical
marijuana

By Steve Elliott
Friday, Mar. 12 2010 @ 12:44AM

D

espite medical marijuana
being legal in Michigan,
WalMart has fired a cancer
patient and former employee
of the year who tested positive for the drug, which was
recommended by his doctor.

"I was terminated because I failed a drug screening,"
ex-WalMart employee Joseph Casias told WZZM13.
In 2008, Casias was Associate of the Year at the
WalMart store in Battle Creek, Mich., despite suffering from sinus cancer and an inoperable brain tumor.
At his doctor's recommendation, Casias legally uses
medical marijuana to ease his pain.

"It helps tremendously," Casias said. "I only use it to
stop the pain. To make me feel more comfortable
and active as a person."
Casias said he went to work every day during his five
years at WalMart. "I gave them everything," he said.
"One hundred and ten percent every day. Anything
they asked me to do, I did. More than they asked me
to do. Twelve to 14 hours a day."
Then Casias sprained his knee at work last
November. During the routine drug screening that
follows all workplace injuries, marijuana was detected in his system.
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Casias showed WalMart managers his Michigan
medical marijuana card, but was fired anyway.
"I was told they do not accept or honor my medical
marijuana card," Casias said.
Casias said he never smoked marijuana before going
to work.
"No, I never came to work under the influence,
ever," he said. "I don't think it's fair. Because I have
a medical condition I can't work and provide for my
family?"
"In states such as Michigan, where prescriptions for
marijuana can be obtained, an employer can still
enforce a policy that requires termination of employment following a positive drug screen," said WalMart
spokesman Greg Rossiter from company headquarters.

"We believe our policy complies with the law, and we
support decisions based on the policy," Rossiter said.
Casias has been collecting unemployment compensation since getting sacked in November, but this week
he said he was notified that now WalMart is even
challenging his eligibility for benefits.
"It's not fair," he said.
I know I won't be shopping at WalMart anytime
soon. Who's with me?

Hemp chronicles

Forfeiture Laws:
The End of the American Dream
By Alan Blackburn
A Sacramento investigative reporter
and founder of GreenGuerrillas.

R

etired Mississippi heart surgeon Dr. David Allen
had a very big problem, he told me. It was March
5, 2009, a couple of weeks after the Jackson
County (Mississippi) Narcotics Task Force (NTF)
had raided his picturesque property with a lake.

Heart surgeon Dr. David Allen

Dr. Allen had arrived in California four months earlier, intent
on establishing a practice issuing medical marijuana recommendations. He had left his 50-acre farm, called “Blue Hole,”
in the care of his sister, Gail, and her husband, Rodney Lee, the
only people present when the NTF visited. Discovered in a storage building was a set of lights identified by authorities as
“grow lights,” and several grams of cannabis and hash — in
Rodney’s pocket.
The NTF arrested Gail and Rodney, charging them with possession, a misdemeanor in the state of Mississippi. A couple of
weeks later, Gail and Rodney were re-arrested for cultivation of
marijuana, and the property was seized.
Dr. Allen had learned about me through the Sacramento medical cannabis community. I had been keeping an eye on the
local cannabis scene as I assisted in developing a team of investigative reporters called GreenGuerrillas. The doctor wanted
help getting his story to the media. GreenGuerrillas reporters
immediately saw signs of corrupt civil government and abuse
of land seizure laws, and since March, have uncovered overwhelming evidence of such.

Gail Lee

After giving us a full video testimony, the doctor turned himself
in to California authorities, knowing the NTF wanted to talk
with him. Upon his return, he was arrested for cultivation of
marijuana and sales of marijuana in the possession of a firearm.
The grow lights had turned into a cultivation charge; because of
the pot in Rodney’s pocket, the NTF charged Dr. Allen with sales
in the possession of a firearm. Those charges make the land
seizure possible, with no due process.
Dr. Allen’s next experience was to be extradited in wrist, waist,
and ankle shackles by a private Mississippi company, North
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Dr. David Allen’s “Blue Hole” property

Atlantic Extradition Service (NAES).
The physician spent a couple of nights
on a concrete floor in a private jail
owned by NAES. This extradition
company in turn is owned by
Mississippi
millionaire
Tony
Mulligan. Mulligan said he has 10 to
19 employees, and claims his company earns $500,000 to $1 million dollars annually. Mulligan’s credentials?
A security guard’s license.

was an article written by Jarret B.
Wollstien, the founder of the
International Society For Individual
Liberties, titled “Your House Is Under
Arrest: The Police Get Paid To Take
Your Stuff,” and a list of everyone it
was sent to. Two weeks after we sent
out the mass press release, the doctor
was hell-bent on returning to
Mississippi to gather evidence. After
spending the good part of a day giving Dr. Allen a thousand reasons why
we shouldn’t, the doctor and I headed
for the airport and New Orleans.

The NTF kept Dr. Allen in jail long
enough for his lawyer at the time,
Tony Mulligan
Calvin Taylor, to instruct the doctor to
sign a document sealing the seizure of Blue Hole. The In the six-minute video that GreenGuerrillas prodoctor was released on a $100,000 bond, received a duced, Dr. Allen called the Jackson County Narcotics
travel voucher from the bail bondsman and headed Task Force “thugs with guns and badges” and “terrorists.” Now we were headed straight into
back to California.
these “good ol’ boys” territory to
gather evidence against them. I
Now Dr. Allen was fired up. He
couldn’t let him go alone, and I
asked me to help him launch a
wouldn’t miss this show for the
nationwide press release telling his
world.
story. We then threw up a simple
Web site (officialthieves.com) to
We landed in New Orleans, rented a
post a two-page article highlighting
Chevy Cobalt and headed for the
the facts of the story, and a sixworst possible place in the United
minute video of the doctor giving his
States of America for us to be —
testimony. Then we produced approxiPascagoula, Mississippi. Here, the doctor
mately 100 press packs for delivery to
had no real friends and many enemies in
Mississippi government at all levels, federhigh-ranking law enforcement positions.
al authorities including the FBI, the Attorney
General’s Office, and even the White House,
It was 2 a.m. Monday morning when we arrived in
Mississippi press, Sacramento press, and every civil
rights group we could locate. Included in the packet town. Dr. Allen drove straight to Blue Hole, his seized
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property. A large sign left by the NTF threatened arrest
to any trespasser. From the property fence line, one
could easily see the back sliding glass door entry to his
house was shattered all over the living room floor. Dr.
Allen was furious. After further investigation, we
learned that most of his personal property was missing: a fancy guitar collection, an expensive sound system, a washer and dryer, family photos. Dr. Allen was
devastated. We saw a sheriff’s patrol vehicle while
leaving the neighborhood, but safely found a hotel for
the night.
The next day, we went right to work. We headed back
to Dr. Allen’s neighborhood to interview some of his
neighbors. As Dr. Allen slowed the rental car to view
his property, we passed a police car. As the doctor
resumed his speed, the police car turned around, and I
dialed my California editor’s phone number.

know if Broadway had seen the NTF burn anything on
his property the night of the raid. Broadway, clearly
not wanting to say anything to offend the NTF, said
that he had not. He did, however, see two large moving trucks brought onto Dr. Allen’s property by the
NTF a couple of weeks after the raid. After Miles
reluctantly gave us his testimony on video, we said our
thanks, and left. The next stop was at a residence
also in view of “Blue Hole.” A 12-year old girl playing
in the driveway retreated into the house. A couple of
minutes later she returned with her mother, both wearing solemn expressions.
“Do you know who I am?” Dr. Allen asked the
woman.
“Yes,” she replied. “I’m sorry this is happening to you,
Dr. Allen.”

Dr. Allen at work

Singing River Hospital, Pascagoula MS

As the policeman walked up to the doctor’s window,
he asked in a southern drawl, “Didn’t you used to own
that property back there, Dr. Allen?”

He asked her, “Did you see agents burn anything the
night of the raid?”

The physician owned the lake-studded property outright, paid for by his practice as a surgeon.
“We are here to gather evidence!” Dr. Allen snapped.

She said she had not. The girl then said she talked to
agents of the NTF on Dr. Allen’s property sometime
after the raid. She said they told her of their plans to
use the property for NTF headquarters. They would
use the lake for diving certifications, the buildings for
offices, and even an area for a gun range.

“Against who?” the policeman politely inquired.
“The police!” Dr. Allen responded with conviction.
I sunk into my seat, and could picture my editor shaking his head in disbelief. As the policeman asked me
for identification, another unit arrived on scene. After
a short time, they released us from our detainment.
Miles Broadway, a neighbor and friend of the doctor’s,
was apparently not overjoyed to see us, but did agree
to speak to us on his front porch. Dr. Allen wanted to
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We thanked them both and headed to a third neighbor’s residence. As we approached the house we spotted an old man in the front yard, next to his truck. He
recognized Dr. Allen, not surprising considering he
was one of the doctor’s heart surgery patients. When
Doc asked if the old man would help him, the old
patient of his looked at him thoughtfully and said,
“You know, Doc, these guys will burn my house
down. We can’t be having that around here.” The old
man then invited us in to meet his wife. While his wife
showed us pictures of his heart surgery, the man said,

FORFEITURE LAWS

“There was a cable truck that ran a line from the road
to your house.” Figuring it was some kind of monitoring system, we said our goodbyes and departed.
After interviewing the four neighbors, we also learned
that whatever was not already stolen or confiscated of
the doctor’s personal belongings, was in Dr. Allen’s
garage on tables, itemized and priced to sell. It was said
to have had “the feel of a flea market.”
Next, Dr. Allen called a man named Joe who had witnessed him in the trunk of the extradition van for 13
hours. After some convincing, the man, Joe, agreed to
meet us at a convenience store located next to a car
wash. As we pulled into the parking lot, we were
flanked by two police cars. The cops stayed in their cars
long enough for me to exit the car and go into the store.
When I returned to the car, both cops got out of their
cars and went into the store. As we pulled out of the
parking lot and turned right, the cops ran back to their
cars and burned rubber. They took an immediate right
and pulled us over. As I got my editor on the phone, the
doctor protested the “harassment” to the policeman
who walked to the car window. When the other officer
walked up to my window I asked him what department
he was with.
“Moss Point Police Department,” he said as I repeated
that into the phone for my editor to hear.
The second officer must not have liked my energy
much, because he walked away from my window.
Then I said to the cop at Dr. Allen’s window, “It’s okay,
sir, we understand, two white men in a heavy drug
area,” after listening to their conversation through my
left ear.
A third unit arrived, but eventually, they released us
from our second detainment of the day. Joe and a
friend followed us back to the hotel. Joe gave us his testimony on video, stating that he had witnessed Dr.
Allen lying in the trunk of the extradition van for 13
hours.
The next day we found Dr. Allen’s sister, Gail, smoking
a cigarette behind her workplace. She was anything but
happy to see her brother. He hugged her, sobbing, and
begged her to come to California to live. He guaranteed
her and her husband a home, jobs paying three times
their current wage, her family back, and protection
from the thug cops who were threatening them. Then
they could tell the truth about the case and the charges
against Dr. Allen wouldn’t stand. Gail, uncomfortably
paranoid, told us that she was being watched by the
NTF and we had to leave. His sister agreed to meet him
after she finished work later that evening.
Doc and I had a couple of hours to kill so we left to

look for food. In the meantime, agents from the NTF
wired Rodney and Gail with hidden microphones. The
NTF had been listening to both the doctor’s and my
phone conversations for the last couple of months, as
it turned out.
They had the GPS activated on our rental car since we
left New Orleans. Although our trip seemed innocent
enough to me, now we were being investigated for
tampering with witnesses.
While I waited in the car, Dr. Allen spoke to his sister
and brother in law, and the NTF listened. When the
doctor was finished speaking to his family, offering
them a chance to come clean, Dr. Allen and I drove to
Jackson Mississippi. We planned to meet Dr. Allen’s
attorney the next day. Next we would go to the Civil
Corruption Unit of the Assistant Attorney General’s
Office where the doctor would file a formal complaint
against the NTF.
My editor called during our drive to say, “I’ve done
some checking on the Grand Jury there in Jackson
County. They are a very secretive group. The clerk at
the court house was shocked when I asked for the
Grand Jury’s names. She snapped, ‘Those names are
secret!’”
Then he said, “Just the fact that you know that they
are meeting on Monday might put you in jeopardy. Be
very careful.”
Secret government? What the hell is going on here? We
were not in the Jackson motel for more than a half of
an hour when my editor called back: “Rodney just
called on the cell phone the doc left with him, and he
said he is ready to talk.”
Rodney was instructed to get a motel room in
Gulfport and that we were on our way. Dr. Allen
would get travel vouchers from the bail bondsman so
Gail and Rodney could return with us to California,
give true testimony on video, and blow this case wide
open.
Rodney was in front of the motel with smiles and hugs
when we arrived at around midnight. Doc rented a
room near that of his family, and Rodney led the way.
Rodney unlocked his room and entered it. As I followed the doctor and Rodney we heard shouts: “Get
down! Get down now!”
And we had the pleasure of meeting the Jackson
County Narcotics Task Force … the hard way.
They came in behind us and took us down. I flashed a
brief moment of panic when the agent that was searching me stuck his finger into my coin pocket. What if he
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plants something on me, I thought. Lying on my chest,
hands cuffed behind my back, I turned and looked at
him.
“Are you legit?” I asked. The agent looked confused.
“What?” he asked me. “Are you legit?” I demanded.

“What are the charges?”
“Aiding and abetting a fugitive,” Agent Trussell
answered as if it were no consequence. Then I told
him, “I am an investigative reporter on assignment.”
The agent closest to me then asked, “Do you have any
ID?”

“Yeah,” he said like I should know the answer.
“Okay,” I said as I turned around to let him resume his
search with no further objection.
After searching all three of us, the agents told us to sit
on the bed. I asked the agent closest to me if I was
under arrest. Dr. Allen was just realizing his brother in
law had set him up.
“Ask him,” the agent said, and pointed to a cop sitting
at the desk, filling out arrest papers.
This was Agent Jackie Trussell. My news agency just
named him, his commanding officer Curtis Spiers, and
the NTF in the press release for abusing land seizure
laws.
Commander Curtis Spiers is often quoted misinforming the press. In his latest public lie, Spiers claimed a
week after Dr. Allen’s latest arrest that Dr. Allen’s
Sacramento office had been closed by Sacramento
authorities for misconduct.
Untrue. The only reason Dr. Allen’s office is closed is
because Curtis Spiers holds him prisoner.
“Am I under arrest?” I asked Agent Trussell as Dr.
Allen and his brother-in-law shouted profanities at one
another.
“Yes,” he answered.

I showed him my credentials. He immediately saw
GreenGuerrillas on my press pass, and recognized me
as the person responsible for the press release naming
his task force. We also recently asked the Jackson
County District Attorney, Tony Lawrence, for all the
NTF’s financial records.
“We’ll see how the night plays out,” the agent told me.
We waited around three hours for a search warrant to
arrive so the agents could pick through the rental car.
Dr. Allen and I used the time to extract as much information as possible from the agents. Doc asked Trussell
about a photo that was printed in Mississippi newspapers depicting a room full of pot plants and captioned,
“Pot plants found at (Dr. Allen’s) residence.”
The agent responded, “That was a file photo the newspaper found.”
Another agent responded, “Yeah, I know what bust
that was from.”
This was interesting, in view of the fact that newspaper editors claimed they received the photo from NTF
agents.
Then I asked, “Were there any marijuana plants growing on the property when the NTF raided Blue Hole?”
Trussell said, “No.”
Dr. Allen asked, “Did you guys burn anything of mine

Commanding officer Curtis Spiers
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the night of the raid?”
Trussell surprisingly answered, “Yeah, we burned
some cabinets from the storage room. We always do.”
Dr. Allen didn’t know whether to be angry or overjoyed that the agent had just confessed to arson and
destroying evidence.
The search warrant arrived and the agents searched
the car. Agent Trussell approached me with my
belongings, wallet and IDs, video camera, and my
jacket.
“We didn’t find anything in the car. We are not going
to hit you with bullshit charges,” he said, removing my
handcuffs. “We know that you didn’t know we issued
a new warrant for him.” Trussell then said, “I left the
rental car key in the car door.”
After giving me the key to the room Dr. Allen had rented, the agents hauled Dr. Allen away in handcuffs. I

waited awhile, checked the neighborhood for cops,
then drove the rental car south to the I10, then west to
California.
The additional trumped-up charges are bribing witnesses, witness tampering and suborning perjury.
In an article written by Jarret Wollstein, “Your House Is
Under Arrest: The Police Get Paid To Take Your Stuff,” the
author states that the latest targets of land confiscations
are “doctors who resist government controlled medicine.”
Dr. Allen is doing exactly that. As long as we choose to
ignore what is happening around us, we become vulnerable to the same treatment.
Federal forfeiture laws enable the government to seize private property without a hearing until a case is closed.
Police are allowed to confiscate all of your property, including your accounts, so you have nothing to pay attorneys
for your defense. Even if innocent, you still have to prove
at trial your innocence. Individual police officers and
informants can be given twenty-five percent each of the
stolen property.

Dr. Allen remains in jail with no bail and no date for a trial.
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Crooked Cops:
Turning Freedom Into Fear
Commander Curtis Spiers Jackson Co NTF

by Alan Blackburn
Sacramento investigative reporter and founder of GreenGuerrillas.

Are you one of the growing number of Americans who
feel fear when you see a cop? Misconduct reports filed
against police are multiplying exponentially.
When a law enforcement officer has the authority to enter
your home uninvited, throw you and family members to
the floor and restrain everyone in handcuffs, he had better be honest. Not the case for Narcotics Task Force of
Jackson County’s (NTFJC Mississippi) Commander
Curtis Spiers.
In an article posted December 9, 2009 by Patrice Clark,
WLOX Mississippi, Commander Spiers is quoted saying,
“I feel it is a long time coming; I feel he (Dr. David Allen)
has muddied the waters enough on this particular case.”
Speaking of “Blue Hole,” Dr. Allen’s picturesque 50-acre
property with a spring-fed lake, Spears continued, “There
was marijuana being grown down there; there were drugs
being shipped in and out of there for profit, and that is
why the place has been seized.”

Prashad Gupta/ AP

Who is muddying the water, Commander? At the time of
Dr. Allen’s latest arrest, Agent Jackie Trussell of the
NTFJC admitted to me that there were “no” plants growing at Blue Hole at the time of the raid. Spiers said there
were “drugs being shipped in and out of there.” Now,
Commander, did you catch anyone shipping drugs either
“in” or “out” of the property? No. The NTFJC found a
small sack of cannabis in Rodney’s pocket, while Dr.
Allen was living and practicing medicine in California.
Now, brother-in- law and co-defendant Rodney Lee, and
Dr. Allen’s own sister, Gail Ann Lee, have become state
witnesses against him.
In one article by Cherie Ward in the Mississippi Press Jan.
3, 2010, Spiers is quoted saying, “The stuff they are
growing right here in Jackson County using hydroponics
is selling for $4,000 a pound. An average marijuana plant
will produce 2.2 pounds annually. You do the math.”
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Okay, Commander Spiers, we will. First of all, most of
Spiers‘ busts are small closet gardens. Take the case of
Patrick Walker of Ocean Springs,
Mississippi. When NTFJC agents
raided the high school teacher’s home
late last year, they found, and then
burned on his lawn, a 3x3 foot x18
inch plastic grow cabinet, according to
records of the Mississippi Department
of Environmental Quality. So let’s use
that size growing container for our
example.
Google ‘average hydroponic yield,’
and you will see what the growers say.
An “average” hydroponic yield per
plant is 1 to 3 ounces. In a grow room
that size you would be lucky to get an ounce per plant.
Correct me if I’m wrong. Doing the math, according to
his figures, that would be an extra 28-31 ounces per
plant Spiers factors into his report. Using that formula,
a $250 plant is recorded as being worth over $8,000
dollars. $250 x 6 plants is $1,500. Applying Spiers’
average, the $8,000+ x 6 plants would be $48,000+!
Any grower in California knows you can’t grow 10
pounds of bud in a 3x3 foot x18 inch deep grow room
in one season.

quotes Spiers saying, “Marijuana has always been considered a gateway drug.”

Walker, a high school photographer and friend of the
community, faces a $1 million fine and 30 years in
prison for possessing 40 grams of cannabis and six
seedlings.

The NTFJC ran a credit report check on Patrick Walker.
I am suspicious that had Walker’s house been owned
outright like Dr. Allen’s, it also would have been seized.

How, by the way, can Walker ever prove his innocence
when evidence has been destroyed?

This is a growing trend not isolated in Mississippi. The
Chicago Police Department boasts they stole $13.5 million in asset forfeitures in 2008. It will be interesting to
see how much they “took” in 2009. The Chicago Police
Department Deputy Superintendent Steve Peterson
recently gloated to his subordinates, “The follow-up
warrants by the Asset Forfeiture Unit resulted in large
seizures of money, narcotics, vehicles and houses.”

“Cash Crop,” Agent Spiers touts to Mississippi Press
reporter Ward. Cash crop for you, Commander Spiers.
Police agencies get up to 65 per cent of the “take,” while
individual officers can yield up to 25 per cent of the
seized (stolen) property.
Agent Jackie Trussell of NTFJC admitted to me, and in
court, that agents of the NTFJC burned property of Dr.
Allen’s the night of the raid on “Blue Hole.” In addition,
Trussell told me, “We (NTFJC) do it all the time.” How
and why is arson and destruction of evidence standard
operating procedure?
In yet another article by Ward, December 11, 2009,
Spiers says, “Sacramento police shut down Allen’s clinic last week, citing misconduct.”
Investigators at Sacramento Police Department state
this to be untrue, and Dr. Allen’s office manager also
denies the report.
Reporter Patrice Clark of WLOX, September 8, 2009,

While some research reveals that many
hard drug users first used cannabis,
other studies show that many serious
drug users have used other drugs before
using cannabis. Because these histories
and research do not indicate a causal
relationship between early and later uses,
they do not confirm the gateway theory.
So while cannabis has been considered a
gateway drug, there is no evidence to this
day to prove it so.
Claims and statements thrown to the
media by Spiers are readily repeated by Mississippi
reporters without being followed up for validity. This
tends to paint a perception for the public that lacks
accuracy.
While Mississippi has certain state’s rights, it is still part
of the United States of America. Ignoring and tolerating this type of behavior by our leaders of law enforcement and media will take this nation where none of us
want to go.

Jarret Wollstein, in his article, “Your House Is Under
Arrest: The Police Get Paid To Take Your Stuff,” states
that doctors who “resist government medications” are
the latest target for land seizures. Wollstein founded the
Society for Independent Liberties in 1969, and is a
member of Mensa with an IQ among the top two per
cent in the world.
When “we the people” decide to form large public oversight committees to supervise law enforcement, this type
of misconduct will prove difficult for officers and agents
to perpetuate. Only when the public peacefully gathers
together in large groups to demand that criminal cops
like Spiers answer for their crimes against the people,
will justice be realized. Until then, unfortunately, we
know what to expect.
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Ripped Off!
by Slow Twitch

I

’ve been using medicinal cannabis for the
past four years or so. In that time, I’ve
bought about three ounces of medicine, for
which I’ve had to drive about 700 miles, as I
knew no-one in eastern Washington with
connections. When I got my medical permit
they turned me on to a co-op here, but by
that time I had my own grow going and haven’t bought
any since. I’d grown several times in the past – in the
’70s and ’80s, with varying success, but the strains I
was attempting would never have finished where I lived
and I only grew outside. This time around I obtained
proper strains/seeds and began to get pretty good at
growing, producing several crops of increasingly better
medicine. I also began to make concentrates and edible
capsules that worked great for me. I met a guy on
Craigslist concerning buying some used grow equipment I was selling. About this time I also read an article about sharing the love with others, and by love I
mean medicine and my increasing cultivation knowledge. After awhile, this guy decided to get a medical
permit and have me as his caregiver. He claimed that he
suffered seizures from epilepsy and that the medicine
the MDs prescribed didn’t work as well as cannabis,
with the side-effects making him sick. Everything is fine
and legal, and I began to supply him with organic meds
at half the price of other co-ops in town selling prescreened chemical-laden garbage. He did not resell any
medicine at first, but may have supplied some pals.

He was a college student attending a community college, so his funds were limited. Eventually (I should
have known better), he began to run up a tab. Like all
fronts, the tab gets progressively higher, but it was
never too much – about two ounces at most. He calls
me one day and says he’s pissed at his dad/roommate
and leaving town; sorry about the cash. When he calms
down and decides to stay in town, we agree he’ll make
extra payments, but soon is fronting again. In order to
not get screwed, I demand upfront payments and all
arrears before further supply. After he pitches a fit, we
part ways with me getting the shaft – losing the
accounts payable and part of my library. Lesson
learned, move on and don’t look back. Life’s too short
to deal with idiots, right?
Well, things were going great last summer. I had some
plants I planted on my property that were camouflaged
and grew enormous. I had to hand water every ten days
or so with 5 gallon buckets, which was hard with my
spine trouble, but it was doable. I also had several
plants that I’d flowered early on my deck, the way I’d
done for a few years with no hassle. I had several nice
Diesel plants, a few Blueberry ladies and one big
Permafrost – all about two to three weeks away from
harvest, and in 5 gallon pots. One morning, I get up to
move them into the sun and they are all chopped down.
All that remained were some branches that they’d
missed. Since I am legal, I called the sheriff and reportTreating Yourself, Issue 22 - 2010 • 41
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ed the theft. I found a set of Gerber pliers, which I gave
to the cops for prints, hoping to catch the scumbag
who took my plants. I had no idea who took them —
well, not for sure — so I let it go. The problem was that
I had several plants around that were beginning to bud
and were over 6 feet tall — obviously not transplantinto-the-house material.
I kept them where they were and carried on my grow
season. However, I did keep a huge spotlight on the
deck and patrolled my property with my dog every
night from around midnight to four or five in the
morning. One night, I spotted a car sitting down the
road watching my house, and lit them up with several
million candle power and called and reported them to
the police. I did not know the vehicle. About three
weeks before I was to harvest – you guessed it – the rippers came and took many of my girls in the ground,
which forced me to take the remainder of the crop early
to avoid a total loss. My beautiful plants that I’d begun
to grow in February and hand watered with hundreds
of gallons — fertilized, pruned, trained and made into
monstrous miracles of nature — were nearly a total
loss because some piece of shit can’t pay his bills and is
too lazy and stupid to grow his own. He even got away
with my Jorge Cervantez book. What a freaking piece
of shit, waste of skin, bane to humanity. To think, I’m
a legal grower and so unafraid of the police to report
the theft as the officer stood twenty feet from several
plants well into budding and over six feet tall. No,
before, back in the ’70s and ’80s, I had great fear of
“The Man” catching my grow op, but now my fear
isn’t the police, it’s the community (I had previously
considered “family”) and for which I lovingly and dedicatedly grow. I’d gone out of my way to help this manchild. I’d given him, non-gratis, several eighths of hash
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when I hadn’t any green medicine finished. I lent him
my library, gave him my old magazines and tried to
teach him to grow for himself. Brought him into my
grow world as well, which is something that will never
happen again. I opened my home to him and he
stabbed me in the ass. Did I fail to mention that I saw
the same car I saw that night in the spotlight was sitting
in his dad’s driveway not too long ago?
Needless to say, I’m not keen on helping anyone else
now. People wonder why growers ask for so much
money for medicine and are so quick to chalk it up to
greed. Do people know what it takes to grow medicalgrade cannabis time after time with consistent results?
Does anyone but a real grower know what sort of
power bills you see every month, and what genetics
actually cost? Go to the grow store and look at the
prices on bottles of nutrients; see how much a few 1000
watt light setups run or even how much soil costs. How
many ounces do I have to supply to make up for my loss
this summer? And it’s not just the lost revenue that was
stolen, but also my time, personal exertion, knowledge
and skill. Shall I bother to ever help another member of
our “family” ever again? Or should I just fuck over
everyone else until I feel like I’ve hurt them as much as
I was hurt? Why would I ever give another member of
our “family” another bro deal because they are a poor
college student? I will not. The biggest hassle to this is
that now I have to move. I have to pick up my true and
proper family and move to a new home so that I can
continue to produce medicine for me and others in need.
Also is the fact that I’ll never trust another person with
this aspect of my life again. I cannot and will not tell
anyone else where I am living from now on — I cannot
afford to uproot my family because some piece-of-shit
ripper has no heart, ethics, talent or brains.

RIPPED OFF

So listen up all you non-growers! The next
time you have to fork over $300 for a bag
of medicine, remember my tale. Have
some respect for the people who actually
make it happen, especially if you are
someone who for whatever reason cannot. And rippers, before you decide to
make someone else’s labor and expertise
your own, think about the effects your
selfish, unscrupulous and evil acts actually will have on our “family” as a whole.
I can only hope that karma deals you rippers a fitting
and hurtful blow in return. May it befall you ten-fold.

Cartoon
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The Importance of

Cameras
By T.A. Sedlak
(Author of Anarcho Grow)

T

he two growers had made it to their
patch early. The sun was low, and
they hoped to finish their work
before the heat came. Adam
Maruska knelt, feeling the ground
still moist with dew. He shoved bamboo rods into the ground and tied
the branches of a marijuana bush to them, spreading
the plant out like an octopus. He wiped sweat from
his forehead and looked up. His eyes bulged. Fifteen
feet away he saw a dark green box staring back.
“Jack,” he said.
“What?” His friend turned.
“There's a camera.”
The paranoid couple ripped down the camera,
scoured the rest of their patches, then made the difficult decision to gather their hidden tools and abandon the plants. They'd spent four months on the
grow operation, stopping twice a week to water, fertilize and spray with Neem oil. They invested numerous hours bringing the plants out in cups, then planting. They even did tasks not needed in the lush
Midwest, like carrying out bags of potting soil, a full
pallet, and dumping it into the holes for plants.
Adam had just finished his last semester of college,
had big plans, and was banking on one last outdoor
grow. However, all his work was for naught. Such is
the life of a guerrilla grower. There was a lesson
learned, though. Never partake in guerrilla growing
without the use of cameras.
Federal, state, and local governments spend millions
of dollars each summer in an attempt to bust outdoor growers. They do flyovers, which leads guerrilla
growers to become experts in camouflage. But once a
patch is discovered, they use cameras to find out
when the growers come and go in order to bust
them.
“We should have been more astute,” says Adam.
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A good trail camera
can be purchased for
as little as $60 (US)

“We always wore rubber boots and hiked up the
creek to our patches, not leaving much of a trail. In
the few places we did walk through weeds, the trails
had widened out. There seemed to be new trails. I
remember staring at them, thinking how unnatural it
looked, at the same time, trying to convince myself it
was deer.”
Pictures on the memory card inside the camera reveal
the officers had placed it in the patch on August 10.
The next images are of Adam and Jack working in
the patch on the 12th. Adam then found the camera
on the 16th. If it weren't for rough weather that
helped knock down vegetation the officers had used
to hide the camera, Adam and Jake may not have
ever found it and would have continued denying that
cops had made the wide, beaten paths they'd found.
Perhaps they'd be behind concrete walls right now.
However, if the two had used cameras when they
started the operation, they would have known about
the officers when they visited the patch on the 12th.
Any marijuana grower will tell you the most important part of the process is being safe. For indoor
growing, this includes eliminating odor, not consuming too much power and keeping home traffic to a
minimum. For outdoor growing, it's choosing a safe
place, camouflaging it and keeping the area under
surveillance. Digital surveillance is a modern breakthrough in guerrilla growing. Trail cameras for tracking game have only been on the market for the last
ten years. They can cost anywhere from $60 to $300
(US), but it's, obviously a small price to avoid incarceration. The photos included in this article are from
a camera that retails for $300 (US). However, we're
not all purchasing our cameras with government
money and might have to rely on a cheaper model.
Clarity of the image isn't as important as the image
itself. Generally, a patch has to be abandoned no
matter who's wandered into it. So, making out the

THE IMPORTANCE OF CAMERAS

Adam found a camera spying on him

A local agent setting up a camera to catch guerrilla growers

person's features might not be important.
For deciding on which camera(s) to use, research
should be done. A simple glance on Amazon.com
revealed more than ten different trail cams for under
$100 (US), and each with multiple reviews from buyers. Customer reviews showed that one of the cheapest models had the best response time between sensing motion and snapping the picture. There are also
different features with each camera you'll want to
learn about. For instance, some growers would rather
opt for a more expensive camera with infrared technology than one with a nighttime flash.
Camera placement is also an issue. The best scenario
is to put the camera in a place where it will spot
intruders but is also camouflaged. If you place the
cameras outside of your patches, and they're not hidden, it's likely people will just think they're for tracking game anyway. And, if those people see your cameras while trespassing, they'll be more inclined to
leave the property.

The agents caught on their own camera

Trail cameras are not only good for surveillance of a
patch that has been planted but also for surveying
places you might want to grow in the future. Any
guerrilla grower can think of a place he's thought
about planting in but is unsure if people go there.
Toss up a trail cam for the year and find out.
With law enforcement seemingly working harder
than ever to bust guerrilla growers, new technology
has to be taken advantage of to keep patches safe.
Adam and Jack lucked out in their patch. You might
not. If you want to avoid being locked up, cameras
are recommended.
For more by T.A. Sedlak, visit www.tasedlak.com

No one wants to see an agent in their patch, but better
on film than in person
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Cannabis,

Parkinson’s Disease
and the

Endocannabinoid
System
By Ally (aka pflover)
“Preserve neuroplasticity!”

P

arkinson’s disease was originally
termed Shaking Palsy by James
Parkinson when he became the first
to fully characterize the condition in
1817 (1). Since this time the disease
has taken on his name despite the
fact he never had the condition himself. Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a
neurodegenerative condition which
outwardly manifests as a movement disorder. PD is
chronic, progressive and incurable with an onset usually in the second half of life. Although in a few cases
genetic mutations are known to cause PD the specific
cause in most cases has not been identified (2).
The list of potential symptoms which have been associated with PD is extensive. The most overt symptoms
are related to movement. Tremor of the extremities
which appears when they are at rest is often the first
symptom to appear. This is accompanied by muscle
rigidity and joint stiffness. The most severe symptoms
are slowing of movement (bradykinesia) and in
extreme cases loss of movement (akinesia). In later
stages of PD falls are common due to impaired balance
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and a general failing of the reflexes
which control posture. Stooped shuffling gait and gait
freezing are some of
the common ways
PD effects walking.
There are also
symptoms of the
mouth such as droolJames Parkinson
ing, difficulties swallowing, and changes in, or difficulties with, speech.
One suffering from PD may also experience fatigue or
an unpleasant desire to move. Neurological symptoms
include impaired reaction time and executive functions
such as awareness of time, impulse control and awareness/interpretation of interpersonal cues. Memory of
how to do things is also often impaired. Insomnia with
excessive daytime sleeping and disturbances during
REM sleep are also frequently observed. Autonomic
functions are also altered producing such things as oily
skin, excessive sweating and sexual dysfunction.
Motility is also impaired in the gastrointestinal tract

CANNABIS, PARKINSON’S DISEASE & THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM

resulting in constipation severe enough that it can be
life threatening. PD also can impair the eyes reducing
blink rate, altering tear production, producing eye
twitching and even sometimes producing hallucinations. A disproportionate percentage of those diagnosed with PD also experience depression (58%), apathy (54%), and/or anxiety (49%) (2).
The pathological changes which produce this vast
array of symptoms are surprisingly simple. The
pigmented dopamine-producing neurons in
the pars compacta, a subsection of a relatively small brain structure known as the substantia nigra (latin for “black substance”), start
to die off. These neurons send dopamine to the
striatum which is a subsection of the basal ganglia.
This influx of dopamine plays a role in basal gangliaproduced control of movement and when it starts to
dry up two things happen. The direct pathway which
facilitates movement is inhibited while the indirect
pathway which inhibits movement is facilitated (2).
One way to think about it is as if someone stepped on
the muscle break while letting up on the muscle throttle. The overall result is things slow down or even stop.

Substantia nigra in rat brain, the black bands inside the circles gives this structure its name which translates to black
substance.
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Changes in the endocannabiThe majority of treatments
noid system have been observed
for PD are designed to
in several of our animal models
address this drop in
of PD. In 2000, researchers in
dopamine production. The
the UK observed that naturally
most common by far is levoccurring anandamide levels in
odopa (L-dopa) which is the
the substantia nigra and the
precursor to dopamine. By
globus pallidus, another part of
increase the bioavailability of
the basal ganglia affected by
the dopamine precursor
PD, were three times higher
dopamine
production
than had been previously
increases. Another technique
reported elsewhere in the brain.
is to inhibit the metabolic
The other primary endobreakdown of dopamine
cannabinoid, 2-AG, was also
with a selective MAO-B
found in high concentrations in
inhibitor. If the breakdown
these two brain regions. They
of dopamine is inhibited the
further observed that once
dopamine which is produced
Parkinsonism had been induced
will be more effective for
via reserpine treatment that 2longer. The final pharmacoAG levels in the globus pallidus
logical approach is to actiskyrocketed to seven times
vate the dopamine receptors
Shaking Palsy - Sir William Richard Gowers, 1886
what they had been pre-treatin the striatum and basal
ment. This elevation of 2-AG
ganglia directly with agonists
for these receptors. Each of these therapies has their was accompanied by the onset of locomotor suppresadvantages and disadvantages but none of them remain sion typical of PD. It is not surprising that selective agoeffective indefinitely and the side effects from increased nists for either the dopamine D1 or D2 receptor resultdosages eventually make them intolerable (2).
ed in partial normalization of locomotion after reserpine treatment. After all these receptors are the ultimate
Drugs which interact with the endocannabinoid system final targets for most stimulant drugs. What is perhaps
have recently gain attention in the research community a bit more interesting is that these dopamine agonists
as adjunct therapies. Although it is not recommended resulted in concurrent decrease in both anandamide
as a monotherapy for PD today, cannabis was used in and 2-AG in the globus pallidus. Furthermore, when
the late 1800s as a relative effective treatment for con- the D2 agonist and the CB1 receptor antagonist rimontrolling PD associated tremor (1). Today cannabinoids abant were administered together full normalization of
have shown promise as protection against the neurode- motor activity was restored (4).
generation of the substantia nigra dopaminergic cells
due to their action as powerful antioxidants, potential- The following year the same neuroscientists at the
ly to help control tremor, to inhibit the expression of L- University of Manchester yet again expanded our
dopa induced dyskinesia, to counteract slowing of understanding of the changes to the endocannabinoid
movement in the case of cannabinoid antagonists and system which result from reserpine treatment. This
finally as an effective antipsychotic in the case of time they observed that CB1 receptor levels in the striacannabidiol (CBD).
tum dropped by 12% medially and 54% in the dorsolateral portion of the striatum following reserpine treatParkinson’s-Induced Changes to the ment. They suggested that this might be due to the elevated levels of endocannabinoids previously reported
Endocannabinoid System
in the basal ganglia after reserpine treatment causing
So why might we expect targeting the endocannabinoid
the down regulation of CB1 receptors (5). However,
system to be of therapeutic value in the treatment of
this is not self evident since the elevated basal ganglia
PD? First off, the components of this system such as
endocannabinoid levels which have been found followanandamide, 2-AG, and the cannabinoid receptors are
ing reserpine treatment were not been found in the
found in high concentration in the basal ganglia and
striatum.
appear to play a role here in the regulation of movement (3). Secondly, movement disorders like PD and
In another model of PD, 6-hydroxydopamine (6-HOeven some of the treatments for PD are known to alter
DA) is administered after which it enters dopaminergic
the endocannabinoid system in this part of brain. And
cells were it causes the accumulation of super free radfinally, polymorphisms in CNR1, the gene encoding for
icals which intern kill the dopaminergic cells through
the CB1 receptor, have been associated with features of
severe oxidative stress. When 6-HO-DA is adminisPD.
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PD (9). As mentioned earlier the
rate of depression associated with
having PD is between three and
seven times that seen in the general population (2,10). It is unclear
what functional impact this polymorphism in the CNR1 gene has
on the endocannabinoid system
that might be producing this prophylaxis or how it might impact
the expression of other features of
PD but these are important
avenues of future research into this
topic which will further elucidate
how manipulating the endocannabinoid system can benefit
PD patients.

tered to the substantia nigra it produces an experimental Parkinsonism. In 2002, researches in Rome found
that this model of PD produced striatal elevations of
anandamide but not 2-AG. This elevation appeared to
be the result of a generalized decreased anandamide
deactivation processes. Activity of both the anandamide reuptake transporter and FAAH, the enzyme
responsible for the metabolic deactivation of anandamide, was decreased by 6-HO-DA treatment. This
was accompanied by striatal increases in glutamatergic
activity which has been associated with muscle rigidity in Parkinsonism. When these Italian scientists
administered the super potent synthetic cannabinoid
HU-210 similar reductions in glutamatergic activity
were seen in the striatum regardless of previous 6-HODA exposure. However, when FAAH inhibitors
(FAAHIs) were used striatal glutamatergic activity was
only substantially reduced if 6-HO-DA exposure had
already occurred (6). Together this suggests that the
elevation of striatal anandamide observed following 6HO-DA exposure is a compensatory attempt to correct the over stimulation produced by excessive glutamatergic activity.
Human brain tissue studies have found similar results
in the basal ganglia. Compared to the brains of healthy
individuals, those who have been diagnosed with PD
had reduced CB1 receptor levels in two of the three
parts of the striatum and in the globus pallidus (7).
Furthermore, the cerebrospinal fluid of PD patients on
average contains about twice the amount of anandamide found in healthy controls regardless of past
treatment history, stage of PD or its severity (8).
As I mentioned in my last article on depression having
two copies of long chain (AAT) alleles in the CNR1
gene appears to offer a statistically significant degree of
protection against developing depression in those with

Cannabinoids as Neuroprotectants
against Parkinson’s-Induced
Neurodegeneration
There is evidence that cannabinoids play a neuroprotective role in stroke, traumatic brain injury, and several neurodegenerative conditions such as Alzheimer’s
disease, Huntington’s disease, Lou Gehrig’s disease,
Multiple Sclerosis and even Parkinson’s disease.
Cannabinoids appear to produce this protection
through various mechanisms. For example, the plant
derived cannabinoids like THC and CBD are powerful
antioxidants; cannabinoids which activate the CB2
receptor are anti-inflammatory agents by suppressing
toxic cytokine release and microglia activation; and
cannabinoids which activate the CB1 receptor are antiexcitotoxic due to a suppression of glutamatergic activity, subsequent calcium ion influx and eventual nitric
oxide production (11,12). The US Federal Government
has such faith in this potential medical benefit of
cannabinoids that they have held the US patent on
cannabinoids as antioxidants and neuroprotectants
since October of 2003. Patent #6,630,507 is assigned
to “The United States of America as represented by the
Department of Health and Human Services
(Washington, DC)” for “Cannabinoids as antioxidants
and neuroprotectants” (13).
Several of the neuroprotective properties exerted by
cannabinoids may be of particular import to slowing
the progression of PD. In the 6-HO-DA model of
Parkinsonism, daily THC or CBD was able to significantly attenuate the progression of neurodegeneration
which occurred during the first two weeks following
exposure to 6-HO-DA. This was not a masking effect
either as the benefits of cannabinoid treatment continued even after the two week cannabinoid treatment
had come to an end. In cell cultures the super powerful
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synthetic cannabinoid HU-210 was also able to attenuate 6-HO-DA toxicity although the effect was only
substantial when the culture contained both neural and
glial cells (14). All three cannabinoids tested are able to
activate the CB2 receptor which mediates the
antiglial/anti-inflammatory properties of the cannabinoids. In combination with the increased antitoxic
effect observed in cell cultures also containing glia over
those containing neurons alone, this suggests that
immunomodulation produced by CB2 receptor activation may play a primary role in the neuroprotectant
properties of cannabinoids. Even so, because the two
cannabinoids tested in live animals were both plant
derived cannabinoids with well known powerful
antioxidant qualities it remains likely that this also
played a role in the neuroprotection they produced in
the 6-HO-DA model of Parkinsonism.
Another line of evidence which suggests that the endocannabinoid system plays a neuroprotective role in the
6-HO-DA model of Parkinsonism comes from the fact
that mice genetically lacking the CNR1 gene which
codes for the CB1 receptor, known as CB1 knockout
mice, are more vulnerable to the effects of 6-HO-DA
toxicity. Not only was the degree of motor impairment
greater in the CB1 KO mice compared to their wild
type counterparts but they also lost more dopaminergic
neurons as well. There was also evidence of increased
oxidative and nitric oxide stress in the CB1 KO mice
supporting the theory that both antioxidant and
antiglial properties play a role in cannabinoid neuroprotection in the 6-HO-DA model of parkinsonism
(15). Interestingly this is also the first time we have
direct evidence that anti-excitotoxic properties of the
endocannabinoid system may be playing a role as well.
Something which had only previously been suggested
by circumstantial evidence like that fact that cannabinoids inhibit glutamatergic excitotoxicity (11), that
excessive striatal glutamatergic activity is inhibited by
cannabinoids in the 6-HO-DA model of parkinsonism
(6), and glutamatergic/nitric oxide excitotoxicity
appears to play a role in the pathogenic destruction of
substantia nigra neurons in parkinsonism (16). It is
interesting to note that the CB1 KO mice in the above
study also did not express L-dopa-induced dyskinesias
as severely as was seen by their wild type counterparts
(15) and that brings us to our next topic.

Levodopa, dyskinesias and the
Endocannabinoid System
One of the primary treatments for PD is the supplementation of dopamine production by the administration of its precursor, L-dopa. That said, systemically
administered L-dopa is fraught with substantial drawbacks. For one, only about 1-5% of the administered
L-dopa make it into the target neurons to be metabo-

Michael J. Fox suffers from the rare early unset form of
Parkinson’s disease but most of his “symptoms” which can be
seen in his interviews today are dyskinesias produced by taking
too high a dose of L-dopa before the interview to counter act his
actual PD symptoms. Photo by Alan Light.

lized into dopamine where needed. The rest is converted to dopamine elsewhere in the body where it creates
side effects. Constantly administering systemic L-dopa
also activates the natural feedback inhibition controlling L-dopa production and the body stops making its
own. This reduces its efficacy requiring more.
Eventually, the excessively high doses of L-dopa lead to
L-dopa-induced dyskinesias (2). L-dopa-induced dyskinesias are involuntary movements that can appear as
jerking, swaying dance-like movement of the upper
body (17). This can be almost as disruptive as the disease itself however it does not usually develop except
after years of using L-dopa.
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L-dopa therapy interestingly appears to alter the endocannabinoid system in the basal ganglia. In the 6-HODA model of Parkinsonism neither L-dopa nor 6-HODA alone appeared to alter striatal CB1 levels however
when 6-HO-DA exposure was followed by chronic Ldopa treatment the expression of striatal CB1 receptors
was elevated (18). Through eventual activation of the
D1/D2 receptors, L-dopa alone stimulates anandamide
release throughout the basal ganglia. On the other
hand, 6-HO-DA exposure depletes anandamide in part
of the striatum after which L-dopa fails to effect anandamide in the basal ganglia. Furthermore, L-dopa
treatment in these animals leads to involuntary dyskinetic movements which are inhibited by administration
of the synthetic cannabinoid WIN-55,212-2 (WIN).
Together this suggests that an endocannabinoid deficiency plays a role in the expression of L-dopa-induced
dyskinesias (19).
Other studies have also shown a beneficial effect of
cannabinoids on the expression of L-dopa-induced
dyskinesias. Both CB1 receptor agonist (WIN) and the
antagonist rimonabant (0.1-3mg/kg) appear to reduce
evidence of L-dopa-induced dyskinesia in the reserpine
model of Parkinsonism. In this study, anandamide
reuptake transporter AM404 did not appear to effect
expression of dyskinesia (20). The next study suggests
that this lack of effect produced by AM404 might be
the result of anandamide’s ability to activation the
TRPV1 vanilloid receptor. The dyskinesias produced
by L-dopa in the 6-HO-DA model of Parkinsonism
appear to be more intense and varied than those produced in the reserpine model. Even so, here again WIN
was able to substantially inhibit the expression of dyskinesias. Interestingly the lowest doses tested produced
the strongest effect and started working sooner. Again
elevating anandamide levels, this time with a FAAHI,
had no effect on expression of dyskinesias, that is,
unless the FAAHI was co-administered with a TRPV1
antagonist blocking the ability of anandamide to activation this receptor. When this was done anandamide
was able to attenuate the expression of dyskinesias
more effectively than WIN without any inhibition of
the antiparkinsonism produced by the L-dopa(21).
As mentioned above, CB1 receptor antagonists like
rimonabant are also able to improve L-dopa-induced
dyskinesias. However there appears to be divergence
between the two types of dyskinetic inhibition produced by CB1 agonists vs. antagonists such that they
reduce different aspects of the dyskinetic expression.
Furthermore, they do so most effectively for different
points in the L-dopa treatment cycle (22). Antagonists,
however, appear to potentially offer another potential
benefit as well. They seem to be able to facilitate the
effectiveness of L-dopa reducing the dose required to
produce therapeutic results. In yet another model of
54 • Treating Yourself, Issue 22 - 2010

Parkinsonism, using MPTP to induce Parkinsonism, a
selective CB1 receptor antagonist had no effect on its
own nor were acute does of it able to alter response to
L-dopa. However the antiparkinsonism response to
threshold doses of L-dopa were potentiated with
repeated coadministration of the CB1 antagonist and
threshold doses of L-dopa together. This improvement
was in the form of a 30% increase in the effective duration of L-dopa-induced antiparkinsonism, such that
less L-dopa was required less often to produce the same
degree of benefit. The particular CB1 antagonist tested
however did not appear to affect the expression of Ldopa-induced dyskinesias in this study (23). These
results were collaborated by another study which
found that very low doses of the CB1 antagonist
rimonabant in the 6-HO-DA model of Parkinsonism
were able to produce equal antiparkinsonism effects to
a low but effective dose of L-dopa. Furthermore the
best results were achieved when both low dose L-dopa
and low dose rimonabant (0.05mg/kg) were coadministered. Interestingly, the low dose rimonabant was not
effective at ameliorating the expression of dyskinesias
produced by larger doses of L-dopa (24). However this
might be because the dose used in this study was two
to sixty times smaller than that previously associated
with inhibition of dyskinesias suggesting different
potential antiparkinsonism effects at different doses of
rimonabant.
Yet another study has found that rimonabant might be
of benefit to PD but only at very specific low doses. In
this study, which used a variation of the 6-HO-DA
model of Parkinsonism, a 0.1mg/kg dose of rimonabant was able to partially alleviated the reduction and
slowing of movement which occurs following 6-HODA treatment. Curiously, the improvements in hypokinetic behavior were lost when the dose of rimonabant
was increased to 0.5-1mg/kg. The authors were unable
to detect any changes in dopaminergic, GABAergic or
glutamatergic activity to explain how downstream
results of cannabinoid receptor blockade might be producing these improvements (25). Perhaps they were
looking in the wrong place, they only checked the striatum. Their results are similar to the case of substantially increased 2-AG in the globus pallidus in the reserpine
model of Parkinsonism we discussed earlier under
Parkinson’s-Induced Changes to the Endocannabinoid
System. Although they are both part of the basal ganglia the globus pallidus lies outside the striatum. This
increase in 2-AG in the globus pallidus was associated
with hypokinetic behavior which was completely
relieved by coadministration of a D2 agonist and a
1mg/kg dose rimonabant (4). Sadly this study did not
appear to test rimonabant alone so it we can’t say what
dose of rimonabant, if any, might be have been effective
alone at alleviated hypokinetic behavior in the reserpine model.
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Relative locations of the substantia nigra and the striatum.

Despite all the positive results of CB1 receptor antagonists like rimonabant in models of parkinsonism the
one time it was tested in actual PD patients it produced
no discernable antiparkinsonism or antidyskinetic
results (26). This could be because only one dose was
tested for one acute large dose of L-dopa and the benefits of rimonabant appear to work best in combination with L-dopa with repeat administration (23) or it
could be that the dose was too low considering that
only one dose was tested and antidyskinetic effects
have only been observed at relatively higher doses (20).
Then again it is possible that rimonabant simply has no
effect on actual PD or L-dopa side effects in humans.

Clinical Trials:
Cannabis and other CB1 Agonists
The first study is not a clinical trial as much as a survey
taken at a clinic by PD patients who had decided on
their own to use cannabis to help treat their PD and
reported subjective improvements from the drug. Of
the 85 patients who reported using cannabis only one
of them took it by inhalation. The other 84 consumed
it orally either dry or fresh once a day with meals at an
average dose of half a teaspoon. The mean age of these
patients was 65.7 and none of them had used cannabis
recreationally before learning (usually from the media)
that cannabis might be of therapeutic benefit to them.
Only four of those responding reported that cannabis
actually made their symptoms worse. This survey
found that 45.9% experienced general relief, 30.6%
relief from tremor, 44.7% relief from slowed/impaired
movement, 37.7% relief from rigidity, and 14.1% relief
from L-dopa-induced dyskinesias. Except for relief
from dyskinesias all of these results were statistically
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significant. There were some clear
effects of length of use and frequency of use such that substantially
more of those who had used for
three months or more reported relief
of symptoms on all measures compared to those who had used
cannabis for less than three months.
Furthermore, those who used
cannabis daily were approximately 3
times more likely to experience relief
from dyskinesias than those who
used it irregularly. In those who used
cannabis regularly for months there
also appeared to be an effect of 11hydroxy-THC on improvements in
slowed movement and rigidity. The
primary active metabolite of THC
especially when consumed orally,
11-HO-THC has both a longer halflife and a stronger effect than THC.
When urine content of 11-HO-THC
from regularly using patients exceeded 50ng/ml they
reported relief from symptoms of slowed/impaired
movement and muscle/joint rigidity. If use of cannabis
was infrequent or urine content of 11-HO-THC was
below 50ng/ml then relief from these two sets of symptoms was not reported. Clearly PD patients are much
more likely to experience relief following therapeutic
use of cannabis if they use it regularly for more than
two months. Frequent use appears to be particularly
important for antidyskinetic results (27).
Despite the finding of significant cannabis-produced
improvements in PD the survey has one problem, it is
subjective and most people in the medical community
these days prefer more objective evidence. There is
however a clinical study which attempts to address this
using a randomized double-blind crossover design. In a
17 patients with PD who experienced dyskinesias from
L-dopa therapy no effect on expression of dyskinesias
was observed following daily oral cannabis extract.
Indeed no reliable pro or anti-parkinsonism effects produced by cannabis were observed at all (28). On issue
with this particular study which is suggested by the
aforementioned survey is that perhaps the treatment
periods did not last long enough since on average at
least 1.7 months were required before patients experienced noticeable relief and the treatment periods in this
study only lasted one month. Or perhaps the dose was
not large enough. Another issue concerns relative concentrations of THC and CBD in the extract. As with
anandamide, CBD activates the TRPV1 receptor (29)
and therefore if in too high of a relative concentration
in the extract it may be masking the antidyskinetic
effects produced by the THC at the CB1 receptors (21).
By far the most promising trial on the use of cannabi-
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Pope John Paul II September 2004, a well known Parkinson’s disease victim.

noids to alleviate L-dopa induced dyskinesias comes
from a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled,
crossover pilot study on seven PD patients using
nabilone. Nabilone, aka Cesamet, is a synthetic
cannabinoid structurally derived from THC and with a
similar overall potency and pharmacology to THC. In
this study nabilone was found to effectively reduce Ldopa-induced dyskinesias but appeared to be most
effective against dyskinesia produced by diphasic vs.
peak dose and for dystonia vs. chorea-type dyskinesias.
During L-dopa-induced dyskinesia the lateral globus
pallidus appears to be hyperactive and activating the
CB1 receptors in this region increases GABAergic tone.
The role of GABA is to slow things down by reducing
the firing rate of the cells to which it binds. The authors
therefore suggested that the nabilone was producing its
antidyskinetic effect by binding to the CB1 receptors in
the lateral globus pallidus thereby increasing
GABAergic tone and inhibiting the hyperactivity of this
brain region resulting in less symptoms of dystonia (30).

There is one final clinical trial in the use of cannabinoids to aid in the treatment of PD patients which
bares mention here. In my article in issue #20 Cannabis
and Melatonin as Mood Regulators for a Woman of 38
with Unipolar, Rapid-Cycling Mania I discuss a double
case report on the use of CBD as an antipsychotic in
two women diagnosed with bipolar disorder which
found CBD was ineffective at reducing psychotic symptoms in these two women (31). So far the evidence
appears to be more positive for CBD when it comes to
controlling the expression of psychotic symptoms in
PD patients. The same researchers studying the two
manic women conducted a pilot study on six PD
patients who had experienced symptoms of psychosis
for at least three months. They found that in these four
men and two women that not only was CBD well tolerated over the four week trial but that by the end CBD
had lowered total scores on the Unified Parkinson's
Disease Rating Scale as well as significantly reducing
expression of psychotic symptoms (32). This finding is
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important not only because it demonstrates that CBD
might possess mild antiparkinsonism properties on its
own but because it can safely and significantly reduce
psychosis symptoms in PD patients. This is something
which has proven challenging in the past since most
historically used antipsychotics inhibit the dopaminergic system and thereby negatively impacting
Parkinsonism.

Conclusion
Parkinson’s disease is a chronic, presently incurable
neurodegenerative condition resulting in a movement
disorder. It is primarily caused by the loss of substantia
nigra dopaminergic neurons which deregulates the
downstream control of movement in the rest of the
basal ganglia, particularly the striatum and globus pallidus. This results in slowed/impaired movement or
even the cessation of movement, tremor, and rigidity.
The primary drug used to alleviate the symptoms, levodopa, eventually requires such large doses that it produces involuntary movements as a side effect which can
be almost as disruptive as the disease itself.
Downstream alterations to the endocannabinoid system throughout the basal ganglia are among the many
changes which result from the loss of the dopaminergic
neurons in the substantia nigra. These alterations
include changes in CB1 receptor densities as well as in
the production of both anandamide and 2-AG, two of
the primary endocannabinoids. Administration of Ldopa in cases of Parkinsonism is also able to alter the
endocannabinoid system in the basal ganglia. However
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Mohamed Ali (Cassius Marcellus Clay Jr.),
another well known Parkinson’s disease victim.

the lack of D2 receptor activation in the striatum produced by the disease itself results in an endocannabinoid deficiency preventing the increase in striatal anandamide normally following L-dopa administration in
the healthy brain. Some of these changes appear to be
compensatory in nature and are the body’s natural
attempt to combat the loss of stimulation from the substantia nigra. Others, especially those produced by Ldopa are more pathogenic in nature and may serve to
facilitate the expression of slowed movement and dyskinesias.
One of the potential therapeutic applications of
cannabinoids is to slow the progression of the disease
through the numerous neuroprotective properties they
possess but especially their antioxidant, anti-excitotoxic, and antiglial/anti-inflammatory properties. This
would likely be more effective when applied early on in
the disease progression and therefore might be able to
be used most effectively in known cases of genetic
mutation produced PD because CBD therapy for
example could start before evidence of the disease ever
developed. Other evidence suggests that cannabinoids
might be effective at relieving tremor, slowing of movement, and rigidity while ameliorating the dyskinetic
side effects of L-dopa. Somewhat confusingly, CB1
receptor antagonists like rimonabant have also been
shown to be effective against the slowing of movement
in models of Parkinsonism as well as for reducing Ldopa-induced dyskinesias in these models. However
the first test of CB1 antagonists in humans was not successful. There are several possible reasons why this test
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failed and it is quite possible that a more thorough trial
might yet find a positive result of the use of CB1 antagonists in the treatment of PD in humans. Finally in a
pilot study, CBD was found to produce significant
antipsychotic effects in 6 cases of PD with psychosis, a
condition which historically has been especially challenging to treat since typical antipsychotics can exacerbate PD symptoms.
There is evidence that for those wishing to try and treat
themselves with cannabis that it may be more effective
at alleviating the symptoms of the disease itself.
However if relief from L-dopa induced dyskinesia is the
goal then it might be best to avoid strains high in CBD
since it is known to active the TRPV1 receptor and this
can mask the antidyskinetic effect produced by activating the CB1 receptors with THC. So far once daily oral
doses in the range of 0.25-0.5g for more than two
months appears to be required to start to experience
quality results. Although higher doses might be require
for some, this dose range appears adequate for producing results with minimal side effects. Surprisingly,
despite the fact that cannabis can induce sleep and

problems sleeping are frequently associated with PD
there has been no apparent attempt in the literature to
investigate this possible beneficial impact from oral
cannabis use in PD patients. Although also not
addressed in the literature, one potential negative
impact from using cannabis with PD is that it could
exacerbate the PD-associated impaired GI motility
since it too slows GI tract motility. Therefore it might
be best to skip cannabis treatments if one is experiencing significant constipation.
Drugs which increase anandamide tone through the
blockade of reuptake and/or its metabolic breakdown
are also likely to be beneficial although would need to
be coadministered with a TRPV1 antagonist if harnessing the antidyskinetic properties of anandamide
was desired. On the other hand, decreasing 2-AG tone
may ameliorate some of the slowing of movement produced by PD. It is likely that drugs which directly
affect the endocannabinoid system in these ways, such
as AM404 and the FAAHIs, are the future of mainstream cannabinoid based treatments for Parkinson’s
disease.
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I want you for a

Survey
on the modes
of delivery of

cannabinoids
Anyone who uses cannabis or other cannabinoids
for medicinal purposes and has experience with
two or more of the following substances or
modes of delivery are invited to participate:
• Smoking cannabis
• Inhalation of cannabis via a vaporizer
• Oral use of cannabis as a tea
• Oral use of cannabis in baked goods/cannabis tincture
• Oral use of dronabinol/Marinol (THC)
• Oral use of nabilone/Cesamet
• Inhalation of dronabinol (THC)
with a vaporizer
• Sativex
• Other use.

Participants remain anonymous.
The survey was approved by the Ethics Committee
of the Medical School of Hannover
and is headed by the chairwoman of the IACM,
Dr. Kirsten Mueller-Vahl,
Professor at the Medical School of Hannover (Germany),

in cooperation with
Dr. Arno Hazekamp
of the University of Leiden (The Netherlands),

Dr. Donald Abrams,
Professor at the University of California San Francisco (USA),

Dr. Ethan Russo,
Adjunct Associate Professor at the University of Montana (USA),

Dr. Franjo Grotenhermen
of the nova-Institut (Germany),

Dr. Mark Ware,
Assistant Professor at the McGill University, Montreal (Canada), Dr.

Ricardo Navarrete-Varo,
Malaga (Spain), and

Dr. Rudolf Brenneisen,
Professor at the University of Bern (Switzerland).

The questionnaire is available at

www.cannabis-med.org
The following are direct links to the questionnaire in different languages:

English:
http://www.cannabis-med.org/limesurvey/index.php?sid=91387&lang=en

German:
http://www.cannabis-med.org/limesurvey/index.php?sid=91387&lang=de

Spanish:
http://www.cannabis-med.org/limesurvey/index.php?sid=91387&lang=es

French :
http://www.cannabis-med.org/limesurvey/index.php?sid=91387&lang=fr

Dutch:
http://www.cannabis-med.org/limesurvey/index.php?sid=91387&lang=nl

Health

Why do Amino acids work?
Amino Acids: Conditions & Natural Supplements
Bree Stegman RN
Bree B research, consulting & Natural health

I

n this article, the structure and origin of amino
acids will be discussed, along with amino acid
supplements routines to improve health naturally. Amino acids can be used for various
health conditions with an emphasis on neurotransmitters, sleep, pain and mood as
researched by consumer reports and literature
search.

What are amino acids? They are the building blocks of
proteins, containing an amine group and a carboxylic acid
group. Linked together, they make up peptides or proteins.
Amino acids are important for mental health as nerve cells
use them to make neurotransmitters. For example, the
neurotransmitter serotonin is made from these amino
acids and has important effects on pain and mood.
Imbalance of certain neurotransmitters can cause disease
or worsen some health conditions.

Four different chemical groups
are attached to the central · Carbon

Amino group
-NH3 +

Carboxyl group
-COO -

Hydrogen

The Side Chain, giving
each Amino Acid it’s
specific characteristic
Amino acids can be consumed from many types of vegetable and animal protein. Examples can be found in
hemp, soy and dairy products. Many health conditions,
both mental and physical, are related to poor or toxic
diets. It is suspected that a process of over or under methylation of amino acids in our body occurs. This is where an
amino acid makes longer chains by adding a methyl
group; the chemical compound is typically a carbon
attached to three hydrogen, and too many enzymes can
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break these chains down. This effects mood, sleep, memory and mental function, which is why a supplement like
Sam-E can be helpful as it increases methylation and therefore increases serotonin levels.
The theory is that our neurotransmitters burn themselves
out when we expose ourselves to chronic pain, anxiety or
poor nutrition, and also with seizure conditions. We effectively "run out of messengers.” This also occurs with some
genetic conditions, such as certain mental disorders, as
well as in addictions, as the chronic use of drugs or alcohol depletes levels of dopamine and other neurotransmitters in the brain.
We all need enough protein in our diet along with omega
fatty acids to improve our mental functioning and to
increases neurotransmitters such as serotonin. Omega oils
work as an immunoprotectants and have anti-inflammatory properties. Some conditions or deficiencies of certain
chemicals cannot be met with dietary sources alone. Some
scientists, naturopaths and doctors practice what is called
orthomolecular medicine, and recommend supplements
such as amino acids and megavitamins.
Serotonin may make some people psychotic and
dopamine levels are excessive in people with schizophrenia. Amino acids can improve or worsen our health conditions just like pharmaceutical drugs.
Individual people may have differing results and only the
following, bolded supplements have been personally evaluated. Further advice for moderate to severe health conditions can be discussed with a naturopath or herbalist. A
good disclaimer with any therapy is to remember: “your
health is your personal responsibility.”
The research team at the Green Cross society (GCS) has
seen favorable results from use of amino acids such as
SAM-E(s-adenosy-l-methionine), Tyrosine, DL phenylalanine, GABA, and Tryptophan.
Tryptophan, a precursor to serotonin, is useful for treatment of mood disorders, sleep and pain. Although it is not
widely available in Canada, it can be found in foods such
as walnuts, bananas, white turkey meat, milk and sesame
seed.
GABA is a non-narcotic alternative for anxiety, mood disorders and chronic pain. It also has anti-seizure activity. It
works in the same way as pharmaceuticals such as
gabapentin or lyrica, benzodiazepines (drugs that end in

WHY DO AMINO ACIDS WORK?

“pam” such as lorazepam ["Ativan"]), valerian, cannabis
and alcohol. Because GABA works with similar receptors
and transmitters as cannabis (g-proteins), some people
find it works well in combination with cannabis. The
amino acid taurine increases serotonin, which boosts
GABA, thereby increasing relaxation.
DL Phenylalanine — a tyrosine subtype — increases
dopamine, norepinephrine and epinephrine, and is helpful
for low energy, depression and chronic pain.
Phosphatidyl Serine (PS 100) is a fatty supplement that
helps with thinking, cognition and memory.
SAM-e is a supplement which increases serotonin and
dopamine levels, as it increases methylation (methionine)
to build neurotransmitters. This process also uses the
amino acid cysteine and vitamins B6 and B12.
B vitamins generally help with stress and nerve function.
You may want to consider a daily B-complex or multivitamin supplement, particularly if you are taking SAM-e.
Inositol (formerly known as vitamin B8) is helpful for
immune function, depression and pain.
Contraindications: These substances are natural substances found in foods, and are “generally nontoxic and
side effects may result as a result of over supplementation
or a metabolic irregularity.”
Do not take amino acids if you are taking psycho pharmaceuticals (antidepressants, anti-anxiety, anti-psychotics or
sleeping pills) as they may increase the drug effects because
they work in similar ways. DHEA (dihydroepiandosterone) may be safely taken with estrogen when prescribed
by a knowledgeable practioner with appropriate screening
and followup. Do not take amino acid supplements if you
have melanoma, are pregnant, have Phenylketonuria
(PKU), problems with the kidneys or liver, or some types
of cancers. GABA may have sedative effects. Arginine,
SAM-e, Tyrosine, and DL Phenylalanine can increase and
decrease levels of serotonin and dopamine so caution
should be used with conditions like schizophrenia.
Phenylalanine can cause agitation, irritability, headache
and high blood pressure, and should be avoided in those
with a history of hyperthyroidism, high blood pressure,
eczema and developmental delay. Too much can be toxic,
so follow supplement dosage guidelines. Some amino
acids such as tyrosine can cause headache if over supplemented.
DHEA is a hormone; you should not take it without having your doctor check your blood level of the hormone.
GABA can increase growth hormone production.
Check with your physician before adding amino acids to
thyroid medication, insulin or estrogen. A urine, saliva or
blood test may find out if you are deficient in some of
these proteins or hormones.

There may be other contradictions not contained in the
scope of this document and should be researched from
other sources and discussed with your health care practitioner.

List of Regimens & Conditions:
Addiction: SAM-e, tyrosine, glutamine, DL-phenylanine for stimulants/opioids; Phosphatidyserine, gammalineic acid GLA, and L-carnitine, glutamine for alcoholics
Anxiety/PTSD: L-taurine, GABA, theanine, DHEA, glycine,
Phosphatidylserine (PS), glycine
Aids/HIV: tyrosine and GABA
ADD/ADHD: tyrosine or phenylanine, glycine, taurine, GABA,
Phosphatidylserine (PS)
ALS: glycine, threonine
Alzheimer’s: l-tyrosine, SAM-e
Arthritis: SAM-e, histidine, orthinine, valine
Cholesterol/heart: omega fats (flax, hemp oil, salmon) and fiber
(whole wheat, oatmeal), L-carnitine,
Chemotherapy/radiation: cysteine, glutamine, glutathione
Chronic Pain: GABA, SAM-e, DL-phenylalanine, tyrosine,
Phosphatidylserine (PS), valine
Depression: Low doses GABA, SAM-e, tyrosine, DL- phenylalanine
or glutamine, Phosphatidylserine (PS), folic acid, DHEA, carnitine
Fibromyalgia/chronic fatigue: SAM-e, tyrosine, glutamine, DL
phenylalanine, DHEA, GABA
Heart/blood pressure: taurine, proline, and tyrosine
Insomnia: GABA, tryptophan, taurine, melatonin
Immunity/Infection: Inositol, lysine, orthinine
Liver, hepatitis: SAM-e, acetyl cysteine or glutathione, thionine,
arginine, aspartic acid, orthinine, threonine
Memory: Phosphatidylserine (PS), DHEA, tyrosine, DMAE
Muscular dystrophy/spasms: glutamic acid, GABA, histidine
Manic depression, anorexia/bulimia and bipolar: Low dose tyrosine,
L-taurine and GABA
Osteoarthritis: lysine, SAM-e, valine
OCD: SAM-e, taurine, tyrosine, GABA, tryptophan
Parkinson’s: Leucine, tyrosine, tryptophan, DL- phenylalanine
Schizophrenia: L-Taurine, low dose niacin
Seizure: L-Taurine, GABA, glycine

Please see the GCS glossary and references for further info
on some of these frequently used supplements. If you have
had experiences with these supplements, please post in our
forums under 'product report.' If you have any questions
please ask the research team on the GCS forum.
http://www.greencrossofbc.org/forum/viewforum.php?id=18
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Vapor Swing
by Jeremy Norrie
TreatingYourself.com
FutureofFighting.com
RLDDVD.com

wins it all!

This issue we have yet another special thing to talk about,
possibly one of the biggest things anyone can do in the
cannabis industry. To cut to the chase, Modern MedalCal
in partnership with TreatingYourself & Finest Medicinal
Seeds won the High Times Cannabis Cup - Best Product
Award with The Vapor Swing. To explain this simple statement is actually quite a long story.
A few years ago I read a thread on a website called
TokeCity. There was a guy on there going by the name
Hashmasta Kut, and he was showing people a device he
had made to “vaporize” hash oil, budder and earwax. A
few people had made one for themselves and some others were lucky enough to have HMK and GGirl make them
one. The people who had these things were all very happy
with them, some calling the tool a Ti-Curv. Reading the
stories of people trying to improve them and how hard it
was to find TI to make one, only made me want one more.
I tried to contact HMK and I was unsuccessful at getting
on the list, but I was welcome to make my own. So after
showing a few glass blowers and people I knew the pictures of the Ti-Curvs on TokeCity, and having them blow
me off when they saw the metal swing, I basically gave up.
A good bit later, possibly even years later, I got a call from
a local dispensary telling me that someone was in there
with “one of those things you were talking about”. So I
went down and that was my first time seeing a Ti-Curv up
close, but someone else had made it. This was basically
the same thing the people were making on-line though.
I was very pleased to finally have my own, and I got one as
soon as I possibly could. As time passed, the tool started
to get popular around here and from what I had heard,
HMK was still making them and people could still get on
the waiting list. Everything was going well for a bit and
then I heard that the people who were partners on the version of the Ti-Curv that I had were in some kind of a disagreement and were splitting ways, but both were going
to continue to make the tool. A new design and a new
company would emerge from this split.
The new company was a partnership between Jeff
Malinovitz, Daniel De Sailles and Jose Medrano that resulted in the creation of the Vapor Swing. The website where
you can find all the latest information is called

The time came and Rob Cantrell
read the winners, we heard the
second and third place awards
and thought we didn’t stand a
chance but then they announced
our name as the winners of the
Best New Product for the 2009
High Times Cannabis Cup.
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VaporSwing.com but the company who makes them is
actually called Modern MedalCal. They make their TiCurvs with a great design that is very close to the original
with some simple improvements. They also have various
artists making custom designs. Some of these artists were
featured in that original post I read many years ago, and
they made some of the very first ones I saw in those pictures. All of these things are great, but the real star here
is actually the tool and the way it works, let me explain.
The concept is fairly simple. It’s a glass tube in the shape
of a candy cane with a pad of super high grade titanium
wound under, so it can swing out to be heated and then
back under the glass tube when it is time to be used. First
thing a person will do is swing out the pad, and then heat
it with a torch till it is red hot, quickly the pad is swung
back under the tube while it is still red hot. Next the hash
oil or budder is touched to the plate as the user inhales the
instant candy like taste of vapor. The punch is out of this
world as the vapor expands rapidly in the lungs and causes most people that take a big hit to hack and cough
uncontrollably. The effects are super strong and the low
temperature of the plate makes the hash activate more
efficiently than fire, delivering more THC and CBD. The
other great aspect of this thing is that you will actually
conserve your concentrate by using it with this tool. There
are so many advantages on so many levels, its ridiculous.
Already there are other tools using similar concepts and I
expect this to spawn a number of new designs.
We all know how awesome the Ti-Curv is here in
California, but as we talked to more people and we read
more on the Internet, we noticed people all over the USA
and Europe were not using these things yet. Every year I
attend the High Times Cannabis Cup in November, I get to
see the newest products and what not there also, and the
Ti-Curv had not made it there yet either. So when my
friend Jeff from the Wellness Earth Energy Dispensary and
Modern MedalCal asked me what I thought his chances
would be if he wanted to enter the competition, I obviously thought he could win. Then when he asked if I thought
TreatingYourself would be interested in partnering up with
his other partners Dan and Jose from Studio City Private
Organic Therapy to have the Vapor Swing at the
TreatingYourself booth during the Cannabis Cup in
Amsterdam, I of course jumped at the chance. After clearing things with Marco, Jeff was able to work things out
and we would be working the booth as partners at the
High Times event in November, and he would be entering
The Vapor Swing into the Best Product category in the
Cannabis Cup competition.
As the time came up we arranged for everything we
would need when we met in Amsterdam. As the cup
opened we made a good impact on the judges right away.
People would come up to the table to get a free magazine, seed catalogue and get a chance to try the Vapor
Swing. As more and more people tried it, there seemed
to be a buzz building and at times a line around our booth
would form. So many people were new to seeing any-
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thing like this; they had a variety of reasons, like not having hash at home or simply not ever having seen a tool
made for hash. Some had hash but just not the highest
quality that would melt on the ti pad. Whatever the reason, they were impressed and wanted to try it. Then the
great experience they got from each and every milky hit
we dosed out just put the nail in the coffin. After a little
while we had some hardcore fans who were bringing their
friends and even some people who spoke other languages
like our friend Fabio from Italy who was translating the
information to all his friends so they could understand and
appreciate everything we had going on. People like this
were a huge help to us, and we had a great deal of support also from everyone at High Times with a good number of them coming by the booth and giving it a try themselves. Danny, Bobby, Jet and many others came by and
gave it a try as well as many of the other exhibitors and
industry members. The boys from Los Marijuanos were
big fans as well as many of the coffeeshops. All the guys
from the Greenhouse came by and gave their support but
only Franco tried it out and we really appreciated it. My
friend Chris from Soma Seeds was frequently stopping by
and the boys from Green Place were also big fans and
quite a few of them came by to try out the tool. We also
ended up meeting up with people from Bluebird, Dolphins
and the Bushdoctor who all became big supporters of the
Vapor Swing.
With all the competition from other new and great products, and after about five days of constant sampling, we
were not sure if the judges were going to vote for us over
all these other products. Honestly, some of these competitors came with huge money and had everything super
professionally done, with high quality posters and flyers as
well as T-Shirts and just about anything you can imagine.
Some people were even giving their product away, and
others were simply veteran first place competitors who are
used to taking the top prize, so we really didn’t know
what to expect as the days came to an end and the votes
were taken. Everything was set up for the awards show
to take place at the Melkweg, so as we finished up at the
expo we simply packed up and made our way to the
Closing Ceremonies. After a little music and some other
awards we were all anxiously awaiting the winners of the
Product category. The time came and Rob Cantrell read
the winners, we heard the second and third place awards
and thought we didn’t stand a chance but then they
announced our name as the winners of the Best New
Product for the 2009 High Times Cannabis Cup. We all
were so excited; Jeff and his wife as well as myself and
Marco all went up to accept the award. It was a great
moment in my life, and a really wonderful result from all
our hard work. They presented Jeff with a plaque and
they would later arrange to send a medallion to commemorate the victory. All in all it was a totally great experience
for all of us and we look forward to coming back again
next year!
Now before we go, lets take a moment to talk with the
people from Modern MedalCal about the Vapor Swing.

VAPOR SWING WINS IT ALL

Thanks for taking the time to talk with us
Thank you for all of your help and for entering the
Vapor Swing into the product cup. If it wasn't for
your magazine believing in our product we would
not have come this far this quickly. We'd also like to
thank the originator of the idea that the Vapor Swing
is based on. There is a strong ethic among glass
blowers and artists not to copywright innovations,
but instead to let them take their own course and
evolve. Think of glass on glass connectors, inline
percolators, honeycomb percs and the like. So
thanks Hash Masta Kut.

I know it was your first time in
Amsterdam, can you tell me about
your experiences at this year’s
Cannabis Cup?
It was really much more work than
you would think. Most of my experiences were pretty typical I guess but getting the chance to meet with all the people in our industry was a huge networking
tool for our business. It was really a great
experience

How has the experience impacted your business
here in California?
We're very busy now. There aren't very many people
that can say that they won the Cannaabis Cup that
live in United States. We are lucky enough to live in
Southern California where MMJ is so prevalent and
so good, but Amsterdam is still Marijuana's Mecca,
and the HTCC is still an acid test world wide for
quality. This distinction has got us a lot of attention.

What improvements or changes have you made
from the original design?
We use 99% pure aircraft grade titanium plates that
have a deeper dimple and weld them to a titanium
swing arm. The original uses a thicker flat piece of
grade 2 titanium wrapped with stainless steel. We
decided to use thinner metal because it heats up
faster. We also raised the lip on one side of the glass
bell component to form a "guide." This guide makes
solo use easy. In the end what we've done is make it
possible to produce a lot of these so that we can meet
the demand in the market for oil smoking utensils,
and to make the device a little more accessible and
easier to use for the general public.

Studio City. But really, anytime that I can show
someone what's possible with this device is a special
moment. The look on someone's face when the pain
leaves his or her body for a little while is amazing.

Can you recall some of your favorite moments
using the vapor swing or demonstrating it to
others?

Are there any big plans for the future of the
Vapor Swing?

One of the coolest times was when Jack Herer,
myself, and Dave Warden of The Weed Report had a
session with one at SCPOT, a medicinal dispensary in

The big plan is collaboration. We intend to work
with several famous and several up and coming
artists. Already Lurch and Alex K have released a
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custom series with us. In fact Lurch's "Viper Swing"
series sold out in a day and a half.

Is there anything else you would like to talk
about with us today?
I just wanted to reiterate that we have tremendous
respect for the person that invented this product. The
whole reason ours exists is because we really wanted
one of his but didn't want to wait a year to get it.
Also, Dave Warden from The Weed Report at
TheWeedReport.com has been a huge supporter of
our company and helps us on a daily basis introducing more and more people to the Vapor Swing with
his excellent web video series and website as well as
showing each person lucky enough to sit down with
the man for a smoking session personally. Great
work Dave, you don’t get the credit you deserve!

Thank you for your time and we look forward to
the future of your company and your great product.
Thank you to everyone who came by and visited
with us at the booth, and of course a special thank
you to everyone who voted for us and helped us to
win the product cup for 2009. We appreciate everything you do for the Vapor Swing as well as the magazine! All of the compliments and good wishes helps
make us all so proud, we thank you all for the wonderful feeling we enjoy when we do shows like this
one. Its one thing to put out a product that you can
be proud of, it is another to do it and get the appreciation back from the people we make it for. Maybe
we can someday also get cannabis the medical recognition it truly deserves.
That concludes this issue’s crazy tale of Cannabis Cup
competition and what it was like to win an award on
such a huge level. Hopefully you will be able to use the
article to find more information about the vapor swing
and how you can get one of your own in the future.
Maybe you have been thinking about looking into this
concept more for yourself and now you can use this info
to further your search. Watch out for the next issue
where we will talk about more cannabis related news.
Don’t forget to check out www.FutureofFighting.com to
bet on fights and get the latest news about UFC and
Mixed Martial Arts, also www.RLDDVD.com for the very
best DVD about Amsterdam’s Red Light District. Take it
easy, have fun, don’t believe the hype and find what
works for you. Good luck.
Special Thanks
Vapor Swing
Modern MedalCal
Wellness Earth Energy Dispensary
Studio City Private Organic Therapy
Jeff Malinovitz, Daniel De Sailles and Jose Medrano
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Physical Examination

Wildberry

Strain:

Wildberry

Breeder:

Humber Valley Seeds

Grower:

Badfish

Judge:

H.U.M.A.N. Compassion Club Member

Date:

October 09

1. Visual Appeal: 8 Visual appeal of the buds from 1-10 unappealing-excellent.
2. Visible Trichomes: 9 Visible trichome content from 1-10 none-totally covered.
3. Colors that are present in the trichome heads under magnification:
Clear −

Cloudy x

Amber x

Dark x

4. Colors present in the buds and/or on a scale 1-9 light-dark:

Green, White, Orange
5. Bud density: 5 Bud density from 1-10 airy-dense.
6. Aroma descriptors: scale from 1-9 upon freshly broken bud where a one indicates
a subtle presence and 9 indicates a pronounced presence.

Berry, Fruit, Pine, Citrus
7. Aroma: 9 Aroma from 1-10 repulsive-delightful.
8. Seed content: 0 Seed content from 0-10 none-fully seeded.
9. Weeks cured: 12 If know the number of weeks your sample has been cured.

Wildberry

Wildberry
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Comment −

1. Utensils: Volcano Vaporizer, Joint with Raw papers
2. Taste descriptors: Use numbers 1-9 that apply to the taste where 1 indicates a subtle presence and 9 indicates a very pronounced presence

Berry 8, Fruit 8, Hash 5, Citrus 2
3. Taste: 8 Impression of the taste from 1-10 unpleasant-delicious.
4. State of dryness: 5 1-10 wet-dry where 5 is ideal.
5. Smoke ability: 7 smoke ability of the sample from 1-10 harsh-smooth.
6. Smoke expansion: 8 smoke expantion in the lungs from 1-10 stable-explodes.
Smoke Test Comments: −
FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS
1. Dosage: − hits to reach desired effects.
2. Effect onset: 5 Rate of how quickly the effect hit from 1-10 immediate-major creeper.
3. Sativa influence: 3 Sativa influence (best described as a clear and energetic mental effect) detected from 0-10 none-extreme.
4. Indica influence: 7 indica influence (best described as a sedative, lethargic or numbing effect) detected from 0-10 none-extreme.
5. Potency: 8 Rate the potency of the sample from 0-10 none-devastating.
6. Duration of effect: 2 hours
7. Tolerance build up: 5 Rate of how quickly tolerance builds from 0-10 none-rapid.
8. Usability: − from 1-9, a one indicates the worst time of day to consume this strain and a nine represents the ideal time of day.
Morning/wake up 4
Day/work 6
Evening/relax 8
Night/sleep 8
9. Overall satisfaction: 8 Rate your overall satisfaction from 1-10 poor-Holy Grail.
10. Ability and conditions: 9 Rate your overall ability to judge from 1-10 low-high.
11. Do you personally consider this strain a keeper for long term use? Yes
12. Effect: What effect did the strain have write P if the you got a POSITIVE effect and N if you had a NEGATIVE effect
P
P
P
−
−
−
P

Ability to rest or sit still
Anxiety relief
Appetite
Audio perception
Humor perception
Imagination/creativity
Pain relief

−
−
P
−
−
−
−

Paranoia relief
Sex drive
Sleep
Speech process
Taste perception
Thought process
Visual perception

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Depression
Diarrhea
Epilepsy
Glaucoma
Hepatitis
High blood pressure/Racingpulse
Insomnia
Itching
Migraine/vascular headache
Muscle Spasm

Extended Medical Survey:

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

ADD/ADHD
Allergic rhinitis
Amphetamine Dependence
Anorexia
Arthritis/Musculoskeletar pain
Asthma/Cough
Bipolar disorder
Cancer/Chemotherapy
Chronic fatigue
Crohn's/IBS

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Muscular movement disorders
Nausea
Panic Attack
Peripheral nerve pain
Post traumatic Stress Disorder
Sedative/Opiate Dependence
Schizophrenia
Spasticity in Multiple Sclerosis

FINAL COMMENTS: Wildberry is a very nice indica. It has an intense and unique smell and
taste. Lots of tricomes and a good long lasting indica stone. The buds are leafy even though
well trimmed.
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Patients Test

Smoke Test

pati

ent’

s

Physical Examination

Critical +

Strain:

Critical +

Breeder:

Dinafem

Grower:

Skunk−mad

Judge:

Skunk−mad

Date:

December 09

1. Visual Appeal: 9 Visual appeal of the buds from 1-10 unappealing-excellent.
2. Visible Trichomes: 9 Visible trichome content from 1-10 none-totally covered.
3. Colors that are present in the trichome heads under magnification:
Clear − 5%

Cloudy 35%

Amber 60%

Dark

4. Colors present in the buds and/or on a scale 1-9 light-dark:

Brown 4, Green 4, Gold 2, White 4, Red 5, Rust 5, Purple3
5. Bud density: 8 Bud density from 1-10 airy-dense.
6. Aroma descriptors: scale from 1-9 upon freshly broken bud where a one indicates
a subtle presence and 9 indicates a pronounced presence.

Berry 8, Pepper 5, Fruit 8, Grapefruit 6, Hash 4, Skunk 5,
Citrus 8, Spice 5
7. Aroma: 9 Aroma from 1-10 repulsive-delightful.
8. Seed content: 0 Seed content from 0-10 none-fully seeded.
9. Weeks cured: 3 If know the number of weeks your sample has been cured.

Critical +

Critical +
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Comment −

1. Utensils: Bong
2. Taste descriptors: Use numbers 1-9 that apply to the taste where 1 indicates a subtle presence and 9 indicates a very pronounced presence

Berry 5, Pepper 6, Fruit 8, Hash 6, Skunk 6
3. Taste: 9 Impression of the taste from 1-10 unpleasant-delicious.
4. State of dryness: 5 1-10 wet-dry where 5 is ideal.
5. Smoke ability: 8 smoke ability of the sample from 1-10 harsh-smooth.
6. Smoke expansion: 7 smoke expantion in the lungs from 1-10 stable-explodes.
Smoke Test Comments:

This strain was tested by myself,my partner & my brother.i suffer from severe anxiety,depres−
sion & insomnia to name a few problems,my partner has been a long time migrane sufferer & my
brother suffers from adhd so the strain was tested on quite a fw different medical prob−
lems.at night time instead of my prescribed medication(temazepam) ive had a bong followed by
a joint as im just getting ready for bed & this has worked very well with me getting 5−6hrs
sleep.ive also found a great strain for migrain sufferers my partner who usually takes
(sumatriptan) when a migrain is coming on but instead she has been having just half a joint
& it took them straight away where if she had took tablets they would have taken atleast 20
minutes to work.so a great medicinal strain.thank you dinafem for this great strain..
FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS
1. Dosage: 1 bong or 2 joints to reach desired effects.
2. Effect onset: 1 Rate of how quickly the effect hit from 1-10 immediate-major creeper.
3. Sativa influence: 5 Sativa influence (best described as a clear and energetic mental effect) detected from 0-10 none-extreme.
4. Indica influence: 5 indica influence (best described as a sedative, lethargic or numbing effect) detected from 0-10 none-extreme.
5. Potency: 10 Rate the potency of the sample from 0-10 none-devastating.
6. Duration of effect: 2−3 hours
7. Tolerance build up: 2 Rate of how quickly tolerance builds from 0-10 none-rapid.
8. Usability: − from 1-9, a one indicates the worst time of day to consume this strain and a nine represents the ideal time of day.
Morning/wake up 2
Day/work 4
Evening/relax 9
Night/sleep 9
9. Overall satisfaction: 9 Rate your overall satisfaction from 1-10 poor-Holy Grail.
10. Ability and conditions: 8 Rate your overall ability to judge from 1-10 low-high.
11. Do you personally consider this strain a keeper for long term use? Yes, definitely a keeper
12. Effect: What effect did the strain have write P if the you got a POSITIVE effect and N if you had a NEGATIVE effect
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

Ability to rest or sit still
Anxiety relief
Appetite
Audio perception
Humor perception
Imagination/creativity
Pain relief

P
P
P
N
P
P
P

Paranoia relief
Sex drive
Sleep
Speech process
Taste perception
Thought process
Visual perception

P
P
−
−
−
−
−
P
P
P

Crohn's/IBS
Depression
Diarrhea
Epilepsy
Glaucoma
Hepatitis
High blood pressure/Racingpulse
Insomnia
Itching
Migraine/vascular headache

Extended Medical Survey:

P
P
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

ADD/ADHD
Alcoholism/ Alcohol abuse
Allergic rhinitis
Amphetamine Dependence
Anorexia
Arthritis/Musculoskeletar pain
Asthma/Cough
Bipolar disorder
Cancer/Chemotherapy
Chronic fatigue

−
−
P
P
−
P
−
−
−

Muscle Spasm
Muscular movement disorders
Nausea
Panic Attack
Peripheral nerve pain
Post traumatic Stress Disorder
Sedative/Opiate Dependence
Schizophrenia
Spasticity in Multiple Sclerosis

FINAL COMMENTS: −
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Patients Test

Smoke Test

pati

ent’

s

Physical Examination

Roadrunner

Strain:

Roadrunner

Breeder:

Dinafem

Grower:

Skunk−mad

Judge:

Skunk−mad & Family

Date:

October 14, 2009

1. Visual Appeal: 9 Nice solid buds full of crystals
Visual appeal of the buds from 1-10 unappealing-excellent.
2. Visible Trichomes: 9 Visible trichome content from 1-10 none-totally covered.
3. Colors that are present in the trichome heads under magnification:
Clear −

Cloudy 50%

Amber 50%

Dark

4. Colors present in the buds and/or on a scale 1-9 light-dark:

Brown 5, Green 7, Gold 2, White 7, Red 5, Orange 6
5. Bud density: 7 Bud density from 1-10 airy-dense.
6. Aroma descriptors: scale from 1-9 upon freshly broken bud where a one indicates
a subtle presence and 9 indicates a pronounced presence.

Berry 5, Pepper 4, Fruit 8, Skunk 8, Citrus 7, Lemon 8
7. Aroma: 9 Aroma from 1-10 repulsive-delightful.
8. Seed content: 0 Seed content from 0-10 none-fully seeded.
9. Weeks cured: 1

Roadrunner

Roadrunner
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If know the number of weeks your sample has been cured.

Comment − Very nice, sticky buds that perform a lot bet−
ter than expected for an automatic strain grown in such
a short amount of time. A keeper for sure.

1. Utensils: Mainly in joints, but was also tried in a bong
2. Taste descriptors: Use numbers 1-9 that apply to the taste where 1 indicates a subtle presence and 9 indicates a very pronounced presence

Pepper 4, Fruit 8, Skunk 8, Citrus 8, Spice 7, Lemon 8
3. Taste: 8 Impression of the taste from 1-10 unpleasant-delicious.
4. State of dryness: 6 1-10 wet-dry where 5 is ideal.
5. Smoke ability: 8 smoke ability of the sample from 1-10 harsh-smooth.
6. Smoke expansion: 3 smoke expantion in the lungs from 1-10 stable-explodes.
Smoke Test Comments:

This strain gave a nice up high; not too powerful, and you could easily work on it.
FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS
1. Dosage: 3 joints or 2 bongs to reach desired effects.
2. Effect onset: 1 Rate of how quickly the effect hit from 1-10 immediate-major creeper.
3. Sativa influence: 2 Sativa influence (best described as a clear and energetic mental effect) detected from 0-10 none-extreme.
4. Indica influence: 7 indica influence (best described as a sedative, lethargic or numbing effect) detected from 0-10 none-extreme.
5. Potency: 9 Rate the potency of the sample from 0-10 none-devastating.
6. Duration of effect: 2 hours
7. Tolerance build up: 0 Rate of how quickly tolerance builds from 0-10 none-rapid.
8. Usability: − from 1-9, a one indicates the worst time of day to consume this strain and a nine represents the ideal time of day.
Morning/wake up 7
Day/work 7
Evening/relax 8
Night/sleep 9
9. Overall satisfaction: 9 Rate your overall satisfaction from 1-10 poor-Holy Grail.
10. Ability and conditions: 7 Rate your overall ability to judge from 1-10 low-high.
11. Do you personally consider this strain a keeper for long term use? Yes
12. Effect: What effect did the strain have write P if the you got a POSITIVE effect and N if you had a NEGATIVE effect
P
P
P
P
P
P
−

Ability to rest or sit still
Anxiety relief
Appetite
Audio perception
Humor perception
Imagination/creativity
Pain relief

P
P
P
N
P
P
P

Paranoia relief
Sex drive
Sleep
Speech process
Taste perception
Thought process
Visual perception

Extended Medical Survey:

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

ADD/ADHD
Alcoholism/ Alcohol abuse
Allergic rhinitis
Amphetamine Dependence
Anorexia
Arthritis/Musculoskeletar pain
Asthma/Cough
Bipolar disorder
Cancer/Chemotherapy
Chronic fatigue

P
P
−
−
−
−
−
P
−
P

Crohn's/IBS
Depression
Diarrhea
Epilepsy
Glaucoma
Hepatitis
High blood pressure/Racingpulse
Insomnia
Itching
Migraine/vascular headache

−
−
P
P
−
P
P
−
−
−

Muscle Spasm
Muscular movement disorders
Nausea
Panic Attack
Peripheral nerve pain
Post traumatic Stress Disorder
Pre Menstrual Syndrome
Sedative/Opiate Dependence
Schizophrenia
Spasticity in Multiple Sclerosis

FINAL COMMENTS: − This strain was tested not only by myself but also my wife and family,
so it has been tested on a few different ailments and performed a lot better than expected. A
great medicinal strain.
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Patients Test

Smoke Test

Delta 9 Labs
White Widow, Mekong Haze, Aiea, Super Star,
Canna Sutra, Stargazer, Southern Lights,
Brainstorm Haze, Brainstorm Haze x G13,
F.O.G (Fruit of the Gods), Double Kush

DNA Genetics Amsterdam
Purple Wreck, Sour Cream, Kushberry,
Lemon Skunk, Cannalope Haze,
Connie Chung, ReCon, Chocolope,
LA Confidential

Dutch Passion Seed Company
Skunk #11 100%, Brainstorm 100%,
Passion #1 R 100%, Orange Bud R 100%,
Durban Poison 100%, Frisian Dew R 100%,
Euforia R 100%, Power Plant R 100%,
Jorge's Diamonds #1 100%, Mazar R 100%,
White Widow 100%, Blueberry 100%

Finest Medicinal Seeds
List of Feminized Indica Strains
White Widow, White Rhino, Skunk NL,
MediFem SS, Medi Kush, Citrus Skunk,
Peace Maker
List of Feminized Sativa Strains
G13, Amnesia Haze, Northern Lights 5 Haze

Greenhouse
The Doctor, Big Bang, The Church, A.M.S.,
Lemon skunk, Cheese, Trainwreck, NL5H,
Alaskan ice, Kings kush, Chemdog, Jack Herer,
Sat/ind mix A, Sat/ind mix B, Sat/ind mix C,
Sat/ind mix D, Indica mix E, Indica mix F,
Indica mix G, Indica mix H, Indica mix I,
Black & white J, Rasta K, Himalayan Gold,
K-train, Bubba kush, Kaia kush, Sativa mix,
El Niño, White Widow, White Rhino,
Great White Shark, Arjan's Haze #3,
Arjan's haze #, Arjan's Haze #2,
Arjan's Ultra haze #1, Arjan's Ultra Haze #2,
Arjan's Srawberry haze, Super Silver Haze,
Nevill's haze, Hawaiian Snow

Genetic Collections
Warlock/Twotone®, Exile/Twotone®,
Double Dutch/Twotone®, Biddy Early/Twotone®,
Motavation/Twotone®, Biddy's Sister/Twotone®,
Masibindi/Twotone®, Mosaic/Twotone®

Feminised packs of 5
Warlock/Monotone®, Exile/Monotone®,
Double Dutch/Monotone®, Biddy
Early/Monotone®, Motavation/Monotone®
Biddy's Sister/Monotone®,
Masibindi/Monotone®,
Mosaic/Monotone®
Photo courtesy of Gregorio Fernandez “GOYO”
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Kannabia
Kannabia Feminized
Afrodite, BCN Diesel, Big Band, Citrus,
Domina Haze, Dr. Jekill, Kannabia Special, La
Blanca, La Reina de Africa, Matarò Blue,
Original Berry, Power Skunk, Smile, Thai
Fantasy, White Domina, Kannabia Auto
Flowering, Kannabia Mix Packages

Mr Nice
Devil, Dreamtime, Walkabout,
Neville’s Skunk, NL5x Afghan, NL5x Skunk,
Mango Haze, Early Skunk Haze,
Critical Haze, Afghan SKunk x Afghan Haze,
Master Kush Skunk x Afghan Haze

Next Generation
Avalon, Blue Dynamite, Bonkers, Brain Warp,
Dynamite, Grape God, Grapefruit Haze,
Grapefruit Kush, Jamaican Grape,
Northern Flame, Romulan Hash Plant,
Romulan Island Sweet Skunk,
Romulan Time Warp

Nirvana Growth Solutions
Indoor
B-52, Big Bud, Blue Mystic,
Bubblelicious, Chrystal, Citral, Haze,
Haze 19 x Skunk, Hindu Kush, Ice, K2,
Maroc x Afghaan, Misty, Nirvana, Special,
Papaya, PPP, Snow White
Outdoor
Durban Poison, Early Bud, Early Girl,
Early Misty, Hawaii Maui Waui,
Hawaii x Skunk 1, Hollands Hope,
Kc33 x Master Kush
Feminised
Kaya, Medusa, Northern Bright, Super Girl

Paradise Seeds
Non Feminised
Magic Bud, Bella Donna
Feminised
Delahaze,Ice Cream, Jacky White,
Nebula, Opium, Sensi Star, Sheherazade,
Spoetnik #1, Wappa, White Berry

Pyramid
Galaxy, Tutankhamon, Pipi, Tiburón (Shark),
Wembley, Northern Light, White Widow,
Nefertiti, New York City, Lennon

Feminised
Galaxy, Tutankhamon,Tiburón (Shark)
Pipi, Wembley, White Widow,
Northern Light, Nefertiti, New York City,
Lennon

Catering to the
needs of licensed
growers across
Canada.

Photo courtesy of Sonic

Wholesale enquiries welcome
sales@medical-marijuana-seeds-wholesaler.com
or call: (403) 265 6674

Distributors
Sativa Seed Bank
Indoor
Indigo, Mixed Sativa, Paia Hawaiiana
Outdoor
MSRP, Cannabis Sativa Slang, Pakalolo
Feminized
Daydream, Eldorado

Serious Seeds
Bubblegum, Chronic, White Russian,AK-47, Kali Mist

Alberta
Hemp Roots
2827 14 Street S.W.
Calgary , Alberta
T2T 3V3
T: 403 889 0792

Niagara Seed Bank
6065 Main Street
Niagara Falls
Ontario
L2G 6A1
T: 905 394 9181

Quebec
Duc of Amsterdam
2080 B St-Denis
Montreal, Quebec
H2X 3K7
T: (514)842-9562

Planetary Pride
372 Queen Street East
Sault Ste. Marie , Ontario
P6A 1Z1
T: 888 215 8970

Soma Seeds
Lavender, Buddha’s Sister, Kushadellic,
Sogouda,
NYC Diesel, Amnesia Haze, Hash Heaven

TGA
A13, Agent Orange, Chernobyl, Dairy Queen, Deep
Purple, Jack’s Cleaner II, Jack the Ripper, Pandora’s
Box, Qleaner, Querkle, Spacebomb, SpaceJill, The
Flav, The Third Dimension, Void, Vortex

THSeeds
Feminized
S.A.G.E., MK-Ultra, Burmese Kush, A-train, Kushage
Regular
S.A.G.E., Chocolate chunk, Mendocino Madness,
Heavy Duty Fruity, Bubblegum, Skunk XXX, The hog,
MK-Ultra, Sage ‘n Sour, Kushage, Burmese Kush,
Zero-Gravity, PG-13, Da purps, A-Train, Wreckage,
Lambo, Darkstar

High Times
1044 Blvd. Deslaurntides
Laval, Quebec
H7G 2W1
T: (450)975-2666
High Times
1387 St-Catherine West
Montreal, Quebec
H3G 1R1
T: (514)849-4446
Saskatchewan
Vintage Vinyl
2335 11th Avenue
Regina , Saskatchewan
S4P 0 K2
T: 306 347 3111
Head to Head Novelties
2923 Dewdney Avenue
Regina , Saskatchewan
S4T 0Y1
T:(306)525-6937
Toll Free:
1-877-H2H-4646 /(424-4646)
Ontario
Crosstown Traffic
593 C Bank St
Ottawa, Ontario
K1S 3T4
T: (613) 234-1210

Photos courtesy of Gregorio Fernandez “Goyo”

Crosstown Traffic
396 Athlone Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario
K1Z 5M5
T: (613) 728-4800
Hemp Country
475 Dundas Street
Woodstock , Ontario
N4S 1C2
T: 519 913 1152

Sacred Seed
2A Dundonald Street
Toronto, Ontario
M4Y1K2
T: (416) 928-6811
Smoke Signals
1751A Bath Road,
Kingston, ON, K7M4Y1
T: (613) 384-3232
346A Princess Street,
Kingston, ON, K7L1B6
T: (613) 549-3669
155 Montreal Road,
Cornwall, ON, K6H1B2
T: (613) 932-8469
600 Rideau Street,
Ottawa, ON, K1N6A2
T: (613) 241-6491
990 Wellington Street West,
Ottawa, ON, K1Y2X8
T: (613) 722-4361
The Altered Native
172 Broadway
Unit 1
Orangeville, Ontario
519-942-2828
The Altered Native
134 Guelph Street
Unit 1
Georgetown, Ontario
905-877-7884

Cultivation

Oregon Chewing Gum Hash

THC Oil

Made Safely and Naturally
By Joe Pietri
Nearly 50 years ago I made THC hash oil in Nepal, that today some think is a new innovative technique. I used
Iso alcohol and ether, first cooking up hashish resin using kerosene stoves, outside in my yard, being careful not
to get the mix too hot, I used a thermometer to keep the temperature below what would destroy the THC, after
simmering I filtered the mix through nylon cloth, this liquid I let cool and then introduced ether to help the alcohol evaporate, when I introduced the ether to the alcohol resin mix flames from Shiva were seen. I am so lucky
I did not blow myself up. Many did, oil labs went up in Kabul, and DD Sharma the owner of the Inn Eden on
Freak Street in Katmandu blew his privates off. The brotherhood reprocessed the oil made in Asia, with proper
laboratory filtering, they produced the wonderful honey oil we remember. The oil I made was black and amber
when you spread it on joint. The oil I made was very good. So to see the same methodology today being called
innovative is humorous. I used 10 kilos of hashish resin to make one kilo of hash oil, figuring it took 100 kilos
of cannabis to make 10 kilos of hashish resin, each kilo of oil represented 100 kilos of cannabis, one gram vials
of my oil equaled 100 grams of cannabis. Those vials last, as all you need was a pin to wipe a thin line across
your rolling paper before you rolled a joint.
Here is a simple method of making oil naturally at home safely, and as strong as you need it to be. I will explain
a simple technique where as you can have dosage control.
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THC OIL MADE SAFELY AND NATURALLY

1
2
3
XTR Run

4

Rocket Fuel

First step is to extract resin glands from
cannabis material. I used the XTR 1000, but
you can use the Ice-cold kit and build your
own extraction device for a $100. (Icecold.org)
Using the XTR 1000 I processed 180 grams of
sugar trim and buds, Correct Ice method protocol must be followed. From this I extracted
20 grams of pure trichomes.
After drying in my dehydrator and letting sit
overnight, I then crumble the resin, which I
then introduced to the 250ml of the finest
quality Canadian hemp oil, in this case I used
Manitoba Harvest Organic hemp oil, I used the
500ml bottle.
I have a cheap crockpot I bought at the VA for
$20, it has 3 settings high/low/warm, I set it on
warm, which is the lowest setting. I then introduce oil and resin which dissolves into the
hemp oil after 1-2 hrs with occasional stirring,
when completely dissolved, I let mix cool
down, then I bottle it in 30ml or 120 ml eye
dropper bottles, this makes about 16 ozs. So
every 30 ml equals 11.25 grams of the original
cannabis per bottle, or 1.125 grams of extract.
This enables me to make controlled dosages at
strengths of varying degrees depending on the
amount of extract resin introduced into the
hemp oil. If I would have used 40grams of
extract using same quantity hemp oil it would
be double strength. Actually you get some
more because extract adds weight. But this
should give you a clear picture.
This is the finest and safest way to make edible oil at home naturally using no solvents, just
water-ice-cannabis resin- hemp oil. Normally I
use straight bud for making my tinctures and
only make this resin hemp oil, as it is very
expensive to produce.

Today many are making oil, with cannabis material though it’s bulky and will never be as strong, or as good a
medicine as if you made it with resin hashish. Why?
Marketing fraud has retarded the methods needed to make quality medicine by attaching systems made obsolete
by the very method ie bags. The use of bags has killed the making of quality hashish by diluting the original formula. It’s so bad that stoners and med patients go ugh, and rather smoke bud than poorly made hashish that
does not work, has no flavor, aroma, taste. This should be just opposite, the hash is a concentrated form of the
bud you make it from, with much stronger flavor, taste, aroma.
Simple test is to use Okief’s tumbler (Okief.com), smoked product should taste exactly the same as bud material used, yet when you apply bag technique you lose flavor taste and aroma. Just like bags make crap hash, it
makes even worse oil and makes no sense. Just see the Oregon chewing gum hash we make here and then imagine the oil we make from this. The method above is completely natural, must be refrigerated, and is only edible.
If I were to use whole buds, I would make tincture, using vegetable glycerine, with the option of making stronger
potion using resin.
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Cultivation

Personalized

Cannabis Medicine
By Joe Pietri

C

annabis is the oldest “cultural plant” and
there is a symbiotic relationship with
mankind.

It was almost always used in history for valuable food,
as seeds or greens, as an endless supply of medicine
from flowers and resin, and of course it’s fiber and
wood as a source of tools, fabric, building material and
much more. It has been freely cultivated for tens of
thousands of years, except in the “western world” for
the last six decades, with short interruptions during
wartime.
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Seeds, what seeds?
Cannabis is not only extremely adaptable but looks
back on as many breeding goals as there are uses. These
goals might have been conflicting. For instance a low
resistance to mildews and mold help the field rotting
process for fiber separation but are highly counterproductive for the production of medicine or food.
For an analogy one can look at the history of the breeding of dogs and find as many different breeding targets,
from large herding and hunting dogs to tiny dogs and
naked fishing dogs, all with purpose fulfilling trades in

PERSONALIZED CANNABIS MEDICINE

physical appearance and character.
As Cannabis, they can all be crossbred with various,
curious outcome.
The purity of the dog “strains” are controlled by breeders and breeding societies.
As this is the case with many plants. However modern
medical Cannabis breeding is quite perverted through
the existing overall illegality, with the exception of
DEA designated University of Mississippi in the US and
the Dutch government designated seed monopoly,
which granted special rights to some, while others were
persecuted.
The profit motive of seed banks bears the risk of normal marketing mechanisms
Coming to play: the less products differ, the more
advertising has an impact and a recognizable “difference” from other products provides the marketing
edge.

The best selections of medical Cannabis seeds in use
are found up and down the American west coast,
where since the sixties traditional “medical” strains
from all corners of the globe were collected, grown and
bred into reliable, so called landrace heritage strains.

What are the breeding goals my
medical Cannabis and how do I personalize my medicine?
Everybody seriously treating her or himself should and
can have her or his own, truly personalized medicine,
as long as one relays on the unique personal effect,
trusting personal judgment and taste rather than highly promoted name brands.
Follow the medicine with the most personal positive
effect and ask the source for a cutting or some seeds or
try and compare the available Cannabis “by name”
and start with the favorite “brand” purchased from different suppliers.
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Female seeds and
feminized seeds.
Natural female seeds are produced by Cannabis via self
pollination.
In certain Cannabis strains, mostly short season, high
altitude Indica, after extended sensimilla flowering time
few degenerated, single or multiple male “finger”
appear. Often only one single one on the tip of the
flower, producing one seed.
Stress, as with light fluctuations in late flowering stage
increase the appearance of these rudimentary male
flowers.
These seeds always yield 100% female seedlings, a fact
realized by indoor growers, harvesting sometimes heavily seeded cutting crops.
This self pollination option, available to some
Cannabis strains is not to confuse with the appearance
of hermaphrodite flowers, which produce clusters of
fully developed male flower “balls”, normal male flowers clusters on an otherwise female plant or vice versa.
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Feminized seeds
Are the “modern” answer for the demand. They are
produced with the help of artificial growth regulators
and induce sex change chemically. It leads to hermaphrodites, which should be highly avoided in any form in
sensimilla growing, even though they not necessarily
hinder fiber or even traditional Hashish production.
Female seeds “from all natural clone production” were
offered first in the Swiss spring in 97/98 by the late
swissicecold Gmbh. Female seeds of a Champanger
strain became very popular and successful under the
name “Queen California around the Emmenthal. It
took only a few month to the Dutch “invention” and
offer of feminized seeds, monsantolike, with help of the
newest science, dangerous artificial growth regulators.

Cuttings
Cuttings, or also “Clones”, are the easiest way to preserve a particular strain and to grow an identical offspring of that personally favorite and best medicine.
Or even multiple choice, preserve several, for different
symptoms and different times of the day.

PERSONALIZED CANNABIS MEDICINE

Rejuvenation
What if the “special One” plant is already harvested or
about to die at the end of the season.
Rejuvenation is another distinctive way of survival for
Cannabis.
Sativa strains from regions with little daylight fluctuation are relatively flexible and easy to rejuvenate, naturally having new sprouts besides ripened flowers in
warm temperatures.
High altitude Indica Cannabis is geared for a short
intense growing season, set flower, ripen fruit and die,
the self pollination option is often in their genes to
guarantee survival after an icy cold winter.
To rejuvenate just expose the old plant to light 24/7
and feed grow food, high in Nitrogens, Make sure to
regularly remove the old tissue from the previous cycle
since it will die off soon and can be the cause of molds
or other diseases – Cannabis is still an annual plant –
or is it ? Anyway, a rejuvenation provides a whole new
generation of that special use, approved personalized
Cannabis medicine.
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by Harry Resin
ontreal in September is famous for its
indian summers, this the late warm
weather that graces the island in mid
September. I have just had the recent
pleasure of visiting this fine city. My
buddy from Cube Cap came to pick me and my girl up
at the airport where the extensive smoke session of the
week started. I cracked open my medical containers
and we smoked some fine Cheese that I had brought
for him as its one of his favorite smokes. We rolled into
the hotel and as the bellboy brought our luggage to the
room he noted the fresh scent we carried with us into
the hallways of the hotel. He wondered openly how we
were able to travel through airport security. I explained
that I was a medical user and that of course the smells
were from the car ride over. The bellboy was tickled
pink when I tipped with a bud of the SFV OG Kush
that I had finished over the summer. This would be a
great start to the holiday.

M

That weekend I had a chance to sample some of the
wares that were floating around the island. Mostly the
herb is a variation on the M39 a typical eastern canadian commercial strain with its origins in Amsterdam
with Neville’s Super Sativa Seed bank . One of my buddies had saved a bit of a selection from the last few
months and I had the chance to sample some great Jack
Flash and some unnamed Kush, both were great
smokes.It was later the next day that the article would
take shape. My buddy from Cube Cap who picked me
up at the airport, brought along his buddy “Uncle
Bill”, who was a canadian licensed medical patient.
Well he had a bag of delicious Kush from the Montreal
Compassion Club, I decided I would seek out the
owner for an interview, and hopefully in the process I
would also be able to smoke some of their medicine.
In my research I found out that the owner of the club
was Marc Boris St-Maurice, a local Montreal native
who for many years played with the popular Montreal
band Grimskunk. He is also a well known Cannabis
activist and at the time of the interview was running for
Montreal city councilor. He is also known for starting
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the Marijuana party of Canada, which he led from
2000-2004. The journey to meet Boris started at the
compassion club. I walked in explained who I was and
showed them my Dutch medical cannabis papers,
including my prescription. They took copies of my
paperwork and gave me Boris’s number. I promptly
called him and met him the next day at his campaign
office. The old store front was covered with posters
reflecting his campaign and Boris was inside busy at
work manning the phones. I walked in, introduced
myself and we went and did the interview at some
couches in the back of the store.
Boris began by explaining how the compassion club
came to be. It was founded in 1999 and was set up as a
non profit organization. There had been a case in the
canadian courts where a patient named Terry Parker

CENTRE COMPASSION DE MONTREAL

had won the rights to his medical cannabis, this was
one of the deciding factors for starting the club.
Boris had also worked at the now defunct Heads
Magazine and had travelled to Amsterdam, observing the dutch model, and collecting seeds. At that
time he also had the Montreal Seed Bank. Once the
pressure around Emery had grown and Overgrow
was shut down, Boris turned full steam towards
running the compassion club and setting up the
Marijuana party.
The first location of the compassion club was in
a storefront that was across the street from the
police station. At the time he was opening it up
there was another compassion club in
Vancouver that had to move underground. This
was at a time when people like Alan Young and
the canadian government were hashing out
plans for the government’s medical exemptee
program. It was during this time that the club found
an opening. Eventually the montreal police raided
the club and tried to shut it down. They were eventually acquitted and once that case was over it was
impossible for further busts, the club was now able
to operate. Boris maintains close relationships to the
police in his locality as well as his neighbors, this is
a way to maintain the transparency around what he
is doing. Boris still wanted to get involved with
politics and entered the race for city councillor for
his district in Montreal. One thing that he stressed
is that sometimes you have to fight to keep what
was one. There will be times when you make gains
and other times when you have to keep fighting to
prevent them taking back any of the gains.
Unfortunately at the time of this writing the election was over and Boris had lost, although he had
quite a decent percentage of the votes.
Once I completed the interview Boris took me
back to the club in order to fill out my paperwork. I had to go to an office for the city of Montreal
to get a paper signed attesting that I was a medical
patient and I was off back to the club to complete the

Compassion Club Menu
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registration process and get my card. Now it
was time to sample some of their wares. I
bought two bags on my first purchase, one
was a strain called Roby, while the other was
the Pink Hawaiian. I liked the layout of the
club, as you walked in there were two huge
display cases and in each case was a sample
bud with a bit of a description and a chart
indicating wether it was a more sativa or
more indica dominant strain. They also had
a couple of blackboards with the list of the
strains on offer. I would say both were
around a 50/50 hybrids. The Pink Hawaiian
had a great smell and a really nice flavor,
while the Roby could have been cured a little and was still a bit fresh. All in all a great
first purchase. On the way back to the hotel
I stopped over the aqueduct a small park in
downtown montreal and twisted up the
Hawaiian. I liked the clarity of the buzz a
real uplifting high. I did think that there
could have been a bit more flavour as it
smelled great and I was expecting that to
carry through into the smoke.
The next day I went back to the club as I had
finished what I had gotten the day before
and tried some of their other strains. The
Sensi Star they had was one of my favorites.
I really enjoyed the citrus flavor of this
smoke, always a quality strain. As this was
my last day I bid the bud tenders a fond fairwell and went back to the hotel to finish
what I had bought. All in all I have to say I
thoroughly enjoyed my experience at the
Montreal Compassion Club. Being so used
to walking into a coffee shop after living in
Amsterdam for ten years it was a great experience to buy weed over the counter in my
old town.
If you’re a medical patient and ever in
Montreal I highly recommend their compassion club. In my interview with Boris he
explained that he also had a club in quebec
city. Unfortunately that would have to be
another stop on another trip. Montreal is a
great city and I found it to be incredibly
cannabis friendly but I grew up there and it
will always feel like home in that way.
Top to bottom:

Pink Hawaiian
Roby Bud
PPS weed bag
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I wish you all love and light
Harry Resin.

Review

1000 watt Lumatek digital ballast

Osram Plantastar 600

Digitally Dosed
by Pharmer Tom,
foreword by Jef Tek
Incandescent light bulbs plug directly into your household electrical outlet. High Intensity Discharge (HID)
lighting, however, require a ballast to raise the voltage
and “burn” the bulb, in order to produce light — a lot
like welding! Metal Halide (MH) bulbs burn white and
High Pressure Sodium bulbs burn with a red/orange
spectrum. MH are traditionally used in warehouses,
have a bulbous shape and are in use everywhere —
especially in vegetative grow rooms. HPS are traditionally used for street lighting, have a more cigar shape and
work great for growing buds. These bulbs are a staple
of indoor farmers everywhere. Standard ballasts are
heavy, due to their copper and iron construction; they
hum and give off substantial amounts of heat, making
them inefficient energy-wise. For the last decade, manufacturers have been trying to invent a “digital” alternative, using high-speed transistors and circuits of silicon
to reduce wasted energy, noise and heat while also
increasing the life and light-output from regular HPS
and MH bulbs. This is accomplished by increasing the
frequency of the voltage, leading to everything from
spontaneous bulb explosion to lightning that can actually knock a man down. Talking with the boys from
Hortilux — the only 1000-watt bulbs I’ve ever used —
they informed me that they were working to produce a
reliable digital ballast as reducing their massive shipping
weight from China and India would be a boon for them.
Unfortunately, the technology is still in its infancy, with
much to be learned, before I feel comfortable recommending digital ballasts. Having said this, and to back
up my claim, here is an article from a personal friend of
mine, PharmerTom. PharmerTom has grown marijuana
for more than 25 years and is now a Licensed Medicinal
Marijuana Provider by Health Canada. Here is his story...
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I am writing this to describe my experiences using a
combination of Lumatek digital ballasts and Gavita
600 watt HPS bulbs, Osram Plantastar 600, Hortilux
600-watt and 1000-watt HPS bulbs.

I built a new garage and decided it was time to upgrade
the equipment I was using. Previously, I had been using
conventional coil and core ballasts, Gavita 600-watt
HPS bulbs and 1000-watt Hortilux bulbs and had been
pleased with the yields and durability of the combo.
The only real problem for me was the heat and the
noise created by the ballasts — my whole house
hummed and in warm seasons, the extra air conditioning needed for our living space added significantly to
the noise and my power bill. In October 2008, after the
licensed electricians were finished, I bought 14 600watt digital ballasts and 3 1000-watt Lumatek digital
ballasts. These run on 240 volts. With the new ballasts
I purchased 14 new Gavita 600-watt HPS bulbs and 3
new 1000-watt Hortilux HPS bulbs. WOW! They
weren't kidding around; the bulbs are noticeably
brighter and the ballasts are dead quiet and barely get
warm, especially in comparison to the old coil and core
technology. But, then I noticed some of the Gavita
bulbs were flickering, sort of like the gas in the inner
envelope was a liquid that flowing back and forth. I
tested the bulbs in regular ballasts to make sure where
the problem originated. I returned 6 of the 14 Gavita
bulbs and the store replaced them, saying they had
never had this problem before. Out of the six new ones,
four now flickered. The store replaced those — then
three of those flickered. The store manager said she
couldn't afford to replace any more bulbs and gave me
the number of Rambridge, their Canadian distributor.

DIGITALLY DOSED

Gavita HPS

Hortilux HPS

These guys were great; they had me go to John’s Plant
Factory with any warranty needs and they have gone
out of their way to help. Rambridge also told me that
the flicker was not a concern. It's too bad Jenna at the
first store wasn't more informed about the products she
sells, it would have saved us all a lot of time. So by
mid-November my new garden was up and running
and things were looking good, even with some lights
flickering.
Fast-forward to August 2009 — I walk into my room
one morning and step on something sharp. I pull a
piece of broken glass out of my heel and notice it has
some chrome coating. Looking up, I see one of my
Gavita 600 watt bulbs has exploded and there are little
shards of glass scattered across my whole room. I
swept and vacuumed and picked all the tiny pieces off
my tables, plants and dirt. In the more than 25 years of
growing I have done, this was a first! While unusual, I
didn't give much weight to it until two weeks later,
when I actually heard a loud bang about 20 minutes
after the lights kicked on. Wearing shoes and safety
shades, I found another exploded Gavita 600 watt bulb
spread all over my room. After cleaning up again, I
decided to see what the f*#K was happening.
What I have found is that there seems to be a safety
issue mixing digital ballasts with an operating frequency of 60,000 hertz and bulbs designed to run on standard 50-60 hertz. I have been told by sales and service
reps from the various companies I talked to that the
flaw is a harmonic distortion. It's kind of like hooking
a thousand watt stereo to a ten watt speaker, it will
sound brilliant until it blows up. So far I have had seven
of the 600-watt Gavita bulbs break down: the first two
that exploded completely (which were not replaced
because Rambridge said maybe I had just dropped
them), the next four didn't shatter completely and were
replaced under warranty. I accepted two new ones and
took a store credit for the other two. Then, I was in the

room when number seven blew up, I heard a small pop
and saw a bulb go out, within seconds the whole bulb
started to glow a pulsing yellow-gold color, and I ran
out of the room and unplugged it. When it cooled
down, I carefully removed it (afraid that if it shattered
completely I wouldn’t get a free replacement). I'm holding onto this bulb for now, it’s got a gold tint to part of
the bulb and a pin hole in the center of the clear outer
glass. It’s similar to one of the others accepted for warranty return that had dime sized holes blown through
both the back reflective coating and the clear front.
I am now using conventionally-shaped 600-watt bulbs
from Osram that were suggested by the guys at John’s
Plant Farm and so-far they're working great. I've got
some GE psl 600-watt bulbs on order, they were recommended by various digital ballast makers as compatible and the Sunpulse— which claims to be the first
digital lamp maker — aren't available in BC. 11 of the
first 12 Gavita bulbs (made in Norway) I bought over
3 years ago all worked perfectly (no flicker) for 2 years
with 60 Hz. coil and core ballasts. 7 of the 14 new
(made in Russia) bulbs I bought lasted 10 to 12 months
with Lumatek digital ballasts and 6 of the others, while
still lighting up, have a smear of mercury at the base —
that’s not good. I had a couple of slightly-used 600watt Hortilux bulbs that I used temporarily and they
now also display the mercury smear. The 1000-watt
Hortilux bulbs with the Lumatek digital ballast combo
has worked just as advertised for going on 14 months
now. Go figger, eh! So, based on my first-hand experience, I now know that the unusually shaped outer-glass
bulb of the Gavita can explode when the inner HPS gas
sleeve cracks wide open from pushing 60,000 Hz into
a 60 Hz filament. Conventionally shaped bulbs seem to
be more sturdy, so far. Another difference in the new
Gavita bulb is the piece of wire that is wrapped in a spiral around the gas sleeve; in the other bulbs, it’s a
straight piece from end to end. The final bit of info I
would like to share is that a bulb that explodes is like
setting off a toxic, mercury-filled firecracker. My room
is 15 x 20 and there were shards everywhere. My wife
(who wasn't exposed) and I went to our doctor and got
tested for Mercury contamination and it showed that I
have a much higher level than my wife, who has normal levels. One of the main symptoms of Mercury poisoning is F*#&ING IRRITABILITY!
Whew......
breathe! OK, Cilantro is one of the best chelating
agents for naturally cleaning the mercury out of my
cells and I love spicy salsa so we'll see how it goes and
I'll get re-tested in six months. I hope that my story will
help people make informed decisions, especially when
their choices can have such a dramatic effects on their
personal health and environment.
Glowing & Growing
PharmerTom
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Green Planet
Nutrients
Hydro Fuel Groei A+B
Hydro Fuel Bloei A+B
Pro-Cal
Aussie Tonic
Root Builder
Triple Eight Uptake 888
Extreme Uptake
Massive Bloom Stimulator
Check em out

by Dr.Dog
I get to try a lot of stuff for free. The only downfall, is
I have to try and clever and talk about the product, for
a review of course..
Don't get me wrong, I love doing it, but this review was
about 16 weeks in the making, while running a full
room of medicine while using A full lineup from our
friends in British Columbia, Green Planet Wholesale.
www.mygreenplanet.com

I am kind of disappointed I got the older containers, the
newer design, they are in what looks like 5 and 10
Gallon Reg Jerry Gas cans. They look bad ass guys!!!
Send me a couple empty containers.
I am a big fan of Botanicare products and have used
them for years, so getting me to like something new,
and with so many things to add and measure. Green
Planet had a tough hill to climb.
Once my cuttings had rooted, I started in with a half
strength feed mix for a while, then started following
their feed chart.
Now bear in mind that I was using a lower intensity
light grow, 16 600 W HPS hitting large plants, there
were some hungry stretchy plants, and they needed a
lot of food to produce some nice buds. So, right from
the start I liked the Two uptakes. They were just dark
and stinky and chock full of goodies. Just like I liked in
my Liquid Karma, and as far as I am concerned, the
resin increase in the plants was quite impressive and
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www.mygreenplanet.com
early, it was clearly visible within 20 days of a 12/12
light schedule. The Hydro Fuel was nice in flower as
well. I was using it upwards of 1900 PPM in weeks 5
and 6, and did not cause any real noticeable burning.
My 4 foot tall plants in 6 gal promix pots were hungry.
I would normally try to keep my PH within the 5.9 to
6.2 range and try to alternate a "heavy" water only
feeding, every 3 feedings or so. So I did not completely follow their directions, but like I said, hungry plants!.
I was also pretty impressed with the staying power of a
pre-made mix. I would make a batch of nutes in a 55
gallon container and just bubble it and keep my recirculating pump on, for over a week and it's PH would
stay level and so would the PPM. No nasty smell, and
you could stand close to it without it burning your eyes.
Trust me, I have had some nasty old nute batches I was
too lazy to clean out. Ever see an airstone clog?
So what did I think? I liked the products, they held up
to some tough environmental storage issues I had to
deal with. The produced in Pro Mix with 4 foot high
plants that were not getting the light they deserved.
The plants were very healthy and virtually problem free
for their entire lives. I eventually got over having to
measure out multiple items, just tried the products.
They produced!
There is another option for nutrients now, and I love
the fact that they are a Proud Canadian company that
offers a lot more than just nutrients.

GREEN PLANET NUTRIENTS

Start of flower
Veg plants >
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Green Planet Nutrients Review
Flower 28 days
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GREEN PLANET NUTRIENTS

Green Planet Nutrients Review
Flower 56 days
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turbosquid.com

Trail Cameras
from Cheap to Steep

By T.A. Sedlak
(Author of Anarcho Grow)

Wildview EZ-Cam
Amazon.com
Price: $60.35 (US)
The Dope:

1.3 megapixel sensor, 30 foot flash, 8 megabyte internal memory with
additional SD card slot, takes 10 second videos.
Review:

The photo quality isn't great, but it does the job. Trigger time (time
between motion sensed and picture snapped) is exceptional. It's easy to
use. However, this camera poses a problem for those not wanting a flash
with nighttime photos. Those afraid of the flash will have to opt for a
more expensive model. Best for those needing to purchase several cameras.

Moultrie Game Spy D-40
Amazon.com
Price $84.99 (US)
The Dope:

4 megapixel sensor, 45 foot flash range, 16 megabyte internal memory
with additional SD care slot, infrared motion sensor up to 30 feet, 2 inch
LCD menu display screen, takes 10 second videos.
Review:

An extra $25 will get you lots more features, but is it worth it? Don't be
fooled by the 4 megapixel sensor, the picture quality is hardly better than
the EZ-Cam. The trigger time doesn't test out as well. And, those hoping
to get nighttime photos without a flash won't find it here. While the flash
can be turned off, the pictures without it are unrecognizable. This camera's infrared feature is for determining that the motion is from a mammal
to eliminate blank photos. The LCD screen is nice, though. You can check
the photos on it in the woods. Overall, the Game Spy is probably better
than the EZ-Cam, but $25 better? Depends if you crave its added features.
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TRAIL CAMERAS

Bushnell Trail Sentry 5.0
Amazon.com
Price: $149 (US)
The Dope:

5 megapixel sensor, night vision functionality, range not given
Review:

The picture quality is fantastic, with a setting to choose between 3 and 5
megapixel images. Trigger time is superb. However, the whole story
behind this camera is the night vision. This camera takes photographs at
night without a flash. Actually, it uses an infrared flash that our eyes don't
pick up. The pictures in this setting are black and white but good.
However, LED lights glow when motion has been sensed. Therefore, you
might want to put some black tape over the lights. For those looking for
the cheapest camera with night vision, this is it. You should like everything else about it too. It's easy to use and has necessary the features without the superfluous ones.

Cuddeback Capture
Amazon.com
Price: $194.21 (US)
The Dope:

3 megapixels, 50 foot flash range, SD media
Review:

The picture quality is great, better than EZ-Cam and Game Spy. The trigger time is even a little better than the EZ-Cam and Trail Sentry. However,
at $194, one would think it would have the infrared system to take decent
pictures without a flash. While this seems an excellent camera, $194 is
just way too much for most to spend. It's nice that it leaves a date and
time at the bottom of pictures, and that it's camouflaged, but more is to
be expected from a $200 camera — namely night vision.

Final Thoughts:

A camera from any one of these companies could result in a lemon, and communication with the companies
won't be fun, as none stand firmly behind their products. Luckily, companies like Amazon.com make returns
easy.
Also, none of the cameras come with a great strap system for mounting or USB cords for viewing. Plan on
purchasing them. None operate in temperature below 32 degrees Fahrenheit. It won't necessarily damage
them, but it's not recommended. Any of the cameras may need the software updated through internet downloads, and sometimes SD cards have to be formatted on your computer. Good luck and grow safe!
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OKIEF CROP MASTER & MOTORIZED TUMBLERS

Okief.com
Crop master and Harvester motorized tumblers
by Joe Pietri
As a medical provider, I need good, reliable equipment to
work with. I not only grow cannabis, but also produce
extracts and make tincture and creams from different
parts of the plants. Cannabis tolerance and dosages vary
with each patient.
Okief sent me two machines to try out — their biggest
machine, the Crop master, which can tumble dry sieve
650 grams of cannabis at a time, and their Harvester,
which processes 350 grams at a time. I had tried the
other two tumblers on the market and found them both
to be of the cheapest quality and not worth buying
because of reliability — you’d have to replace the tumbler, the motor’d burn out, they were made as cheaply as
possible and sold as expensively as possible. So I really
haven’t been impressed until I received the Okief
machines.
They are made with the highest quality material and the
tumbling screens come in stainless steel. They’re
equipped with a Dayton motor, which will turn itself off
before burning out. It comes with a set of tumbling balls
you put inside with material, and the Harvester has a
plastic coated sheet that covers sides and bottom of
machine, collecting resin and making it simple to extract
material. The machine comes with a lifetime warranty
and is heavy-duty enough to be used time and time again.
Another thing I like about Okief is that they are constantly improving on their product. I was told that the new
models will come with a magnetized strip to hold collection sheet in place, and another new improvement can be
seen in photo of the inside of machine. The locking key

locks the tumbler into place securely; this was a major
improvement.
The instructions are quite clear and precise. You first
freeze your bone-dry material in freezer bag for one to
two hours before putting the material and tumbling balls
inside tumbler. You do one 15 minute run and collect
your extract before letting the machine run for 45 minutes and then collecting again. It’s suggested to not grind
up material as this introduces plant matter into mix —
whole buds or sugar-trim only, no sun leaves.
This is my experience with machine. First of all, you only
get 40 to 50% efficiency using these tumblers for extraction, which means the material at the end of your run can
be used for making tinctures or very strong edibles —
nothing goes to waste. What I do is run the machine for
15 minutes; I then collect about 20% of resin before
using the rest of material to make tinctures. The extract
coming from the machine tastes exactly as the buds and
trim you put in. The Okief tumbling system will out-produce in quantity, quality, and taste any bag system out
there, and nothing goes to waste. Plus the taste and
aroma are superb.
With the other equipment I use, I can produce extracts of
varying strengths, as not all patients can handle some of
the super-strength extracts I produce. It gives me a bigger
range for my patients. At $450 for the Harvester and
$750 for Crop master, these are essential tools for every
co-op or grower. At half the price of the competition —
with quality unmatched — Okief products are state of
the art.
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Win the

Contest

OKIEF

Tumbler

Just answer the question and complete the following entry form and place it in the ballot box to Joe Pietri stand 800.
One lucky winner will be chosen daily. GOOD LUCK!!!
Answer the following TY QUESTION :

Who brought the dry seiving technique to Nepal?
Answer: :

Name:
Address:
City:

Province / State :

Postal / Zip Code:

Country:

Home Phone # :

Email Address :

Only 1 entry per person.
If more than 1 entry is received then you willbe disqualified from the contest.

Daily Prizes during Expo
Winners name will be announced duringTYMM & Hemp Expo
ALL INFORMATION WILL BE DISTROYED IMMEDIATELY AFTER
A WINNER HAS BEEN PICKED AND CONTACTED

N
I
WNOW
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CANNABIS THE MEDICINE PLANT

Cannabis
The Medicine Plant

Al Byrne
co-founder of Patients Out of Time

I

t has been 80 years since an American medical school taught its students about the clinical applications of cannabis utilized to treat
the ill. It will be 10 years in the spring of
2010 that Patients Out of Time has been reestablishing clinical cannabis knowledge in
the medical and nursing communities.

Much is written these days of a need for more
cannabis research. We are all for more work to be
done to find unknown and exciting possibilities for
cannabis treatment but we have enough science now
to know beyond any line of credible doubt that
cannabis is a medicine and a safe one. The research
Patients Out of Time (POT) has assembled is worldwide in scope. It is an enormous collection of science
from around the globe. An assemblage of medical
cannabis science from the earliest research through
that conducted up until 2002 can be found at
www.drugscience.org. Here Dr. Jon Gettman and
POT with the assistance of other groups have posted a
copy of The Petition to Reschedule Cannabis.
The Petition, defined as a demand in this instance, asks
the federal government to consider the submitted
research and rule up or down if cannabis is medicine.
After taking the full three years allowed by law the
DEA finally passed the request to the Department of
Health and Human Services. At present that institution is almost two years late by law in answering the
petition's request. POT can only assume that HHS is
unwilling to admit cannabis is medicine for political
reasons. The Petition's authors await the new Surgeon
General who is the responsible agent to answer this
demand.
A lot has been written and debated, almost always by

lay folks who have no medical education, about the
shortcomings of cannabis and especially that the medical demand for cannabis is nothing but a cover for
cannabis legalization for recreational use. Cannabis
used medically does not work for all patients. No
medicine has that capability. But it is the safest plant
substance for a human to use in any capacity known
to mankind. It is not just the oft quoted DEA
Administrative Law Judge Young that reached that
conclusion, it is held by every toxicologist that ever
studied the LD-50 (LD or lethal dose, the amount of a
substance that kills 50% of those tested) of cannabis.
It can't kill you no matter how much you inhale or
ingest.
As for the medical cannabis movement being a sham,
accused by talking heads of no medical validity including federal government anti-cannabis professionals, to
be a movement of doctors, nurses, scientists and advocates from around the world who have entered into a
huge conspiracy, even creating mounds of false documentation that they deluded their professional counterparts into thinking was real, so they could smoke
marijuana in their livings rooms - is absurd. Yet that
plays well in the media, the fire fanned by federal government propaganda. In reality the sophistication of
the medical cannabis research grows exponentially
around the world.
On April 15-17, 2010 in Warwick (Providence), RI, The
Sixth National Clinical Conference on Cannabis
Therapeutics will be held at the Crowne Plaza Hotel.

Speakers from Canada, Jamaica, Brazil, Israel and the
US will present their state-of-the-art findings. Dr.
Mechoulam, pioneer cannabis researcher and the
investigator that isolated and identified delta-9- THC
in cannabis will discuss his 45 plus years in the field of
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cannabis science and his latest findings which include
the use of cannabis for head trauma and PTSD symptoms exhibited by injured Israeli soldiers, male and
female. Dr. Andrew Weil, author and world famous
alternative medical educator and physician will
address the attendees by live videotape during a benefit dinner party. Dr. Lyle Craker, Professor at the U. of
Massachusetts will address his years-long struggle to
grow and study medical cannabis strains at his university. Speakers will discuss cannabis use as an oral medicine, as a topical as well as an inhalant. Participants
will hear of cannabis use for osteoporosis, as an ophthalmic preparation, for muscle spasms, MS,
Parkinson's, epilepsy, bipolar disorder and social anxiety, pain, and it's interaction with opioids and other
medications.
If this conference and the research that will be presented is somehow an excuse for legalization it's news to
us at POT. We are the leading cannabis educational
group on the North American continent. Our IRS designation is an “educational charity” and all members
are unpaid volunteers. We do have a complimentary
organization in Europe, The International Association
for Cannabinoids as Medicine (IACM) that holds its
cannabis educational forums on odd numbered years
while POT holds ours on the even years. We are also
led by the four living federally supplied cannabis
patients and a cadre of clinical cannabis MD's and
RN's with years of clinical cannabis experience in all
medical fields from addictions to hospice.
In this respect we are a unique organization in the
cannabis debate. Other cannabis organizations are
essentially for legalization of cannabis that includes
the use as a medicine. POT finds this approach by
groups like MPP and NORML to be confusing the
media and public with two messages from one source
that are different in content and execution. POT has
no opinion about legal cannabis for recreation, only
on its medical use. Our organization does not use
words such as Americans, National or the slang term
marijuana to identify its purpose, the first word in our
name and in our minds is – patients. POT is not headed by a spokesperson that is a professional administrator, a lawyer or a fund raiser as are the other cannabis
groups named, our President is a nurse.
Patients Out of Time, founded in VA in 1995 as a nonprofit, has established its credibility as an organization
that provides accurate and unimpeachable documentation of medicinal cannabis efficacy. In our years of
existence, holding five national conferences, the production of dozens of medical cannabis lectures available on You Tube and Google video, books and other
published documents, our work has never been challenged as inaccurate by any individual, organization or
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government. We will keep that level of quality in our
work.
As patients or those of you who care for the ill or a
special person, cannabis should be available to you or
them as an option to exercise in maintaining health or
treating illness. This to us is a given but all is not easy
and this cannabis debate is complicated by health professionals themselves. As you may have concluded at
the start of this essay, POT saw a need unfulfilled. The
need of course was the lack of knowledge held by
nurses and doctors about cannabis the medicine.
While we have educated scores of health professionals,
the vast number remain uninformed about medicinal
cannabis. No doctor, nurse practitioner, physician's
assistant or registered nurse is about to give a medicine
to a patient without understanding the risks of such
administration. You may bark to the world about its
safety and reliability but to a health professional that
is not enough.
Professionals want a product that is known to be safe,
its origin and rearing documented. What strain is it?
Were pesticides used? Fertilizers? Is it free of contaminants? What is the proper dose of this strain?
Legitimate, responsible questions that need to be and
can be answered. First the health professional needs to
know what to ask let alone understand the answer.
That is where we come in as a group and where you
can make a difference, in your own life and others as
well.
The conferences I have referenced are being placed online at the web site of the University of California, San
Francisco School of Medicine. Direct link is available
at www.medicalcannabis.com. The 2008 forum held
in Monterey, CA is on-line and the 2006 forum held in
Santa Barbara, CA in 2006 will be available late
March 2010. This professionally directed education of
cannabis efficacy is available to your doctor and your
nurse. It is up to you to tell them about this site. It is
up to you to ensure the entire network of patients and
groups you work with are informed of this accredited
knowledge base. It is your effort that will make the
media look at the site, the huge cache of cannabis education, the dozens of organizations that have signed on
to POT's support list, the partnership that POT has
forged with the ANA and the AMA to educate US
physicians and nurses about cannabis. Your effort is
needed. Now.
Please do your part. Encourage your care providers to
attend the April 2010 forum. See that they and others
know the science is good and available on-line.
Keep us in your thoughts because all of us are Patients
Out of Time.
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Hempology’s
11th Annual Cannabis Convention
By Jef Tek

T

he UVSS Hempology 101 Club, a student
run club, is the largest on campus with
upwards of 420 members and host a 420
every week throughout the school year.
They teach a free weekly non-credit lecture
series which offers a “Certificate of Completion” to any
student or community member who attends all the
classes. The lectures cover a broad range of subjects
from the history and uses of hemp, law, medical
cannabis products and the impact of prohibition.
Hosted by the University of Victoria, on Feb 28th,
2010, here is my first public speech:
History shows again and again how nature points out
the folly of man...
1977 “Godzilla” Blue Oyster Cult
A very special Thank You to Ted Smith for having my
wife, Michelle Rainey, speak last year and for asking me
to speak this year.
My name is Jef Tek and in addition to being married to
the one and only “Medicinal” Michelle, I have been
growing marijuana for a long long time. I’m a photographer, a writer and editor of Treating Yourself magazine, an alternative medicine journal for patients by
patients. Some say I have a penchant for writing but I
will tell you fine people here a secret, I like writing a
whole lot more than I like the sound of my own voice,
and for this I wholeheartedly apologize.
Chicago,
Illinois is where the sarcasm, the accent and I all came
from.
Living in Canada since 2004 has been a glorious experience for me and although I was just recently granted
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Permanent Residency status in Canada, I may never go
back. Aah America, I love the Country but hate the politics. “Love it or leave it!“ was the slogan that was
drilled into me, almost from birth! (SHRUG) I left...
Years of Bar-tending and dealing with the public should
have taught me to steer clear of Politics, Sex or Religion,
these subjects tend to be too taboo and touchy, unfortunately these subjects are necessary and fundamental.
(Hard Fact: More people have been slaughtered in the
name of Religion than for any other reason.) But, I’m
not here to preach...
Do we have any fellow students from the School of
Hard-Knocks? There’s nothing like doing things yourself - if you want them done correctly! Last year while
here at the University of Victoria for Hemoplogy’s 10th
anniversary I met a few interesting people who altered
the course of my year so profoundly, I have decided to
make them the subject of this speech.
Two of the nicest people I met right away were DJ Splif
and Krissi Steel. These radical radio personalities host a
wonderful show called “Drop The Hammer” presented
Monday Nights on Chili-Rock Radio 101.7 FM
Malisipina Nanaimo and on the world weird web at
www.chly.ca. Exactly a year ago they were recording
sound bites for their unique show which focuses on two
of my favorite subjects: Medicinal Marijuana and
Heavy Metal music. While they were recording we met
and before I knew it I found myself a frequent guest on
their show! Do we have 7 or is it 8 listeners now?
Sometimes I pick a song and sometimes I pick the subject, either way we have entertained and enlightened
many listeners on the merits of medicinal marijuana
while being factual and funny at the same, two of my
other favorite subjects!

HEMPOLOGY’S 11TH ANNUAL CANNABIS CONVENTION

While on-the-air over the past year I’ve germinated
seeds, planted seedlings, cut clones, transplanted,
washed buckets and videotaped myself while simultaneously explaining (over-and-over) how to grow ganja,
clone cannabis and harvest the herb. Teaching the benefits of my hard-knock education while, hopefully, helping people to produce the medicine they need to survive
seems to come natural for me. Whether for recreational
or medical purposes, marijuana, cannabis, ganja -whatever you call it, is a much-much safer adulterant than
just about anything I can think of.
Recently, on television, there was a program called The
Nature of Things with David Suzuki. The episode entitled “The Downside of High” sensationalized the tie
between schizophrenia and marijuana. Spotlighting
three BC youth diagnosed with schizophrenia, their
conditions all worsened when they tried marijuana for
the first time. Mental illness was preexisting in their
families and marijuana simply exasperated their situation, it didn’t cause it. The show goes on to report that
CBD, one of the main ingredients in cannabis is ironically a perfect antipsychotic medication, and could easily replace stronger drugs used to treat schizophrenia.
But then, they said that cannabis is 130% more potent
now than in the 1970’s but can’t explain why the incidence of schizophrenia is not exponentially higher in
Canada’s youth. One man interviewed explained
cannabis cannot produce both THC and CBD at the
same time, but I beg to differ. While the three main psychoactive constituents of cannabis; THC CBD & CBN
may be represented in different ratios in different strains
of pot, the program’s claim that cannabis cannot produce both CBD and THC is simply an erroneous conclusion. And wrong!
I’m no scientist but I’m sure most would agree, it is the
infinite variability of the ratio of these three main brain
chemicals that give the same strain of marijuana a
slightly different effect depending on any one of a number of variables. Variables like WHO grew the strain,
What fertilizers were used and in what ratios, what light
was used, and where the light was in relationship to the
plant, and finally - the same strain, grown by the same
person under the same regime will still produce a slightly different effect depending on when the plant was harvested in the budding cycle. Before or after the perfect
harvest window will effect the final medicinal qualities
of any given strain. Fact!
What really hurts my soul is when all these “Experts”
lump all pot into one pile, most won’t even use the word
“strain” because I think it upsets their sensibilities and
blocks their ability to patent some “perfect” concoction.
It doesn’t exist! You can’t patent a plant and that is that!
That is the way it should be, nature should be natural.
“Laws against Plants are Laws against Nature.” I stole

that from a fellow activist and one of my favorite speakers, Chris Bennett. He spoke here last year. In his book,
Sex, Drugs, Violence and The Bible I read a lot about
Zoroaster, a wonderful philosopher who lived around
600 B.C. It is to him that I attribute one of my favorite
quotes:
“He who sows the ground with care and diligence
acquires a greater stock of religious merit than he could
gain by the repetition of ten thousand prayers.” I stole
that too, pasted it right on my facebook page, there is
no sense in reinventing the wheel! If it works it works.
Marijuana works for me.
I first smoked pot when I was in the 7th grade,11 years
old. True to folklore, nothing really happened the first
time except my dinner that night tasted better than ever
before. One man’s story is still just what the experts
refer to as anecdotal evidence, but regardless of this, my
story is about anxiety and arthritis, which has been with
me my whole life. Marijuana relaxes my rheumatism
and soothes my soul. Joints help joints! And much like
the “footprints in the sand” prayer that is so popular
with non secular addiction programs, cannabis was the
essence that was always there when I really needed it,
and still is. My theory is that if you do just about anything for a decade or more you will become an expert,
hang gliding, politics, or shoveling shit can all go drastically wrong with one single misplaced step. You know,
like growing pungent pot in a virtual war zone! Now,
with New Jersey joining the fold there are 14 states in
America that have programs legalizing medicinal marijuana. That was a literal pipe-dream a decade ago when
I made that fateful decision to quit all pharmaceuticals
and grow my own medicine. I didn’t know that
cannabis was medicinal then, but I did use pot to quit
pain killers, muscle relaxers and mood enhancers coldturkey! Realization of its medicinal value would come
in time...
Time brings me back to a year ago and another interesting soul, Richard Harrison. AKA The Dude, Zeke, or
my favorite, Smokey Chipolte. If its not raining that’s
his classic Norton motorbike outside! He is a cancer
survivor, a journalist, writer, chef, drug test-pilot and
someone I felt a strong kindred relationship with from
the moment we met. A friend. He is a hunter, a musician, a lover of life and a man who is always on the
quest for, well, the next quest. While exchanging many
e-mails, we started sharing stories and articles with each
other. A few stories led to a file and all of a sudden, we
both realized around the same time that there was more
than just correspondence there, what I had amassed is
easily enough to produce a book or two. I am proud to
announce here that in addition to my duties as Editor of
Treating Yourself Magazine plus contributing articles to
High Times, SKUNK, and many other magazines
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including the Absolute Underground - I will now begin
the task of helping Smokey compile a book, based on
his life and times. Believe me when I say he has some
great stories. It will be my first go at putting a book
together, but it will be good practice for when I write my
own book someday. Thanks Dude, you rock but I’m on
a roll...!
Meeting wonderful people like Michelle, Richard, Krissi
and Ray has taught me one thing - everything happens
for a reason, in time. Last year at this time I had no idea
that the YouTube video I produced with LEAP representative RCMP Officer David Bratzer speaking would be
viewed less than 700 times and a video of me doing a
RooR bong hit while on Chili Rock radio would be
viewed 20,000 times. Nobody knows what the future
holds, but I’ll tell you this, the tide is turning with
medicinal marijuana cresting the wave, pushing
cannabis awareness higher and higher. (Pun intended!)
Just a year ago - talk show personalities would rarely
mention marijuana, except as a punch-line to stereotypical “stupid stoner” jokes, perpetuating the slow,
stoned, slacker living in the obligatory parental basement, eating junk food and watching cartoons. “Did
you hear about the stoner who studied 5 days for a
urine test?”
Now - marijuana is mentioned almost every day on
almost every channel, and the jokes aren’t so derogatory anymore. “Did you hear about the new all natural
alternative to alcohol, yea it gets you wasted without the
hangover? It’s called weed!” Well, I guess they are slowly catching on.
The fact is, medicinal marijuana is being discussed on a
daily basis, in a serious way, by thoughtful people. The
time is right for Cannabis/Hemp to help heal a very
wounded world. I see no reason why it shouldn’t or
couldn’t be taxed and legal. Millions of people use marijuana and there is no reason to demonize weed or the
people who need it. In a perfect world, maybe perfect
sobriety would/could be the norm, this isn’t a perfect
world and sobriety definitely isn’t the norm, so why
can’t we all just get a bong? I mean along?
My wife, Michelle, has Crohn’s Disease and stage 3
melanoma, her father and oldest brother have both succumbed to cancer, and March holds yet another surgery
for my bride. Richard has cancer, most likely from DDT
exposure, and just about everyone I know has some
form of distress or disease. My mom has Crohn’s,
arthritis and migraine headaches, my dad has high
blood pressure and so do my two half-siblings. I consider myself lucky to only have arthritis and anxiety, I can
deal with this, with cannabis. Without, there’s no doubt,
I’d have a lot to complain about.
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Speaking of complaints, Right After that David Suzuki
spectacle the other night there was a 1 hour show called
Cannabiz chronicling Canada’s multi-billion dollar
marijuana industry. My major complaint, aside from
thugs thinking they got ahold of some secret recipe for
making money, my main gripe is this: It was embarrassing to watch. Not one person on that program actually
knew how to correctly nurture cannabis. I really want
growers to pay more attention to detail and treat their
reefer with respect, I wouldn’t put a dog in most of the
grow rooms I have seen in my life, the conditions can be
deplorable, damp and dirty. How can you expect to
produce clean medicine in a filthy environment? You
can eat off the floor in my grow room! Marijuana is not
some new invention or fad to be exploited like a happy
hippy face on a t-shirt. Marijuana is medicine but unfortunately is is also commerce. The show depicts ma and
pa growers in Canada supplying “collectors,” these collectors supply huge gang networks, and these unorganized “organized” gangs supply America. The cash is so
hard to conceal that it is somehow easier to take the US
greenbacks into Mexico & South America to buy guns
and copious amounts of cocaine. I still can’t figure out
how it is easier to smuggle explosives and drugs across
not one but two borders than it is to simply smuggle the
money?
In December, Michelle launched a brilliant plan to
increase awareness of opposing Bill C-15 in Canada,
which calls for Mandatory Minimums sentencing...
(AKA the three strike rule, a plan that has failed miserably in the US!) We made a YouTube video promising
a free medicinal t-shirt to anyone in the world who
writes a letter to Honorable Chief Justice Rob
Nicholson. So far, we have given away over 100 free tee
shirts. Now that Parliament has been delayed, we are
extending the offer indefinitely. Maybe they aren’t
working but we are. Together, we all can put the FIST
in activist!
Put yourself in our hands, so our voices can be heard,
And together we will take on all the world.
Put yourself in our hands, so our voices can be heard,
And together we will take on all the world.
1979 “Take on the World” Judas Priest
Come on, wake up and smell the solution. My final
thought before I wrap it all up is to live in the moment,
live for now! Now is all we got, trust me, the good old
days weren’t that great, you really wouldn’t have wanted to be there, Remember - These ARE the Golden
Years.
Peace, Metal & Buds,
Jef Tek
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Proven Effective

Activism / Advocacy
Keith
Fagin
By Keith
Fagin

Director - Alberta 420 Cannabis Community, Calgary 420 Cannabis Community and Canada 420 Cannabis Community
Alberta420.org - Calgary 420.org - Canada420.org

I

would like to start this article with a very common theme that activists and advocates will claim
— United we can win the war on cannabis, divided we will continue to lose. In other words: united we stand, divided we fall!

The title of this article is based on my own personal
activism and advocacy experiences over the past seven
years, and that of others.
I spent many months on the Internet researching activist
organizations, groups, individuals and past protests before
I stepped out of the closet. Some of my research was based
on cannabis but not the majority at the time. The goal for
the future was to become a cannabis policy reform activist
in Calgary, Alberta which is a very strong conservative (for
over 38 years) and even somewhat Americanized
Canadian city. I started my public activism by taking a
weeklong holiday from work and attended the June 2002
G8 Summit in Calgary. Due to world leaders and world
activists in attendance, I felt this would be a good start to
learn how to become an effective activist and to meet
experienced activists from many different backgrounds
and countries. I talked with many activists that week, took
a lot of video footage and participated in marches (even
led one), along with civil disobedience actions. I continued
to stay in contact with other activists I had met and con110 • Treating Yourself, Issue 22 - 2010

tinued to attend protests and rallies to learn as much as
possible and to witness for my own eyes and ears what
appeared to work and what did not for the next few years.
By January 1, 2004, I had finally built up enough courage
to step out of the cannabis closet I had been hiding in since
1972! I joined and started to participate in a number of
cannabis-related forums such as OverGrow, Cannabis
Culture, Treating Yourself, International Cannagraphic
and many others. The handle I started with is “KanMan,”
which stands for Kanadian Kannabis Man. I like the letter
"K" a lot and wanted to be different. By this time over
98% of my activism research and efforts were focused
towards pro-cannabis activism.
My first in-the-street, public, pro-cannabis protest was the
May 2005 Global Marijuana March (GMM) in Calgary.
This event was organized by a small group of students and
was sponsored by Marc Emery and a local hemp store,
The Next Level. With less than 30 people attending and
marching, I decided to drive beside the marchers, honking
my vehicle’s horn loudly and proudly to draw attention to
the marchers. The event and march started at a small city
park that we like to call 420 park and ended at Olympic
Plaza in downtown Calgary (close to 20 city blocks). The
marchers were unorganized, unruly and disrespectful,
shouting at Calgary Police Service officers as they
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2002 G8 Summit Calgary
Clockwise:
World leaders
Ralph Klein
Memorial Park Protest
G.W. Bush “Stupid white man”
Massive street march
Another massive street march
Boycott the GAP protest

Left:
Tommy Chong and Keith Fagin
outside night club after the
documentary AKA Tommy Chong
screening April 19, 2006.

United we can win the war on
cannabis, divided we will continue to lose. In other words: united
we stand, divided we fall!
approached Olympic Plaza. Debbie, my wife, was filming
the march and was even knocked down and injured by a
marcher.
A few weeks later, I started what ended up being several
attempts over the next few months to contact the GMM
organizer of the 2005 march to offer support and financial
assistance. Shortly after the BC3 were busted by the DEA
for selling cannabis seeds, I finally got a reply from the
2005 GMM organizer. He stated he was not at all interested in continuing pro-cannabis activism, including
another GMM event. He gave two reasons. First, the lack
of support with only 30 people attending, and second,
with Marc Emery being busted and no financial support
from same, he had no interest whatsoever in continuing
pro-cannabis activism or organizing another GMM
event. I again told him I would work hard at raising funds
and getting support for the GMM and other pro-cannabis
activism to continue in Calgary. Again, I tried a number of
times to contact him and offer support. Sadly, all my
efforts were ignored completely. The last messages I sent
him were to inform him I was going to go ahead with
starting a local pro-cannabis group.

2005 Global
Marijuana March

After months of posting on many Internet-based cannabisrelated message forums looking for people to join Debbie
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Tommy Chong after the documentary
“AKA Tommy Chong,” talking and answering questions in the nightclub April 19, 2006.
Tommy Chong holding up Calgary 420 marijuana march poster, Bongs and Such logo "The Dude" and Debbie Fagin
April 19, 2006.
and myself, I received a reply from Treating Yourself member SedativeOcean, stating she and another TY member
— Hollowpoint — wanted to join forces with us and fight
the right fight in Calgary. By this time, Debbie and I had
been planning to protest the arrest and persecution of the
BC3. I had setup a web site at KanMan.ca with a protest
information page called SOAP (Smoke Out America
Protest). The next course of action was to visit local hemp
stores and ask for support for our first protest.
We were up front with them all, stating we were going to
other hemp-related stores asking for support as well. A
few hemp stores were willing to support us (Bongs and
Such and The Next Level). Most stores were fearful due to
the recent arrest of the BC3 and refused to support us.
Despite this lack of support, we were polite, respectful and
understanding and thanked the unsupportive stores for
their time. Next, thanks to SedativeOcean, we were able
to meet Grant Krieger and ask him to attend SOAP. To my
surprise, he agreed. Next was to create a name for the
local pro-cannabis group. Calgary 420 Marijuana
Community was officially founded on September 15,
2005. SOAP was held on September 21, 2005 at the U.S.
consulate in downtown Calgary. We were loud and proud
and openly consumed cannabis while handing out
cannabis seeds to all passersby that would take them.
After SOAP was history, I again tried to contact the organizer of the 2005 GMM a number of times and again was
still completely ignored. I continued to post on many procannabis message forums in the hopes of gaining more
support. At times it was discouraging, but we continued
onwards anyway. I also started to write letters to the editors of local newspapers and build a solid relationship
with Grant Krieger.
By this time I had come to the conclusion we needed to
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stop using the slang word marijuana and start using
cannabis instead. Calgary 420 Marijuana Community
was changed to Calgary 420 Cannabis Community. An
Internet web site and message board was then set up.
The next public event to be organized was on April 20,
2006 at 420 Park in Southwest Calgary. In March and
April, the Calgary Flames hockey team was in the Stanley
Cup playoffs and huge crowds were gathering on 17 Ave.
SW, where 420 Park was located, partying it up big time.
Debbie and I joined the crowds that gathered and handed
out hundreds of 420 event flyers each night the hockey fans
were there. The first few times we were handing out 420
flyers, some Calgary Police Service (CPS) officers made
attempts to intimidate Debbie to stop handing them out.
She would hand them a Calgary 420 Cannabis Community
business cards with my full name, phone number and email
and told the CPS officers to contact me if they had concerns
or questions. Not one CPS officer bothered to contact me.
On April 19, 2006, the evening before the 420 rally,
Tommy Chong and director Josh Gilbert were in Calgary
at a local nightclub to screen the documentary “AKA
Tommy Chong.” Debbie, Grant Krieger and I arrived early
to continue the promotion of the upcoming 420 rally and
to check out the screening. We hooked up with our friends
Bill and Nick — owners of Bongs and Such — before the
screening and enjoyed some 420 fun in the parking lot. Bill
was dressed up as "The Dude," a huge cannabis leaf that
is the Bongs and Such logo. Bongs and Such was sponsoring the event with some fine glass art to be given away to
ticket holders.
The documentary was displayed on two screens, one at
each end of the narrow nightclub. After the film ended,
Tommy Chong addressed the crowd. Tommy talked about
how he was duped into shipping his glass art products
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across state lines. A summary of how it went down was
there was a large order placed for Tommy Chong glass art.
The person making the order made up excuses not to pick
up the order for 9 months and kept applying pressure to
have the TC glass art order be shipped. Finally, they gave
in and shipped the order that had been sitting in the warehouse collecting dust for so many months. When the bust
went down, the heavily armed DEA raided Tommy and
Shelby's home in the early morning. In the end Tommy
agreed to a plea deal where the charges on his son and wife
would be dropped. He talked about his time in prison and
how he helped with a garden and participated in a native
sweat lodge and the day-to-day grind of life in prison.
What he thought of Bush family and John Ashcroft. He
talked about crooked politicians on both sides of the border. He talked about about legalization. Tommy was asked
what he thought of Calgary pot; he said, “Isn't BC pot the
best?” but the crowd set him straight. Debbie filmed the
time Tommy talked and answered questions, some of
which is on my YouTube page. I have to say, my favorite
question came from Debbie. She asked Tommy if he was
going to attend our Worldwide Marijuana March. His
answer to attending a marijuana march was classic Tommy
humor. He replied, “I don't know, marching and marijuana some how…” Tommy paused as the crowd laughed and
then continued that, “…If it was a marijuana sit
around…” He declined, but said he’d be there in spirit,
however. When Tommy was asked what he was doing the
next day, he said he had many radio interviews and had to
catch a plane to the U.S. early the next day. After this all
Tommy took the time to pose for photographs and sign
autographs outside the nightclub. There were a lot of people with our 420 rally posters and Worldwide Marijuana
March posters that Tommy autographed and posed with.
The effect the bust and prison experience had on Tommy
and his family had its negative side, but it also turned
Tommy into an angry, vocal activist as well.
Lastly, one thing I want people to know about Tommy
Chong that I can say for sure is he has a very strong passion for getting better access to medical cannabis for those
who need it.
The next day was the rally at what we affectionately call
420 Park (Tomkins Square) in the heart of the very busy
west end of downtown Calgary, where the Calgary Flames
Red Mile playoff parties would spill into the streets all
around. The location was chosen due the large amounts of
trendy restaurants, bars and other businesses with the high
volumes of pedestrian and vehicle traffic. As I drove by 420
Park looking for a parking spot, I was dismayed and concerned to see a large Calgary Police Service (CPS) mountain
bike patrol presence. I admit, I was intimidated at first, but
knew I had no choice but to march right up close in front
of the big police patrol with large handheld signs. I arrived
first and alone and was ready to be arrested very quickly. I
marched back and forth in front of the line of CPS mountain bike patrol officers with a large sign, chanting slogans
as loudly as I could. To my surprise, the CPS mountain bike

patrol did not move towards me. Within a few minutes of
my actions, Debbie arrived with Grant Krieger and some
other Calgary 420 members. Everyone picked up signs and
started to march back and forth on the sidewalk that runs
parallel to the very busy 17 Avenue. The group was enjoying the many horn honks, whistles and cheers from passing
vehicles. After about an hour had passed, some Calgary
420 members had heard the CPS mountain bike patrol officers talking about arresting me or just giving me a ticket for
disturbing the peace. Once they heard this, they made sure
to warn me what the CPS was planning to do to stop the
event. I knew in my heart I still had to stand my ground
and not be intimidated, even though it meant risking the
consequences, whatever they may be. The reason I felt so
strongly at this point that I needed to take the risk was due
to the fact I watched a number of people we had met the
night before at the “AKA Tommy Chong” documentary
walk back and forth by us but not stop or pick up a sign. I
could see in their faces they were scared off by the large
CPS presence. Many of these people were very excited
about the 420 rally and wanted to attend the event and
enjoy the afternoon with other like-minded people proudly voicing their opinions in a public manner. I knew at this
point the police had been successful in crushing some peoples’ rights as set out in the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms, which stipulates that everyone has the following fundamental freedoms: freedom of conscience and
religion; freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of the press and other media of
communication; freedom of peaceful assembly; and freedom of association.
After an hour and half had passed, Grant Krieger's
Multiple Sclerosis began to have the usual nasty negative
effects on his body. Grant had consumed a joint of medical
cannabis prior to the event but the positive affects were no
longer with him. Grant sat down and proceeded to light
one of the medical cannabis joints he had brought with
him. This is when the sergeant of the CPS mountain bike
patrol decided it was time to make a move to intimidate us
into ending the growing loud and proud event.
More pictures available in the Calgary 420 picture galleries:
2002 G8 Summit Calgary
http://tinyurl.com/yj3cm9f
2005 Global Marijuana March
http://tinyurl.com/yferdlm
2005 Smoke Out America Protest
http://tinyurl.com/ygytcwm
AKA Tommy Chong documentary AKATommyChong.com
AKA Tommy Chong documentary
screening Q&A Youtube video clip 1 of 2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CG9efuASv58
AKA Tommy Chong documentary
screening Q&A Youtube video clip 2 of 2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8-mA26Iyfw
Bongs and Such Bongsandsuch.com

See Part 2 to be continued in Treating Yourself
Magazine Issue 23 for what happens next.
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Canada420.org
Networked Canadian Cannabis Activism

Ændrew Rininsland
Treating Yourself Copy Editor

Ever wanted to start a pro-cannabis legalization
activism group in your community, or just wanted a
way to begin finding people wanting to organize for
the purpose of ending marijuana prohibition?
Canada420.org is a project designed to make this as
quick and easy as possible, through simple website
creation tools and a growing community of procannabis activists for support.
In this issue, Calgary420’s Keith Fagin talks about
the process of starting a pro-cannabis activism group
in the conservative stronghold of Calgary, Alberta,
where I also live. I met up with Keith a few years ago
and was instantly amazed by the extent of his vision.
Not content to start a mere local activist movement,
Keith aimed to start a whole network of activist websites throughout the province via the Alberta420 network.
I eventually turned him on to Joomla!, an open
source content management system designed to allow
individuals to create very nuanced community websites with very little programming knowledge.
Joomla! allowed us to create several sites for activist
groups in Alberta, linked together by a single login
name, with an incredible amount of flexibility for
local organizers to customize their pages, forums,
photo galleries and much more. The upside of this
was instantly apparent — with the shared user base
and use of live RSS feeds, every cannabis activist in
Alberta could instantly know of an arrest, protest or
bust in remote parts of the province.
Yet, the problem with Joomla! is it has weak multisite support, has a fairly steep learning curve and
requires a lot of effort by administrators to deploy.
It’s still fantastic code, but we found it to be less useful given our circumstances. It also confused the Hell
out of some community organizers. Still, Keith and I
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discussed ways to create an automatically-deploying
Joomla! environment available to the entire Canadian
cannabis activist community, so not only could they
create a free, web-accessible resource for recruitment,
discussion, promotion and media contact, but one
connected to a much larger group of Canadian
cannabis activists willing to relay information to others in the community who might not have web
access. Still, the software wasn’t mature enough to
accomplish this aim and the idea got pushed to the
back-burner for awhile.
I discovered WordPress MultiUser during an early
build of the Hotbox Magazine website and, despite
allowing users to instantly create blogs as a site subdomain and the ability to use a very robust and effect
user interface, it wasn’t something I could figure out
how to use in that capacity. However, with the recent
release of a native social networking component,
BuddyPress, it suddenly seemed like a more-thanviable candidate for something awesome. After some
more discussion and some uploading, the newest
incarnation of the Alberta420 idea was born.
The result is Canada420.org, which is a combination
Facebook-style social networking resource, but also a
full-featured blogging platform. Users can create an
easily-maintainable blog at cityname.Canada420.org
and maintain it without any coding knowledge whatsoever. If you have a blog on WordPress.com, you
already have an idea of what this is like. However,
the difference with Canada420 is that it’s connected
to a social network of like-minded cannabis activists
across the country. Your news posts are posted on
your profile, which can then be shared by everyone
else on the site. Regardless of whether you’re in
Moose Jaw or Moncton, you can share what you’re
doing with others working in the legal and medical
cannabis movements. You can also create public and

CANADA420.ORG, NETWORKED CANADIAN CANNABIS ACTIVISM

private groups for discussion of various activities and
invite others in the community who can offer guidance or support.
All of this is designed to act in conjunction with
Facebook and Twitter — not replace them. Social
networking streams are important sources for new
volunteers and communicating with a much wider
base. With this in mind, we are working to make
Canada420 a useful homepage tool that allows users
to interact with multiple other web communities with
as little effort as possible. Already, with a few clicks,
your Canada420 website’s RSS feeds can be imported
into most social networking websites so that updating your Canada420 website automatically updates
your Facebook Page, Twitter feed or Tumblog. And
don’t worry if you’re unsure of how to do this — our
community exists to show you how.

involved in whatever way we can to end cannabis
prohibition in Canada — before we move precipitously close to a U.S.-style War on Drugs.
Canada420 has been built to help regular, every day
people accomplish those two aims. Also, even though
we’re Canada-specific, we encourage anyone who
would like to see marijuana legalized in Canada —
or with skills useful to this end — to join our site and
fill out a profile. Though the laws need to be changed
nationally, and we organize locally, the cannabis
movement must think globally if we are to truly end
the needless prosecution of an incredibly valuable
plant, and the amazing people who smoke it.
Ændrew Rininsland is Copy Editor for Treating Yourself
Magazine, Managing Editor for Hotbox Magazine and
Production Editor at The Gauntlet. He also does web development for the Canada420, Alberta420 and Hotbox networks.
You can see what he’s up to by checking out

We all need to work together and we all need to get

aendrew.com.
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MICHIGAN CAREGIVERS EXPO

Michigan
Caregivers Expo
A TY-MA International Adventure
By Wendal Grant

A

s a member of MA member, I have participated in many shows and events but I have
never been able to attend a medical marijuana expo until now. For it to be an international one even made it better. Around
Toronto when people see the Treating Yourself booth at
these shows they looked shocked but not here in Michigan.
Here it was either “man I love your magazine” to “I’ve been
looking for a magazine like this for a long time, where can
I get it?” and everything in between.
This is just a very small sample of some of the remarks people said as they approached our booth at the Michigan
Caregivers Expo. This event was held during the weekend
of Jan 30 – 31 2010 at the Marriott Hotel within the Eagle
Crest Resort in Ypsilanti Michigan. The state of Michigan
has had a medical program for a year now and it has some
difference than the one here in Canada. Our program in
Canada allows us to grow a certain number of plants based
on our daily gramage, which dictates how many plants one
is allowed to grow. While in Michigan patients are only
allowed to grow 12 plants no matter what the illness
maybe. When it comes to storage our Canadian limits are
far better than there’s but when it comes to who’s allowed
to grow their program beats ours.
Here in Canada a designated grower can only grow from 2
people, this by the way cost taxpayers hundreds of thousands of dollars to win this right in court while in Michigan
growers and patients can grow for up to 5 other people.
Michigan decision must have been based on compassion
and helping sick people while ours in Canada is here to
make things harder for those who can’t grow for themselves. Another notable difference was the application form.

While the application in Canada can be up to 32 pages long
the one in Michigan I’m told is only one page in length. The
cost to obtain this from the doctor is about the same in both
countries.

The Hotel
Once we arrived at the hotel we got situated and received
some mail at the front desk. This mail turned out to be our
supply of Treating Yourself Magazines and the post cards
that we would be handing out throughout the weekend.
While we waited for Fridays nights events to get going
Gayle and I enjoyed lunch at the hotels bar. While sitting
there we were able to meet a man by the name of Jeff. Jeff
was from St. Louis and was thinking about moving back to
Michigan. He figured he`d come to this event to learn the
laws and the medical situation within his former state. I like
the idea that he has chosen the route of getting educated
before diving right in. Sometimes diving in without knowing the rules can at times lead you to unnecessary problems.
When lunch was over we headed for a tour around the
hotel. We followed the marble floor and all the other great
decorations over to the lobby’s fire place. It was while we
were leaving here that we ran into Buddy. Buddy had spotted my MA hat and asked if we were here for the conference. When I told him that we here for the conference and
that we were also vendors from Canada he sort of took us
under his wing. He introduced us to people as they came by
or he`d fill us in on how the program in Michigan works
and answered all my questions.

The Event
The Expo was put on by the people at the Medical
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Marijuana Chamber of Commerce. With the new medical
law in effect, this would be the first ever expo in the area,
but the second one in the state of Michigan. While originally planned that the weekend would get started with the
Michigan Caregivers Cup it didn’t happen. This Cup would
have allowed patients to test and analyse many different
strains that are available to med users. This information
then would have been put to use to help patients determine
which strain of cannabis would work best for them.
Unfortunately only days before the event there was some
political interference which prompted the organizers to put
the contest on hold. While this was a disappointment to
some it was great to see that the organizers still went ahead
with the educational part of the event.
The weekend`s events got started out with a memorial dinner for Treating Yourself member ``swampy``. Swampy
whose real name was Tom Higgins was a person who
inspired many in the cannabis community. While I had
never met swampy the people in the room spoke to me very
admirably about him and what he did.
Gayle and I joined our new friend Buddy for the dinner and
we were able to meet his friend that went by the name of
Peanut Butterman. I was told by both of them that they use
their online names so that people would know who they
were. While I was able to learn that Buddy was a retired
person from nearby Detroit, we also learned Peanut
Butterman was going to be a speaker at this weekend’s conference. His conference topic was to be the Rick Simpson
story and how it works.
During dinner is when I got to meet the event organizer
Anthony Freed. Anthony was dressed for success as he
appeared in a responsible respectable suit instead of the
stoner imagines or criminal look that people of authority try
to make us all out to be. He welcomed us to the Michigan
Caregivers Cup and made sure we had a save ride down and
were situated in our room.
After dinner was over Buddy, Gayle and I headed out to the
vapour lounge, which was a big top tent that would normally be used for weddings. Inside the tent were several
tables available for patients to sit at if they needed to medicate. The lounge was equipped with Vapor King vaporizers
for all the patients to test out. Not only did this give the
patients attending the event an opportunity to try out a
vaporizer but it also allowed them to receive the medicine
they required while attending the event.
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Within the tent Buddy would introduce us to members of
the medical community in the area of Ypsilanti. We met so
many people this first night that there is no way I could
remember them all. What I do know is that every one of
them was friendly and made me feel at home. When they
found out I was from Canada they would ask several questions. Most of them were on how our medical program
works versus theirs.
There was John who quit his full time job to help patients
as well as Capt. Kirk, a man that I understand can bake up
a storm of medibles that can help anyone. As well there was
a big man who told me his name was Budtender. He didn`t
tell me what his occupation was but with a name like that
you have to believe it’s a position many would love.
After meeting everyone and enjoying their hospitality Gayle
and I decided to jump on the shuttle bus to take a tour
around the town. While it was dark and we couldn’t see a
lot we were able to find out where the events bands would
be playing if we wanted to attend.
When we arrived back I couldn’t find our friend Buddy but
we did run into Troy and Katy. These two nice people were
vendors at the show as well. We were about to relax for the
night when they ask us to join them for some medication
before we headed to our room for the night. During this
time we were able to find out about Troy’s adventure
through Costa Rica. He was so inspired by his trip that he
had to write a book and share his experience with others.

The Show Begins
Saturday morning arrives and Gayle and I head for breakfast before heading to the expo floor. It was great to open
the doors and see that all the booths were up and the vendors were now setting things up. Originally we were going
to have an area just outside the front entrance to the event
but it quickly turned into a big double booth within the
expo. After getting the Treating Yourself banner hung and
the tables set up with our collection of magazines and special post cards we were ready to go, or so we thought. The
white magazines and the white Treating Yourself post cards
were very hard to see with a white background. In order to
fix this problem Gayle grabbed a blanket from our hotel
room as well from Troy and Katy’s room. This gave our
table a golden top and allowed our products to stand out
better.
While things were set up what we weren’t ready for was the

MICHIGAN CAREGIVERS EXPO

flood of people. The TY-MA booths are usually manned by
three or four people but this time around there were only
two of us in attendance for this. The people just kept coming and coming and they were hungry for information.
When I got a chance to take a look around I was able to see
that the other booths were just as busy as we were. Busy
booths equal busy vendors which makes everyone involved
very happy.
The show was hoping to attract somewhere around 30 vendors, which it didn’t, but the group was happy that it did get
just over 20 of them. There were several caregiver groups
that had booths, while some others were out to educate.
There were vendors who sold “how to grow” videos all the
way a Michigan School of Cannabis. There was glass blowing shows happening as well as some vendors selling their
products. Unfortunately I didn’t see some of the vendors I
thought I may see. These would be the people selling growing equipment or nutrients for medical caregivers to grow
with for their patients. Our booth had some question as to
where they were and why they weren’t here. I just quickly
told them that these events take time to build and for them
to look for them in the future.
Five hours after we got started Gayle and I were finally able
to get a rest. While I took a quick breather Gayle went looking for some lunch for us. When she returned she found me
and the booth once again surrounded by people. We got to
eat that lunch a short time before the days show ended just
before dinner time.
When I did find some time to get away and take some pictures I was able to find the Sensible Student Drug Policy
group from the University of Michigan. I believe it’s great to
see university students stand up for their rights and to get
out there and educate people. I had a good conversation
with them but before leaving them I had to purchase one of
their t-shirts. The shirts draw was that my closing line, for
the radio segment I am doing, is printed on the front of the
shirt - Educate Not Incarcerate.

The Education Sessions
The Expo floor wasn’t the only place that was a happening
place. The organizers also put together a very informative
speaking schedule for the weekend. These speakers would
talk about everything everyone needs to know about
cannabis.
You could learn about growing techniques to advance cooking methods to how cannabis heals from within. If you were
a Michigan resident or were thinking of becoming one, like
our friend Jeff, then there were sessions for people to learn
the laws before getting started. If you didn’t know anything
about cannabis I’m sure after listening to these speakers that
you would walk away knowing it’s not as hard to grow as
people believe and that they have been misinformed for
their entire life on the uses and concerns of cannabis.
The highlight for me on the first day, besides meeting all
these fine people, was the attention the booth received as

well as the fact we were almost sold out all our TY magazines on the first day. We did sell them all out by noon on
Sunday but that didn’t stop us from continuing our education. The low point would be when my camera went missing. On it were the many pictures I had hoped to share with
you, the readers, so I had to come up with another way of
getting pictures for this article. I quickly told the organizers
about the missing camera which prompted one of them,
Lindsay, to offer me her camera to take some pictures. As
well she told me that she would forward on the pictures she
had taken as well. I’d like to say “Thank you Lindsay”.

Day Two
Day two of the Expo wasn’t as busy as day one but it was
steady. Within two hours on Sunday we had sold out all but
the final three magazines, which we were keeping back for
two reasons. One reason was so we’d still have a display
and secondly we wanted to give them to the organizers as a
gift for having us attend. Believe me we could have sold
those last magazines ten times over if we had the supply but
most people were just as happy to fill out one of the
Treating Yourself post cards and receive a free magazine in
the mail.
Throughout the whole weekend the hotel had lots of security guards, not police, standing around. I doubt it was normal for so many security people to be there but maybe it
was a necessity as per the police or the hotel management.
They were at every entrance and every door in and out of
the place which is something I’m not use to. As well, an
ambulance was set up out front all weekend. Whether this
was incase someone consumed too much medication or if it
was a standard practice, it lead me to believe that those that
required it for this event still need to be educated. We’re all
aware that no one dies from medicating with cannabis
unlike other drugs that are prescribed to patients. The
ambulance’s presence was enough for one vendor to speak
our rather largely about it in the parking lot as we were
departing.
The people we met were great and very generous. All of
them were very helpful for all of our needs no matter what
they were. While the expo may of some small problems the
main goal was to educate the public about cannabis medicine. This I believe was accomplished very well.
Kudo’s to Anthony, Lindsay, Kirk and Darryl as well as
many others at the Medical Marijuana Chamber of
Commerce for a job well done.
While the show didn’t attract the estimated 50,000 people,
it did attract thousands of peaceful law abiding citizens who
are sick or want to help out the sick, something that our
governments seem to be failing us on when it comes to this
natural healing plant.
Medicinal Awareness can be reached at ma@treatingyourself.com or can be found on Facebook at
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/group.php?
gid=107220733999
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ADVANCE TICKET & VIP JUDGE REGISTRATION FORM

Do you use marijuana for medicinal reasons? YES ____ NO _____

Medical
Survey

Were you prescribed Medical Marijuana by your physician? YES _____ NO _____
Has your doctor suggested/prescribed synthetic THC pharmaceuticals such as Marinol or Sativex? YES ___ NO ____

Please check off which tickets you would like to order and how many

$15 General Admission: Friday ________ Saturday _______ Sunday ________
$25 General Admission: 3 Day Pass ________
$15 Howard Dover ExtravaGANJA* Friday July 16 2010: _________
$15 Marijuana Music Awards & Medical Marijuana Cup Ceremonies* Sunday July 18, 2010 : _________
$350 VIP Judges Pass* includes all the above events, Goody bag with samples , Hemp T Shirt ,
plus VIP Evening Dinner Boat Cruise on Lake Ontario Saturday July 17, 2010: _______
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Ticket info

* Separate Application Form is needed for each VIP JUDGE.

* Space is limited. ORDER NOW!!!

Credit Card
Visa / Mastercard

Exp

6744 2882 2222 7890

Signature

Date

CCV

Mailing info for Advance Tickets
PLEASE SEND COMPLETED REGISTRATION FORM
ALONG WITH PAYMENT TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:

OR

FAX COMPLETED REGISTRATION FORMS WITH
CREDIT CARD PAYMENT TO:
416 620 0698

Recipes

How to make

Nutty Fudge covered

Hash Brownies
By Carrie
The Compassionate Chef

Makes 16 large or 36 smaller
(Extra Strength, know your dose!)
*IF YOU CUT THIS RECIPE IN HALF, USE A PAN
HALF THE SIZE: BAKE @325 FOR 18-20 MINS*

Instructions

What you will need:

Base Walnut Brownie
1 cup Cannabis butter
(227 grams) (room temp or melted)

10 grams black hash
(optional for extra strength)

1 ½ cups sugar
2 large eggs
2 teaspoons vanilla
1 ¼ cup flour
½ cup veggie oil
2/3 cup cocoa
¼ cup milk
1 cup chopped walnuts
(save some for topping is no peanuts)

1 cup mini chocolate chips
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1. Heat your oven to 350’f, line a 13x9x2 inch baking pan with parchment paper.
2. In a mixer, beat together the cannabis butter and
the sugar until fluffy, add one egg at a time, add
vanilla and milk
3. Add sifted flour and cocoa untill blended, stir in
the chocolate chips and nuts. spread into the prepared pan
4. Bake 20-25 mins, cool completely in pan on wire
rack
Peanut Butter Fudge
½ cup (115 grams) Cannabis butter
1 package (1 2/3 cups) Reese’s peanut butter chips
14 oz sweetened condensed milk
1. Melt the ½ cup butter and peanut butter chips in
a saucepan over low heat with a non stop stir untill
melted and smooth
2. Add the condensed milk stir untill mixed, pour
over baked brownie layer.
Topping
1 Medium Hempshy’s Chocolate bar (1/4 cup chips)
handful of chopped peanuts or some of the walnuts you saved from brownie
1. Put the chocolate in a microwave safe cup and
heat for a min. untill chocolate melts when stirred
2. Drizzle bars with melted chocolate and top with
the nuts
3. Refrigerate a hour, cut into bars, put into container and store in fridge.

NUTTY FUDGE COVERED HASH BROWNIES/ SUGAR COOKIE CUT OUTS

How to make

Sugar Cookie
cut outs
By Carrie
The Compassionate Chef

Sugar cookies are a buttery cookie with a crunch.
They are great on their own or they make an ideal
holiday cookie with festive decorated royal icing.
Try customizing the dough to your own taste, with
an addition such as finely grated lemon zest,
brandy or some cinnamon. Remember stronger
flavours help mask the meds.
Makes about 2 dozen 4 inch cookies
(with royal icing)

Instructions

what you will need:

4 cups all purpose flour,
plus more for dusting
1 teaspoon baking powder
½ teaspoon salt
100 gms sativa butter
127 gms reg. unsalted butter
1 grm hash oil
2 cups sugar
2 large eggs
2 teaspoons pure vanilla

1. Sift flour,baking powder and salt into bowl.
2. Put butter and sugar into mixing bowl, mix on
med. until fluffy. mix in the eggs vanilla and and
extra flavourings. reduce to low speed, gradually
mix in the flour mixture.
3. Divide dough in half, flatten each half into a disk.
wrap each one in plasic wrap. refrigerate until firm,
at least 1 hour or over night is best.
4. Pre-heat oven to 325o f, leave dough out at
room temperature just until soft enough to roll, roll
out on lightly floured surface to just under a ¼ in.
thick. transfer cookies to parchment paper lined
baking sheets. chill cookies in freezer until very
firm,about 15 mins.
5. Bake until edges are golden brown, 15 to 18
mins.let cool on sheets on wire racks.
Royal Icing makes `2 ½ cups
1 Pound icing sugar
5 Tablespoons meringue powder
or ¼ tsp. cream of tartar
Around ½ cup water
Food colouring you desire
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Win a

Contest

Volcano

Just answer the question and complete the following entry form and send it to TY!
One lucky winner will be chosen for each prize. GOOD LUCK!!!
Deadline for contest entry is June 1/10

Digital Vaporizer

Answer the following TY QUESTION :

How many Volcano’s did TreatingYourself give away in 2009?

Deadline for contest entry is June 1/10

Name:
Address:
City:

Province / State :

Postal / Zip Code:

Country:

Home Phone # :

Best time to call?

Email Address :

Please mail completed entry form to:
Treating Yourself,
Attn: Volcano contest,
250 The East Mall, P.O. Box 36531,
Etobicoke, Ontario.
M9B 3Y8 Canada

Only 1 entry per person.
If more than 1 entry is received then
you will be disqualified from the contest.

Deadline for contest entry is
June 1/10
Winners name will be announced in Treating Yourself issue # 24
Winner will be contacted by phone / mail / email
so please be sure to provide your contact information in full.
ALL INFORMATION WILL BE DISTROYED IMMEDIATELY AFTER
A WINNER HAS BEEN PICKED AND CONTACTED

W
N
NOI
W
Volcano
Contest WINNER
TY issue 20

Krissi Steele
Nanaimo, BC
Please keep those
entries coming.
We know there are many
more lucky winners.

